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Life offers the graphic designer no other project quite
like a magazine or newspaper redesign or launch. Most
designers are concerned with finished products—
posters, advertisements, Web sites, or single issues of a
publication. The designer undertaking a redesign is
more concerned with the potential of the format. It’s
sort of like building a set for an improvised play—the
redesign specialist builds a structure within which the
real action—written and visual storytelling—can take
place. This structure must be familiar enough to be
understandable, bold enough to be engaging, and flex-
ible enough to accommodate unexpected twists and
turns in the plot. Unless the publication is dismally and
predictably edited, it is impossible to take everything
that might run within the format into account.

A set designer, a director, and an actor all have a
different understanding of what’s involved in making a
play, but each must be empathetic toward the views and
concerns of the others. Their collaborative under-
standing both enriches the expertise of each and allows
all to work within an environment of mutual respect
and industry. Likewise, magazines are collaborative
enterprises. Launching or redesigning a publication
must emerge from a shared vision that incorporates
editorial, design, and (usually) business interests. This
book has views from editors, redesign specialists, and
in-house art directors. It is my hope that readers who
hold, or aspire to, any of these job titles will find value
in these pages.

Even more than their editorial and business-side
colleagues, designers approaching a redesign must have
an empathetic outlook. You cannot address the needs of
a publication without being, or quickly becoming, a
generalist, able to translate various management, edito-
rial, and design concerns into a functioning structure.
Whether working from a staff position or as an outside
consultant, the principal manager of a redesign must be
part salesperson, encouraging other stakeholders to
consider significant changes, and part marriage coun-
selor, finding common ground between colleagues who
may see the redesign as an opportunity to advance their
personal aspirations for the magazine. The hardest part
for many staff designers is giving fair—but not more
than fair—attention to what naturally interests them

most: their own aspirations for the magazine. At pres-
entation time when mocked-up pages for the new
format come out, the author of the new approach 
must step down into the role of client—equal to the
other clients in the room. He or she must somehow
abandon the role of proud parent and look at his or her
work critically.

The redesigner must also be a good and ques-
tioning listener. Many of the nondesign staff members
involved in a redesign—even visually astute staff mem-
bers—do not always have the vocabulary to articulate
what concerns them about an approach. An editor may
offer, “I don’t like that typeface,” but often will not be
able to explain why without prodding. Only ques-
tioning the comment will result in the possibility of
consensus, either to accept the font as is or as modified,
or about desirable qualities in an alternative.

Alas, we are all human, and one of the frailties that
goes along with the human condition is that we tend,
usually subconsciously, to respect most the skills that
we best understand. (One editor I used to work with
paid me the highest compliment he knew to give an art
director: “You could be a writer,” he said.) Within the
hierarchy of most magazines, the art director reports to
the editor in chief. Design and art direction are largely
responsive to and supportive of the editorial mission.
The redesign turns that relationship upside down.
During a redesign, designers provide some of the ideas
for new features, new ways to divide up content—
shortening some things, lengthening others. Long-
standing ways of working are held up for scrutiny and
sometimes rejected. For editors—particularly strong
editors—this can be an uncomfortable process. For
staff designers, who must rise above their traditional
position in the organization to claim new authority, it
can be a difficult time as well. This book will look at the
politics of redesigns and strategies for handling them
from several perspectives.

The first order of business when contemplating a
redesign is deciding whether a new format is warranted
at all. A redesign is not a panacea, and a new format, by
itself, will not enliven a staff that has grown tired of the
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topic and predictable in the information it presents. In
short, a redesign does not replace a long vacation, if one
is needed.

For other magazines, though, whose format is
laden with long-out-of-fashion fonts, no-longer-hip
colors, and regular features that have grown stale, it is
well past time. It is often such magazines that find the
prospect of reinvention most difficult, however. Why?
They lack the expertise or the resources to redesign;
otherwise they would have done it before they got to
such a desperate state. The desktop-publishing revo-
lution (and then the switch to digital photography
and PDF workflow) allowed many magazines to trim
their staffs. The advertising drought after 9/11 and a
paper market in flux has since forced many more to do
so. While some of the hardest-hit magazines have
managed to keep publishing, they do so in a dimin-
ished form. Small titles with staffs of three or four do
not have a lot of extra time for the significant
extraproduction cycle effort required for even the
smoothest of reinventions.

Other magazines—particularly large newsstand
titles—seem to change design every three or four years.
Even daily newspapers, once icons of stability (and for
which a redesign is a truly Herculean effort) have
caught the bug. The credit (or the blame) for this quick-
ening of the redesign cycle goes to the Web, according
to many of the experts I’ve talked to. The Internet, with
its vast variety, has raised the overall level of visual lit-
eracy and created an expectation for freshness among
readers. Magazines must run to stay in place. Personally,
I think the fear that motivates frequent reinvention is an
overreaction, albeit one with which we can all sympa-
thize. Traditional magazine publishing is adapting—
sometimes painfully—to the existence of unwanted
competition from a new medium (which even now has
not reached its full potential). However, publishing once
adapted to radio and the movies. All of these adapted to
television and then cable television, and no deaths yet
under the media big top. Magazines (and newspapers)
are, however, going through an uncomfortable transi-
tional period.

In truth, there are no hard and fast rules about how
often to redesign. Magazineland is full of monuments
to stability and consistency—publications that remain
essentially unchanged for years or decades and prosper.
Word-driven publications such as Harper’s, the Week,
and the Economist fit into this category. Stalwarts
National Geographic and the New Yorker, likewise, have
evolved slowly enough not to shake up readers. Other
magazines, such as Zoetrope: All-Story, have no consis-
tent format issue-to-issue. Readers seem to be adapt-
able to both approaches.

Because every redesign comes with risk as well as
promise, the decision to redesign should be entered
with eyes open. There are always reasons to redesign
now, but the reasons to proceed rarely come without a
counterargument. Changing with the times is essential
for survival, but in the short term it can alienate the
current readership and create an opening for a com-
petitor—both worrisome prospects, particularly for
small special-interest titles that may rely on a market
too small for division.

Bad Reasons to Redesign
STAFF BOREDOM. There is no better reason to redesign
than reader boredom. Staff boredom, on the other
hand, is best ignored—at least for a while. A typical
staff member devotes anywhere from 160 to 200 hours
a month working to put out each monthly issue. The
typical reader will spend anywhere from fifteen minutes
to three hours with the printed artifact of that process.
It is even likely that the staff will be a little tired of a
new design before its premiere, thanks to all the hours
that went into the format’s preparation. Under the best
of circumstances, staff instinct about when a format has
passed its sell-by date will be distorted; it should not be
trusted as the only indicator of when to make a change.

STAFF CHANGES. There are lots of times when a
new publisher, editor, or design director will come into
an organization and leverage his or her outsider perspec-
tive and energy to become the driving force for an
overdue or otherwise needed redesign. There are other
times when a new person advocates changes to make the
publication more personally comfortable or simply to be
able to point to a major accomplishment under his or her
stewardship. Because a redesign can come at the expense
of a possibly fragile reader relationship, the “accomplish-
ment” of a redesign can be more perception than reality.

How can you tell the difference between ego and
vision? It is tempting to suggest that it is a bad sign if a
magazine is being pushed toward the new staffer’s pre-
vious publication, but it’s likely that the new staffer has
been hired, in part, because of his or her success in a
past job. If the two magazines have or seek comparable
readerships, the re-creation of some aspect of a previous
tenure may be what’s called for. It is also tempting to
suggest that the new staffer take some time before pro-
ceeding—really get to understand the magazine before
instituting any changes. This cautious approach is
workable at most special-topic and controlled-circula-
tion titles, where the staff members tend to have spe-
cialized expertise and long tenures. In the go-go New
York publishing world, where staffers are fired and
replacements hired in a matter of days, the reflective
approach can be deadly.
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However, it must be said that arbitrary changes are
likely to be poor changes. This is not a design example,
but it serves to illustrate the point: One editor I knew
attempted to switch his new magazine’s stylebook (the
agreed-upon collection of grammar and usage rules)
from University of Chicago to Associated Press in the
middle of his first production cycle. The two standards
are roughly comparable, but very different in applica-
tion. It was a change meant to benefit the new staffer,
not the publication. The disruption caused by one
person adapting (even a high-level staffer) is less than
the havoc caused by the forced and abrupt derangement
of an entire staff. Style changes—whether visual or tex-
tural—often result in a period of uncertainty during
which mistakes can more easily make it into print.

When staffers get together to determine the direc-
tion of a redesign, there is a mute personality in the
room as significant as anyone’s: the personality of the
magazine. Even publications with similar readerships
can have very different souls. If the new staffer is an
advocate for respecting that essence and attitude
(which is deeper than the list of departments, the type-
face, and the color palette), a redesign is more likely to
be solid.

Looking Beyond the Printed Page
I started this book not entirely certain that the topic of
magazine design would fill an entire volume. Now, I
can’t help thinking about all the viewpoints that could
not be part of this dialogue because there wasn’t room.
However, magazines tend to fall into a few broad areas
regardless of topic and target audience. I have tried to
bring a range of voices from magazines at different
places on the publishing spectrum.

BUDGET. Most publications are not Vanity Fair.
The big New York–based newsstand magazines have
large staffs, vast art budgets, and long production
cycles; these publications typically have several issues in
progress at once. Some smaller magazines have little or
no money for art, and only a few days to turn edited
text into inviting pages. When redesigning a magazine,
designers need to pay attention to the realities of
budget and schedule; although some of those realities
may be open to adjustment during the process.

MOTIVATION. Everyone hopes his or her magazine
will prosper. Nevertheless, financial success (or even
remaining in business in a year’s time) is unlikely
enough for most start-ups that profit is rarely the sole
motivating factor. Passion for the topic or the commu-
nity being served, plus faith that what interests the staff
will break through the noise and connect to a larger
audience, is what drives the phenomenal amount of
research, planning, and work necessary for the typical

launch. Passion is power: it has driven many of the
most successful publications against long odds.

Passionate publications exist in sharp contrast to
many of the largest newsstand magazines, where there
is scant difference between the advertising and the edi-
torial content. “Special deals” drive the advertiser–pub-
lisher relationship at large publishing houses, as does
product placement—the paid appearance of products
and services within an editorial context. At many
national magazines—particularly at gender-specific
magazines—the firewall has been entirely shattered. I
do not mean to suggest that big magazines do not offer
value; product placements and special deals fuel some
sumptuous photo shoots, breathtaking designs, and, in
exceptional cases, ambitious and enterprising jour-
nalism. Deals have also helped keep large national titles
affordable. One shudders at what the September Vogue
would cost if the reader paid the full cost of producing
it. On the other hand, it seems clear that special deals
have blunted some diversity of editorial voice.

BUSINESS MODEL. A trip to Borders reveals a
breathtaking array of publications. These range from
titles that sell more than a million each month, such as
People, to magazines that sell only a few thousand on
the newsstand, such as the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists. Some have huge budgets; others rely on vol-
unteer contributors and free art. From the richest to the
poorest, these are all consumer magazines available to
anyone who cares to dig an issue out of the rack and pay
for it. Of course, you must also find it. Even a well-
stocked Borders has only a fraction of available con-
sumer titles.

But these titles represent a tiny percentage of pub-
lishing; most magazines are controlled-circulation titles,
so called because they are available free, but only to
readers who meet a specific profile—usually because of
what they do for a living. Instead of a subscription fee,
these publications require readers to fill out and sign a
survey asking about the size of their organization and
their influence over purchasing decisions. Controlled-
circulation publications are successful because they offer
a great deal to both readers and advertisers: readers get
monthly news and information about their field for free,
and advertisers get to hawk their wares specifically to
customers who might be interested. The value of such
“precision media buys” is obvious when you look at the
range of publications within a single field. Medicines
are promoted through titles aimed at doctors; multi-
million-dollar medical equipment is sold through titles
aimed at hospital administrators.

In addition to business-to-business publications,
the other major category of controlled-circulation pub-
lication is membership or association based. Some
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association magazines serve roughly the same purpose
as business-to-business titles, providing news about
goings-on within an industry; others build affinity
around political, social, or cultural concerns. As a rule,
the production values at a controlled-circulation publi-
cation are lower than for a successful consumer title,
but that’s not always the case. National Geographic is
probably the most obvious example of an expensively
produced controlled-circulation title. Although it is
now available on the newsstand, for years the magazine
was the principal benefit of membership in the
National Geographic Society. Many of the best-con-
trolled titles are good enough to have a secondary life
on the newsstand, and some do—Preservation, AARP,
and Smithsonian, for example. Also, a number of news-
stand magazines—particularly business titles—round
out their readerships with a small, often highly pros-
perous controlled readership that sometimes gets copies
with ads just for them.

Finally, a growing sector of the magazine world is
referred to as “custom publishing.” Custom magazines
are produced or distributed by companies whose prin-
cipal business is something other than publishing.
While many custom publications accept advertising
and are profitable in and of themselves, they are usually
motivated primarily by a desire to maintain and build
consumer loyalty or otherwise advance the objectives of
the parent company. Airline magazines are among the
most familiar custom publications, but car companies
and other manufacturers, hotel chains, cable compa-
nies, large hospitals, shopping malls, and other kinds of
entities have custom magazines.

Many if not most custom magazines are editorially
limp—they speak in a voice blunted by public-relations
departments that excise the slightest whiff of offense or
controversy from the pages. These magazines end up
closer to brochures or long advertisements than maga-
zines. However, some custom publications are fine
magazines, which rise above what is often a limited
mission to publish engaging articles on a range of
topics. Air Canada’s enRoute and the recently revived
Benetton Colors come to mind.

The best part about editing this book was that it gave
me a reason to call many of my heroes in publishing
and design. Despite starting each conversation just
short of coherence, I invariably found a warm, knowl-
edgeable person on the other end of the phone line,
willing to discuss design and magazine issues with a
stranger. Many agreed (despite the demands of working
for a monthly title or running a business) to contribute
an essay or sit for an interview; others informed and

expanded on my views. I want to thank the contribu-
tors first of all for making this project possible.

A special thanks to my longtime friend and editor
Caroline Schweiter who gave careful attention to the
chapters I wrote. Any mistakes, however, are fully my
own responsibility.

I’d also like to give thanks to Peter Harkness who
dismissed any concerns about printing an internal doc-
ument and allowed me to reproduce the design brief for
Governing, as well as the rest of my colleagues at the
magazine, who were supportive despite my occasional
distraction as I worked on this book—especially Alan
Ehrenhalt, Bonnie Becker, Anne Jordan, Pam Johnson,
Elder Witt, and Jennifer Royal Anderson.

Thanks are due to Sarah and Adam Horowitz and
Herbert Winkler for the use of archival material, and
additional gratitude goes to all my colleagues at George
Mason University, particularly my former chairman,
Scott Martin, who encouraged my writing, and my cur-
rent chairman, Harold Linton, who expedited my study
leave to give me the time to complete the book. Thanks
also go to so many others who offered me support and
encouragement, among them Tom Ashcroft, Lynn
Constantine, Walter Kravitz, Helen Fredrick,
Shanshan Cui, Peggy Fenwick, Gail Scott White,
Renee Sandell, Don Starr, Paula Crawford, Suzanne
Carbonneau, Chawky Frenn, Suzanne Scott, Kirby
Malone, Maria Karametou, Sue Wrbican, and Peter
Winant.

Is it appropriate to write a mushy personal dedica-
tion to an edited volume? Alas, I think not, but I would
be remiss if I didn’t also give loving thanks to my
family—Jan, Sarah, Emily, Stanley, Linda, and Jason—
for everything.
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SECTION 1

Beginning

I’ve never seen a publication’s staff decide to undertake a redesign without some doubts. In
most cases, there’s general agreement that something needs to be done, that the old design
is dated or is no longer serving the content. But, as in any marriage, knowing that it’s over
doesn’t make the divorce any less messy, nor the search for a new partner any less of a
journey into the unknown. Other major initiatives, a lack of time or resources, or a shortage 
of in-house talent can all postpone the decision to begin the process. 

Caution is often justified. If the written content of a publication is in flux, if budget necessi-
tates that an inexperienced in-house designer would be revisiting a dated but otherwise
effective format, or if upper-masthead staff changes are on the horizon, the time may not be
right. It’s better to postpone than do two redesigns in quick succession—the first one will 
be perceived by readers as a failure.

There is a boatload of magazines that never find the time or the resources to undertake a
redesign. But for most publications, a regular redesign has become a part of life. Timing will
always be a factor, however. The staff should have a clear idea of what they hope the
redesign will accomplish and how and if the essence of the magazine will change before
there’s any thought of colors or typefaces.

1
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I CAN REMEMBER WHEN A MAGAZINE DESIGN WAS

good for five to seven years. Some publishers liked to
extend that even further. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,”
was the standard attitude. Not today.

More than ever before, a magazine is a work in
progress. If your book looks the same as it did three
years ago, it’s probably time to consider a new look. If
you are editing for a high tech or youthful audience,
two years is the norm. The mantra has become, “If it
ain’t broke, improve it anyway.”

We live in an age of tremendous change, and many
readers lose interest in a publication that looks as
though it is standing still. There are other reasons for
considering a redesign as well. In the past three years,
have you noticed any of the following?

1. Has your editorial message changed? A maga-
zine can stumble if there is a lack of focus and the old
editorial game plan is just that: old.

2. Has your audience changed? If so, bring current
and future readers into the plan. Remember, many
young members of your audience today are visual
learners. Measure your editorial/visual ratio, for
instance. How much of each editorial page is devoted
to text? How much to visuals?

3. Has your staff changed? This may be an oppor-
tunity to take advantage of incoming talent for new
design ideas.

4. Have your production or distribution methods
changed? If you are changing from Quark to InDesign,
for instance, you might as well take a fresh look at the
design as you go about the task of creating new tem-
plates. If you are going to newsstand or display racks,
likewise, you will need to rethink your cover design.

5. Have reader attitudes changed? If readership
starts to slip, do a survey. Find out why readers are
dropping and if there are things that can be done in a
redesign to keep everyone in their seats.

6. Have advertiser attitudes changed? If reps come
back with complaints from advertisers or with “no
thanks” from prospects because you don’t look quite cool
enough, you’ve got a problem that is anything but cool.

7. Has your competition changed? A dozing
competitor can transform overnight with fresh ideas

and a new design, thus competing more aggressively
for ad revenue.

Notice that change is part of every question. If you
answered “yes” to any of the seven, a redesign may be in
your future. Even if you answered “no” and are leading
your category, a redesign may be a smart strategy for
staying ahead. Leaders are proactive. They deal with a
problem before it becomes one.

A Few More Points to Ponder
Should the new design be implemented piecemeal or
all at once? A redesign is best done all at once, with
much editorial thunder. I have found that the notion
that piecemeal is easier doesn’t hold up. Problems
abound when you are implementing the old along with
the new, not to mention the schizoid effect it can have
on readers.

In-house or out? A redesign can be done in-house
if you have the talent and the time, but you may not get
the best work from an exhausted staff. Teaming with
an outside designer can become a collaborative experi-
ence. Also, the outsider can see what others are blinded
to by familiarity.

How much time will it take? Four to six months,
start to finish. For your “premier” issue, allow twice
the normal production time for the learning curve of
a new design.

What will it cost? Some redesigns may require
focus groups (which are expensive). Some call for
testing a prototype among advertisers before rolling out
the premier issue. Other variables include new media
kits, letterhead, business cards, and design changes on
the Web site. A lean and mean guesstimate: Take two
to three months of your editor’s salary plus benefits, add
it to your art director’s salary plus benefits for the same
period, and that is the approximate cost of going from
an idea to a totally new look.

2
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ALL MAGAZINES ARE UNIQUE, BUT SMALL MAGA-
zines of ideas—literary journals, academic publications,
and independent political and culture magazines—have
design and production challenges all their own. When
embarking on a redesign, these small magazines share
many of the same goals as large publications: devel-
oping a stronger editorial voice, updating their look and
feel, broadening their readerships, improving their
work flow. But small, independent magazines are
defined by having small staffs and limited (or nonex-
istent) art budgets. Fortunately, they are also blessed
with passionate editors and specialized content, and are
not censured or limited by the demands of advertisers.

A small publication is also identified by its loyal
audience—a small but truly engaged group of readers
with significant personal or professional interest in the
content. The design’s priority is to create an environment
that is accessible and respectful of the reader. When a
design is quietly restrained—drawing the attention to
the ideas in the magazine—it is the most successful.

Below is a list of design strategies for these niche
magazines. Addressed individually, each can improve a
publication tremendously. Tackled together, the list
represents a full-scale redesign.

Define Mission and Editorial Direction
Before publishers, editors, and designers analyze a
magazine’s look and feel, the mission and goals of the
magazine must be established. Regardless of a publica-
tion’s size and subject, critical questions need to be
answered: How has the content evolved over the years?
Who is the current competition? How has the reader-
ship changed? How has the publication’s Web presence
affected the print edition? And finally: Does the design
of the magazine reflect its editorial voice? 

Armed with the responses to these questions, the
redesign process can begin.

Examine Size, Paper, and Use of Color
At the earliest stage of a redesign, it is wise to explore
three production specifications: trim size, paper stock,
and use of color. Even the slightest reduction in trim
can yield significant savings, both in paper cost and in
mailing. Often the paper stock’s weight, color, and tex-

ture are taken for granted, but it is worthwhile to inves-
tigate alternatives not only for cost, but for look and
feel as well. Even when the decision to change the trim
or paper has cost-saving origins, both changes can help
redefine the magazine’s identity. For example, a smaller
size becomes a distinctive characteristic, helping set
apart the magazine from its competition.

It is also important to evaluate the use of color. For
most large magazines, and even for some small maga-
zines, four-color (CMYK) printing is an assumed pro-
duction expense. Publications with smaller printing
budgets tend to use two colors throughout (generally
black and a spot color), yet a second color is usually
unnecessary. It often feels tacked on or is poorly inte-
grated into the layout. With the right typography, black
ink alone can create color on the page. And if the
budget is limited, investing in one or two full-color sig-
natures to reproduce some art in full color gives a
stronger visual impact than sprinkling a single color
throughout. Black-and-white art can be used to illus-
trate departments, while full-color art is best saved for
the feature well, where more space can be devoted to it.

Maximize the Art Budget 
It is not unusual for the staff of a small magazine to
work without a predetermined art budget. When art is
purchased without a budget in mind, magazines often
end up spending more than they expect due to inaccu-
rate estimates and hasty decisions. Stock art can be
deceptively expensive and rates vary greatly from
agency to agency. Another common though well-inten-
tioned mistake is using free art (publicity photos, head
shots, or reproductions of book jackets, for example),
which usually adds pointless clutter and lends a feeling
of desperation to the pages. Regardless of its size, a
budget must be established in order to develop a real-
istic strategy for art direction and art research.

It is also imperative that the magazine is designed
with its art budget in mind, taking into consideration
the rhythm and flow of an entire issue. With a modest
budget, less is more. Art direction should focus on
commissioning a few spectacular pieces rather than
spreading the budget too thin. Consider whether each
feature needs to have a piece of art, and if standing art
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can be commissioned for recurring departments.
Illustration and photography provide natural resting
places for the reader, and their placement is an oppor-
tunity to highlight an important feature. Innovative
typographic solutions for headlines can also provide
drama to significant features without the expense of
purchasing art. Departments, and shorter features that
do not have artwork, should have uniform treatments
for headlines, subheads, and pull quotes, establishing a
consistent look and feel to the magazine.

Create Hierarchy 
The pacing of the magazine must express the editorial
hierarchy. Designers and editors work closely to decide
where the visual emphasis should be and how best to
organize the various departments and sections.
Meanwhile, all the elements of the magazine should
be evaluated:

LOGO. The logo sets the tone of the magazine and
should inspire the design of both the cover and the
interior. Often the logos of small intellectual maga-
zines, especially academic journals, do not provide a
strong enough anchor for the cover: The typography is
frequently poorly executed or too delicate. If this is the
case, it is preferable for a publication to develop a new
or updated logo in conjunction with a redesign.

COVER. The logo and the cover fonts must comple-
ment each other—it is important that they work
together to create both contrast and balance. Consistent
use of typography and art on the cover strengthens the
magazine’s recognition factor, which is critical on the
newsstand. Also, the cover art should not attempt to
portray every article in the magazine; instead, it should
have a strong focal point expressing the main feature
article or overall theme of the issue. Finally, continuity
in mood and style between the cover and the interior is
also important.

DEPARTMENTS AND FEATURES. Departments are
short sections that provide information in brief, while
the feature well is an opportunity to slow down the
pace and pull the reader into longer articles. One of the
most common mistakes small intellectual magazines
make is a lack of visual differentiation between depart-
ments and features. Often, departments have no clear
entry points and no graphic indications signaling a new
section. As a result, columns, departments, and features
all blend into each other. This lack of discernible
organization is confusing for the reader and gives the
magazine a feeling of disorder. Consistent openers and
dedicated layouts for columns and departments help
distinguish departments from features. A redesign is
also an ideal time to create new sections that bookend
each issue. For example, several short articles can be

joined together to create a department in the front of
the magazine, creating a space for different points of
view and breathing a new life into the magazine.

TABLE OF CONTENTS. Readers should be able to
easily locate everything they are looking for in the table
of contents, including their favorite writers. For many
small magazines, the design of the table of contents is
an afterthought, but even for readers who do not dwell
on the page, it is valuable for establishing the hierarchy
and tone of the magazine.

Establish an Interior Grid 
Another typical mistake of small magazines is an
inconsistent or limited grid. Single-, two-, three-, and
four-column layouts may not maintain the same mar-
gins. Or the entire magazine might be designed on a
single column width, resulting in mechanical, monoto-
nous pacing.

The grid should be the foundation of the design.
Regular margins and different column widths for
departments and features yield a more thoughtful and
dynamic magazine. Inexperienced designers often
think of the grid as limiting, but once the structure is
established, it is possible to use it to create limitless
variety, for example adding white space to create breath
and color on the pages. This is especially true of the
feature well, where there is more freedom to loosen cer-
tain design constraints while maintaining the grid.

Refine Typography 
The typography is the soul of the magazine and
requires the most nurturing. The lack of typographic
standards, superfluous fonts, and awkwardly paired
typefaces are a few of the offenses often committed.
Magazines with thoughtless type can look unkempt,
distracting readers and making them uncomfortable.
Badly styled type is hard to read.

Fortunately, with the proper attention to detail,
order can be restored. After the selection of an appro-
priate body typeface—a typeface that is well matched
to the spirit of the magazine—its proportions and
styling must be carefully considered: its weight and
leading, as well as hyphenation and justification. It is
also essential that the body text use proper small caps
and old-style numbers (their ascenders and descenders
blend more evenly into the rest of the text). Attention
to these details improves the legibility of the page and
keeps the reader engaged and focused on the content.

The integration of a secondary typeface (usually a
sans serif ) and display fonts rounds out the typographic
essentials. Drop caps, pull quotes, folios, slugs, and
other type elements, used consistently, can also help
give the magazine a distinct graphic personality.
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Use Ads Strategically 
Small, independent magazines often have a large
number of partial ads combined with an overall layout
that fails to distinguish between the ads and the edito-
rial content. This problem occurs when a magazine’s
grid is ill-defined and the partial ads are placed haphaz-
ardly, wherever they fit.

The placement of ads (partial and full-page) should
enhance the rhythm and pacing of the magazine, not
interfere with it. Ads should be placed opposite the
openers to departments or sections, and never in the
middle of a section or in the feature well. Half-page ads
should be stacked together to create full pages, and
quarter-page ads should be paired to create half-pagers.
Redundant ad sizes should be eliminated; for example,
there is no need to offer a half-page vertical ad size in
addition to a half-page horizontal.

Organize Work Flow 
Small magazines frequently work with outside design
consultants or design studios that help editors not only
navigate the redesign process, but streamline the pro-
duction of each issue as well. After the redesign, a
design studio often continues to provide ongoing art
direction and design for subsequent issues. Alternately,
the redesign can be conceived with the goal of making
the magazine entirely self-sufficient in its design and
production. Regardless of which route the magazine
takes for subsequent issues, the consultant can provide
training and job descriptions for in-house staff, out-
lining design and production responsibilities. More
efficient work flow can save valuable time and resources
for a small staff.

Other production improvements that should be
evaluated include updating technology and software
(switching from Quark to InDesign, for example),
sending hi-res PDFs directly to the printer, and
streamlining how content is published to the Web.

Just as all magazines are unique, the redesign
process must be customized to fit a publication’s indi-
vidual needs and resources. The strategies outlined in
this article are a starting point when considering how to
improve the look and feel of small magazines of ideas.
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ON A QUIET STREET IN THE EAST VILLAGE, UNDER

a metal sidewalk grate, lies the magazine industry’s not-
so-best-kept design secret: Gallagher Paper Collect-
ibles. This store below the street houses a dizzying
archive of vintage magazines—everything from one-
hundred-year-old Harper’s Bazaars to a complete col-
lection of Flair, a lushly produced magazine from the
fifties. But the buzz about Gallagher’s has less to do
with the actual stash and more to do with who’s been in
to riffle through it. Considered the muse of the fashion

and design worlds, this is the place to spend an after-
noon if you’re dying to get a read on the next big design
trend, or if you just enjoy gossip about who’s stealing
what from whom.

So which magazine czars have been spotted there
recently? Designer Raul Martinez (formerly of Vogue
fame); ex-Mademoiselle editor Gabe Doppelt; fashion
photographer Steven Meisel; Harper’s Bazaar’s creative
director Stephen Gan; and Another Magazine’s creative
director Alex Wiederin. Word is they’re buying lots of
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European men’s and women’s fashion magazines from
the sixties—obscure titles such as Nova, Twen, and
Town. Real Simple’s creative director Robert Newman
also dropped by to pick up back issues of House and
Garden and an array of women’s service magazines from
the fifties. Newman, like his peers, says he was shop-
ping for inspiration. The Seven Sisters magazines from
half a century ago “have these huge, oversize lush draw-
ings, as elegant as they could be,” he says. “They really
were escapism. To that extent, we try to copy that with
Real Simple.”

The design genius buried in Gallagher’s stacks can
often be rediscovered on today’s magazine racks. But in
this postmodern age, judicious recycling isn’t about
shameless copying. It’s a knowing wink to pop culture
or an honest homage to great magazine art directors
from the past. It’s about riffing off what’s worked. And
when you consider the incredible pressure on news-
stand performance, it’s easy to see why everyone from
Vogue photographer Richard Avedon to Harper’s
Bazaar’s ex-editor Kate Betts has sat in Gallagher’s
basement searching for layouts and logos that once
reigned at the newsstand.

“Why not reinvent what was beautiful?” asks the
store’s owner, Mike Gallagher. “Why not look back at
something brilliant and put a twist on it?” A forty-one-
year-old, garrulous, charming, and very well-connected
former child actor, Gallagher founded his business in
1990 when he realized he could make a living selling
old issues of fashion classics. In this dank retail shop, a
1960s Vogue goes for $75 and a copy of Twen will cost
you $125. One year, fashion designer Donna Karan
dropped $150,000 on what amounts to old newsprint.

Gallagher’s encyclopedic knowledge of his inven-
tory has made him a valuable asset to the fashion
world’s monied and fabulously chic. His elite clientele
of fashion designers, such as Karan, Marc Jacobs, and
Anna Sui, make sure he has a front-row seat to their
shows. He’s on the guest list of the best parties in and
out of town. (He was recently invited to a soiree in
Paris thrown by American Vogue creative director Grace
Coddington.) Gallagher reveres his customers and, as
such, Carrie Donovan, once an editor for the New York
Times Magazine and Vogue, bequeathed to the collector
eleven hundred documents from her personal archives
before she died last year. “Half that went straight into
my personal library,” Gallagher says. The rest was scat-
tered around his subterranean maze of musty photog-
raphy books and magazines.

A shameless name-dropper, Gallagher loves to let
you know who he knows, and isn’t shy about telling tales,
especially if they’re about him. He describes the time one
budding fashionista met him at the Paris shows and

stared blankly, having never heard of his store. Fashion
journalist Tim Blanks rescued him when, upon spotting
him, began yelling, “Gallagher’s! My favorite store!”
“Then some guy from Bergdorf ’s started saying the same
thing. Then somebody else,” Gallagher says. Fashion’s
corporate players certainly know who he is: The fashion
conglomerate LVMH recently made Gallagher a seven-
figure offer for the entire store. He turned it down.

But the role he most relishes is historian. Gallagher
can trace the lineage of the most obscure design trends,
and he takes pride in connecting the past with the present.
“I went in there once,” Stephen Gan says, “and [Galla-
gher] said, ‘I heard you’re doing Bazaar now—let me show
you the magazine where Kate Betts’s logo came from.’”

Gallagher, like most students of magazine design,
knows that Harper’s Bazaar has a long history of bor-
rowing from the past—mainly its own. When Liz
Tilberis took over in 1992, she brought creative
director Fabien Baron with her. In an effort to restore
the magazine to its former glory, Baron looked back to
the techniques of famed art director Alexey Brodo-
vitch, who steered the title’s creative direction from the
thirties through the fifties. Baron commissioned a
modern updating of the title’s signature logo, recon-
structed a modernized version of Didot typeface, and
drew upon Brodovitch’s designs to give his own work
continuity while dragging it into the nineties.

When Kate Betts stepped in as editor, she hired
design consultant Michael Grossman, who at her direc-
tion shelved the logo and filled in Baron’s white space.
The goal, says Grossman, was a “newsier” look. Today,
Glenda Bailey and her design team are again glancing
over their shoulders to the old Bazaar. Gan has revived
the logo and is sticking to its classical past—but with
restraint. Gan says only 10 percent of the present
design winks backward. When it comes to borrowing,
he stresses, “If you overdo it, you’ll be massacred.”

Referencing the past is paying off, Gan claims.
After a decade of sliding newsstand sales, he reports
that single-copy figures are up for the first half of the
year, although he won’t say by how much.

How Much Is Too Much? 
Artful adoption can be especially beneficial when con-
structing a new magazine. A flip through musty classics
can provide a touchstone for the next generation, says
Newman, who, before joining the cast at Real Simple,
designed the now-defunct Inside magazine. In one devel-
opment session, Newman sat down with Inside
cochairman Kurt Andersen to brainstorm the architec-
ture of the front-of-book section. “And the first thing
Kurt said was ‘I want it to be like Time was in the sixties,’
where they did small headlines and snaked text all the
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way through,” Newman says. “That got me thinking
about sixties magazines.” So he sought out ancient issues
of Ramparts and Fact—a pair of more left-leaning news-
magazines from that decade. “That was definitely an
inspiration,” he says. “To me, that’s the most perfect kind
of legitimate reference, where you look at stuff and adapt
it to the modern-day experience of reading a magazine.”

Those who fail to graft modern techniques onto
the borrowed past, however, risk alienating audiences.
Magazine design has changed drastically in the past ten
years, due to the full flowering of desktop publishing.
Today’s page-layout software allows designers to create
graphically dense spreads with minimal extra effort. In
contrast, designs that predate the Macintosh are sparse
in appearance and can look basic and unrefined next to
contemporary layouts. “Referencing the visual past
makes sense as a jumping-off point,” says Esquire’s
design director John Korpics. “But an art director can’t
ignore the problems and needs of the present.” In fact,
Korpics believes Bazaar’s Gan is guilty of this very mis-
take. “He seems to be doing yet another incarnation of
the original Bazaar, again ignoring the readers.”

A recent and memorable example of a magazine that
many say borrowed too deeply and paid the price is Tina
Brown’s Talk. Design insiders love to dish about the
remarkable similarities between the magazine’s original
design and Twen, an influential women’s magazine pub-
lished in 1960s Germany. According to Talk’s original
associate art director, Teresa Fernandes, Brown
instructed the staff to choose typefaces that matched
Twen as closely as possible and would present designers
with copies of the publication, telling them to simply
copy. “I remember Tina coming to me, opening a page of
Twen and telling me ‘Duplicate this exactly,’” she says.

Brown readily admits to borrowing heavily from
Twen’s logo and covers. “That was absolutely inten-
tional. I loved the Twen covers,” Brown says. “It was
very classy. It was powerful. It looked intelligent. It
was probably too smart for its day.” But she says
ideas for Talk’s interior design came from elsewhere.
“We were always swiping spreads out of different
things,” she says, particularly from Nova, also from
the sixties, and Italian Vogue. “[Talk’s design staff ]
would always come to me with these huge folders of
potential inspirations.”

Talk’s dark, dense, and highly touted “European-
influenced” design was a disappointment on the news-
stand. The magazine sold an average of just 150,164
single copies each month in 2000, well below the
247,000 copies promised in 1999 by publisher Ron
Galotti. And its sell-through was just 19 percent. “Talk
sucked,” Gallagher snarls. “It reappropriated the past
without adding anything new. They just ripped it off.”

Modern Problems
While magazine art directors will undoubtedly con-
tinue to debate the appropriate, tactful, and judicious
practices of plundering from history, there are larger
issues afoot, Korpics says. “Trust me, the industry has
much bigger problems than a few magazine designers
ripping off old looks,” he says.

“Today it’s the pressure of the bottom line that
most impacts the look of a magazine. It’s the pressure
to sell newsstand copies, please advertisers, use thinner
and cheaper paper, use less editorial pages, reduce
overall size to fit into newsstand racks and make them
cheaper to mail. People can look to the past all they
want, but a lot of what worked just won’t work today,”
he says.

In Style’s design director Rip Georges agrees.
“Much more important than winning design awards is
winning at the newsstand. We spent a lot of time trying
to make the magazine beautiful, but we also make it
work on the newsstand. The solutions are much less
artistic than they are commercial. With In Style, we were
trying to recreate the notion of a woman’s magazine,
and create something that is not all intimidating.” The
results have been a hit with readers and advertisers alike.

But the economic pressure to commercialize design
may have lasting and damaging consequences, some
say. If art-driven titles are pushed out of newsstands or
fall victim to advertising shortages, then where will the
up-and-coming designers experiment and innovate?
“This country has become very unsophisticated visu-
ally,” says Steven Baillie, creative director of Surface.
“And I’m not a snob—I grew up in New Jersey. It’s all
about money here. In Europe, it’s about pushing your-
self as far as you can go creatively. I keep walking out of
every magazine I go to. Nobody can judge creativity in
this country.”

Still, not all the latest trends are necessarily nega-
tive, at least from a design perspective, says David
Carson, the famed former art director of Raygun. In
many ways, mainstream magazines are becoming much
more visually driven than they were. For instance, he
says, it will be interesting to see how the attention-
deficit style of lad magazines such as Maxim and FHM
play out in Rolling Stone. “The fact that they’ve pur-
posely gotten away from good writing and are going to
a tabloid feel to keep their audience is, to me, not sur-
prising,” Carson says. “That audience is visually ori-
ented, and if you give them five pages of gray type,
there’s a good chance they won’t go through it. That’s
really a monumental thing.”

So far, no lookouts have spotted Jann Wenner
leaving Gallagher’s with vintage Maxims under his arm.
But it might not be long before he joins the regulars.
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SECTION 2

Restructuring 
and Updating
How much does a magazine need to change for it to count as a redesign? That depends on
the standards you apply. While a change in color palette and signage can do wonders, in
many cases such changes are only skin-deep. Once you get used to what’s new, you notice
that sections have the same names and the same locations. The same old ways of presenting
information are still employed. 

Such a redesign is not a bad thing—the publication gets to play the role of dear Uncle Ned, a
beloved member of the clan, spiffier now that he’s abandoned the clothes he’d been wearing
since 1970. For publications that function as they should and are growing (or at least not
dropping) in circulation, but are a bit out of sync with visual trends, a cosmetic approach to a
redesign—a freshening rather than an extreme makeover—can be the right way to go. 

But some magazine staffs bring a larger list of objectives to a redesign than just an updating.
For them, goals may include recapturing advertisers or readers who have drifted off,
reordering a format that has become unwieldy or ineffective in places, or introducing new
ways of presenting information. Even so, with this kind of structural redesign there is faith in
the fundamental value of the magazine’s content. The emphasis is on making the content
more inviting and more accessible and revitalized—not in jettisoning it for something new.

There isn’t a hard line between a cosmetic updating and a deeper, structural approach—most
redesigns come with elements of both. They are both motivated by a desire to keep and
expand the current readership, making them distinct from a repositioning which seeks to
reach out and capture a fundamentally different market.

Of course, even a purely cosmetic redesign isn’t always a simple matter of modifying style
sheets—take out Garamond, pop in Century and you’re done. Magazine designs are carefully
balanced ecosystems, and it can be hard to make minor adjustments without setting off a
cascade of visual issues, from leading to word counts to the problem of just how far to go
once you get started. However, as exercises in aesthetics rather than strategy, cosmetic
redesigns tend to require fewer meetings and less groundwork to get started.

As publications look to redesigns as a way to get some attention in the press and capture the
notice of new readers, it’s certain that the days of quietly shuffling features in and out of a
stable format over the course of decades is gone.
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IT NEVER MADE SENSE TO READERS—OR TO US

editors, for that matter—that the creative juices of
Outside Magazine, circa 1990, flowed from a jumble of
cubicles above an Osco drugstore north of Chicago’s
Loop. From the late 1970s to the early 1990s, the
nation’s leading publication for sports, fitness, and
adventure travel was conceived, written, designed, and
edited not in an al fresco playground like San Francisco
or Portland or Denver, but just a few steps from the
Clark Street subway and the Cabrini Green housing
projects. You’re published in Chicago? dumbfounded
readers would ask. And then we’d have to recount the
story of how Chicagoan publisher Larry Burke
launched a magazine named Mariah, finagled a deal to
buy rival Outside from Rolling Stone publisher Jann
Wenner in 1978, and merged the two. He published
the first several issues from the offices of his grandfa-
ther’s Chicago printing company with, he’ll tell you
himself, an unauthorized company check or two.

When I joined Outside in 1989, many of the edi-
tors were Chicagoans—maybe not originally, but we
were rooted there. We urban writers and editors could
talk the talk of the great outdoors quite convincingly,
even without mountains or an ocean in our backyard. We
were outdoorsy when and where we could be: We rode
our bikes to work, ran marathons, and spent our vaca-
tions skiing or hiking. But around the magazine’s fif-
teenth anniversary, Larry Burke decided that we should
also walk the walk. We would actually live and create our
pages in a setting more representative of the outdoor
ethos we preached. In other words, the editors—and the
accountants and the ad reps and the circulation gurus—
would get out from behind our desks and bike the single-
track, tromp the trails, paddle the whitewater, ski the
powder, and bag the peaks we wrote about.

The early nineties were heady times at the office:
Outside stacked up National Magazine Award nomina-
tions for general excellence and rumors flew about
Larry’s frequent trips to Jackson Hole, Boulder, and
Santa Fe. Many of us hoped he would choose Boulder
because it was a university town with urban conven-
iences, intelligentsia, and a potential intern pool, in
addition to the requisite opportunities to get vertical in
the Rockies. We spent months on tenterhooks, hud-

dled over tables in the art department or over beers at
the Dearborn Social Club, speculating on where we’d
be next year and which of us would be there: Who
would pack up and go West with the magazine, and
who would choose to stay in Chicago or head to New
York for other magazine jobs? It was more than a
matter of our social lives; a magazine like Outside is a
pretty transparent product of the particular mindsets,
personality quirks, and passions of its editors and
writers. And the product in 1993 was so, so good.
What would it be in 1995 with new editors in the mix?
Who would they be? Could we do without key editors
who had been with the magazine for years? Could we
attract experienced editors from New York–based mag-
azines to some rugged outpost in the West?

The announcement finally came: We were moving
to Santa Fe, New Mexico, in May 1994. Burke had
bought a ranch and a couple horses, and was scouting
land for our new offices. He started wearing cowboy
boots and a bolo tie to the office and announced that
there would be two organized trips to New Mexico for
each employee before the actual move—one to acquaint
us with the place and the other for house-hunting.

The first trip came soon, before anyone had tipped
his or her hand about whether or not they were willing
to move with the magazine—and before editor Mark
Bryant had let us know which of us were invited to go.
So the editors traveled together as a familiar, estab-
lished team on what seemed more like a vacation junket
than a preview of what life might actually be like if we
moved there. We dubbed that trip “the Woo”: four fab-
ulous days and nights of fully outfitted adventures,
four-star amenities, Santa Fe’s best grub, and all-you-
could-drink margaritas and beer. We raced bikes up
and down thousand-foot inclines. We paddled the Rio
Grande and dunked ourselves in its swimming holes.
We hiked through clouds above tree line, and drove the
High Road up to Taos to shop for coyote art and other
Southwestern tchotchkes. We sampled green chiles and
black beans at Pascual’s, the Coyote Café Cantina, and
El Farol. On the last evening, we drove the dirt roads
north of Santa Fe to Larry Burke’s ranch for a bar-
becue. Out of the dust kicked up by our rental cars and
vans came a sight we’d seen only in spaghetti westerns:
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a man in a black Stetson and glinting silver belt buckle,
galloping across the piñon and juniper hills on horse-
back. It was Larry Burke, welcoming us to our new
home in the Wild West. Most of us giggled, but you
had to admire the man’s efforts to show us, in high dra-
matic style, his vision of an Outside lifestyle.

Back in Chicago, many of us started packing,
mostly excited about the prospects of a life that would
soon include skiing and hiking and rafting and moun-
tain biking. It was hard to get any work done while
announcements were made right and left about who
was moving to Santa Fe and who was not. Editor Mark
Bryant interviewed candidates to replace nearly half of
our editorial staff who were switching to writing and
consulting editor relationships with Outside or setting
out for larger prospects in New York City magazines.
There were no real hard feelings, since nearly all the
editors were invited to go, but there was a fair amount
of lame duck falloff in our editing and writing work. For
months we attended parties celebrating the arrival of
new editors and art staff (Susan Casey, Hampton Sides,
Leslie Weeden, and Mike Paterniti, among others), and
the departure of old friends (Dan Ferrara, Lisa Chase,
Dan Coyle, Don Webster, Pat Prather . . . ). To the cha-
grin of the writing community in Santa Fe who expected
to have opportunities to join our staff, we hired all our
editors and art staff before the move—most of them
from New York or other urban areas. (The only jobs
eventually offered to New Mexicans at the time of the
move were clerical or business-side.) Many of our new
editors moved temporarily to Chicago for a few months
before the move so we could get to know each other and
gel as an editorial unit. We took our apartment-hunting
trips in small groups and often overlapped each other’s
appointments as we looked at the dismally few Santa Fe
casitas affordable on an editor’s salary.

There was no letup in our publication timetable.
We still worked long hours on Clark Street trying to
stockpile stories for that issue we would have to pro-
duce during our move. In our personal lives we were
busy saying goodbye to Chicago, but at work we were
even more busy integrating new people and a magazine
redesign that made its debut in stages over the months
just before or after the move. To boot we were
switching to desktop publishing—no more cutting and
pasting text and photos with Exacto knives on light
tables. We went all-electronic, however, with just a
single freelance Quark typesetter who went home at
five. For years after the switch, most of us editors still
edited and proofread on paper rather than computer
screen, just for peace of mind, since there was no IT
person on staff after hours to fix glitches or rescue
snatches of text lost in cyberspace.

The wagon train of moving trucks left Chicago on
Memorial Day weekend of 1994 and we followed in
our cars and trucks. Most of us drove the route in two
days via St. Louis and Springfield, Missouri, and then
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and the Texas Panhandle across
the old Route 66. We trickled into Santa Fe and
camped out at the Homewood Suites until our furni-
ture and belongings would arrive. As sad as it was to
leave my home and life and the man I would eventually
marry in Chicago, I felt nothing but relief to arrive in
Santa Fe. The current issue of Outside, on disk and in
paper proofs, had traveled cross-country on the pas-
senger seat of my Blazer. The editors had joked about
handcuffing the issue in a briefcase to my wrist for the
move, but it was no joke that I was anxious to hand over
the only copy of our precious pages.

We discovered immediately that we’d be camping
out not only in our hotel suites, but also at work. Our
office building, under construction in an old railyard
southwest of the Santa Fe Plaza, wasn’t inhabitable yet.
But the issue was still due at the printers, so a makeshift
office was set up in the basement of our architect’s office.
The editors, designers, and production department
shared one big underground cavern we called “the
Bunker,” furnished with long cafeteria tables, folding
chairs, computers, phones, and a carpet of wires and
duct tape. There were no windows, not even a cubicle
wall for privacy, and as you walked through the room you
could hear all manner of conversations: fact-checkers
researching minutiae like what color the truck driven by
the mailman in Haines, Alaska, was; editors discussing
sensitive word changes with writers; and production
managers wrangling over the high cost of paper and
deadlines we were probably going to miss. One enduring
legend from the Bunker: Amid all that chaos and noise,
editor Michael Paterniti was able to finesse Sebastian
Junger’s reporting and writing of the great Outside story
that later became the movie The Perfect Storm.

One by one, each of us got a call in the Bunker that
the moving trucks had arrived at our new homes, and
so people would disappear for a few hours to unload,
but inevitably return because there was so much work
to do. All the promise of a new life in the great out-
doors seemed like a tease at first—we barely saw the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains in daylight for the first
couple of weeks. The Chicago tensions of long hours
and frantic deadlines were transferred to Santa Fe,
where we had little support system beyond each other.
We spent days in the Bunker, focusing intently on the
issue at hand, until we would emerge, hungry, in the
bright desert evening to explore restaurants and bars
and local hiking trails and our friends’ cute new adobe
apartments and houses.
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Culture shocks were inevitable, not just because of
the geographical differences between Chicago and
Santa Fe, but because it was downright difficult to work
in such a small town with such limited business serv-
ices. On deadline in Chicago we had until 7 p.m. for
the last Fed-Ex pickup to take our pages from the office
to the printer. That time could be stretched to 9 p.m. if
we were willing to drive the package downtown, or 11
p.m. if someone could drive it to the airport. These are

important options in a deadline-driven business. In
Santa Fe in 1994, the drop-dead last Fed-Ex pickup
was at 4:30 p.m. Likewise, in Chicago we were used to
leaving work at 9 or 10 p.m. and grabbing a beer or a
bite to eat just about anywhere. In Santa Fe, the side-
walks rolled up much earlier and your options for
takeout food were about nil after 9 p.m. unless you were
willing to drive several miles down commercial
Cerrillos Road toward the airport.
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Eventually our office building was completed: a
gorgeous two-story adobe castle with balconies and
viga ceilings and sturdy Mexican wood tables and
chairs in the meeting rooms and a library and windows
that actually opened—some to far-off views of the
Jemez or Sangre de Cristo Mountains. There was a
fireplace in the lobby and a fitness center with a
climbing wall and a bike rack in the parking lot. We

still worked longish Chicago hours in the early months
of our move, but our surroundings were inspirational,
we got outside to play more, and pretty soon people
were coming back from weekends touting recommen-
dations for new trails to run or bike, great rocks to
climb, and cool camping spots to check out.

It’s hard to say exactly how much Outside’s move to
Santa Fe affected the actual writing and appearance of
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the magazine. The tone of any magazine, the breadth of
its content, and the look and feel of its pages are so
much more a product of the individuals working on it
than the surroundings in which they work. It’s the
alchemy of the editors’ and art staff ’s minds and sensi-
bilities that ring out on the page. The particular team
that made the move from Chicago to Santa Fe was so
talented and ambitious that it could be argued that they
would have created the same great issues from Chicago

or Pittsburgh or Kokomo, Indiana, just as easily as they
did from Santa Fe.

But certainly the move had clear and definite value
to readers, who no longer shook their heads about the
“disconnect” between the lifestyle we touted in our
pages and where we wrote those pages from. We
finally fit with the perception that Outside should be
published from somewhere like Santa Fe, and that
probably boosted staff creativity and morale through
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all the difficulties and growing pains of a cross-country
move. At the most practical level, the move was also
Outside’s opportunity to make some great hires, to
ratchet up the experience base of its editors and
designers. The magazine continued to enjoy great suc-
cess in ad page growth and especially in editorial
kudos, racking up National Magazine Award nomina-
tions each year, with wins for general excellence three
years in a row (1996–1998).

Over the next five or six years, nearly the entire
editorial and art staff turned over, but that’s a pretty
normal lifespan for any magazine staff. A great many
of us left Santa Fe; there were no other decent maga-
zine jobs in New Mexico. Some of us moved back
home, wherever that was, to get married, start families,
or move on to other jobs. It wasn’t necessarily that
Santa Fe was too limited in size or too crunchy or too
remote, though some of us did find out, after a year or
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two, that we were more urban at heart. Rather, most of
us just came to natural crossroads in our lives and
careers. Some of us moved on to other magazine jobs
in New York or San Francisco, but many of us turned
to writing. That’s an obvious career progression for

young editors, but I think it might have been height-
ened by living in such an arts community and being
surrounded by natural beauty and an exciting subject
area we could specialize in because now we lived and
breathed it: the outdoor lifestyle, sports, adventure,
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and the environment. Of the staff that made the 1994
move to Santa Fe from Chicago, only two still work at
the magazine, but an additional three still live and
work in Santa Fe. For them, walking the walk of an

outdoor lifestyle changed not only the public percep-
tion of the magazine where they worked, but it
changed their lives and their home.
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Science News, based in Washington, D.C., was founded in
1921 as a once-a-week service for newspapers. Providing
packages of information on research across the sciences, the
service became so popular that it was launched in 1922 as a
black-and-white newsletter available to individual sub-
scribers. Today the four-color, sixteen-page magazine
reaches 140,000 scientists, educated lay readers, and
libraries. It was redesigned in 2002, with updated typog-
raphy, color palette, and revised contents page.

When we spoke a few years ago—before your redesign—
one of the things you said that fascinated me was that
if there was a little bit of white space on a page, readers
wrote in and complained. Apparently there’s a con-
sensus among your readership that every square cen-
timeter of space should be filled with words. Most
editors would envy such a passionate readership; on
the other hand you were justifiably apprehensive about
messing with your format. 

JULIE ANN MILLER: Well, that’s our readers—they
want our words. We did go to something that has more
art in it, and we did get complaints about it. They even-
tually simmered down. We’re trying to appeal to a
broader audience; we had to make the magazine visu-
ally appealing.

Before the redesign, there was a growing feeling
that it was time to make a change, but if there was a
decisive moment, it happened in New York. I go to the
Folio meeting nearly every year, and that year [2001] I
went to sessions on design. [I was] participating in a
roundtable, and everyone showed their magazines. The
woman directing the session would look at magazines
and say, “This looks this very nice,” and she got to mine
and said, “Oh, no.” It had a fifties look, and even then
most of the parts didn’t go together.

Can you tell me more about the magazine before the
redesign?

MILLER: There hadn’t been a redesign in at least
seventy-five years. Once in a while the logo would
change, or the table of contents would change, but
nobody ever looked at the whole magazine at once and
said, “Let’s pull this together and do something.”
When we did redesign, it was also a good time for us

because we were changing our production—we were
bringing it in-house—and we just thought that the
world of magazines had evolved and we needed to
catch up.

What was the range of responses you got?

MILLER: We didn’t get that many canceled sub-
scriptions [laughs], but we probably got a couple. We
did get a lot of noise.

ERIC ROELL: The readers wanted more text—they
thought they were being cheated. Some of the readers
think if you’re using more pictures or more color it’s
taking away from something else.

MILLER: One of my favorite letters was from
someone who wrote in that he knew blue ink was
more expensive than the other colors and he thought
we were wasting his money by using so much blue in
the magazine.

ROELL: But we did get positive feedback, too. A lot
of readers told us it was about time.

MILLER: However, I must say we got a letter yes-
terday—four years after the redesign. And someone
called to complain about something that had been
driving him crazy all that time: He wanted punctuation
after the subheads. He kept reading them as a complete
sentence even though the type was completely different.

What has happened to your subscriber base since the
redesign? 

MILLER: Up until last year it was going down
slightly. Certainly the redesign didn’t make any notice-
able difference in circulation, but as with most maga-
zines, ours was going down slightly. It’s been going
down more since last year, when we started to reduce
the amount of direct mail.

Were you concerned about an aging readership—is that
part of what drove the redesign?

MILLER: Yes, we definitely have an aging reader-
ship, but I have to tell you that ten years ago, when I
started as editor, I sent out a quick postcard survey,
asking people what they thought of the magazine, and
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one of the questions on it was “Is the type too small?”
And I got a postcard back from some ninety-eight-
year-old woman, who wrote, “Don’t make the type
bigger; it’s fine.” In fact, when we redesigned, we did
make the type a little bit smaller, though it’s in a dif-
ferent font.

Our current readership inhibits us from making
any gross attempts to appeal to a younger audience. We

did a couple of cartoony covers that we thought were
great, but we got complaints. I won’t say we’ll never
take an approach like that again, but we won’t do three
within two months.

We do pick up some younger readers. We know of
cases where people start reading in high school and
keep subscribing. But because we’re only sixteen pages
we don’t have room to experiment. We once issued a
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survey asking readers if they would be interested in
reading different sorts of articles—things that focus on
scientists rather than science results, for example.
Younger people and women were more open to a
broader approach in reporting, but our majority-
middle-age-male readership wasn’t. We’re thinking in
general terms about adding pages so we can broaden our
approach. We also try to attract younger readers through
a youth Web site and by participating in science fairs,
though I don’t know how successful we’ve been.

ROELL: We have a particularly loyal readership. I
hear from people who say, “I subscribe, and my father
subscribed, and my grandfather subscribed.” A lot of

people have been subscribers for a long time; they feel
a unique ownership over the magazine. They’re loyal
to it, and they don’t want to see it degraded in any
way. It makes it difficult to make any changes or try
anything new.

Did the redesign have any unforeseen consequences?

MILLER: One of the things that came up with the
redesign was that we had to make some of the types of
stories shorter. That was a problem for the writers—the
news stories got shorter, and it took a year or so for
them to settle down. Writing shorter is harder.
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ROELL: We have readers wanting us to fill up every
column—but the writers want to fill up the space
between the columns, too! So that’s another thing. But
our surveys have shown in the past that people want
short bits of news. The shorter the pieces we provide
them with, the more variety of pieces we can give them.

The writers find the discipline the new format
imposes difficult in other ways, too. I had a conversa-
tion just a month ago: that there are various rules we
have to follow and I just can’t put a picture behind the
headline—that’s not part of our design. I had to explain
that I’m not just being stubborn or difficult—there are
reasons why the design functions as it does. As the art
director, I feel I have a responsibility to respect the
format. Getting everyone to understand that is kind of
a challenge.

MILLER: Readers want us to find out everything,
then just tell them the most interesting part.

ROELL: And just because a writer wants to write
1,000 words about a topic doesn’t mean a reader wants
more than 450. So that’s—I don’t know if the writers
have gotten that.

Did you do the redesign in-house?

ROELL: No, we hired an outside designer. Actually
the project was already underway when I started. When
I was hired, the designer had already been chosen and
we were going through different proposals.

MILLER: We went to an outside designer in part
because we didn’t have anyone in-house yet. . . . We
interviewed a bunch of different people, and we
decided at that time on Maryanne Oches, who was
then living in New York. We had a series of amazing
disasters with her coming down: The first day we were
scheduled to meet was September 11th. Her train left
New York, got one station out, and turned around and
went back. Another time there was a suicide on the
train. Another time I had driven her to [D.C.’s] Union
Station and dropped her off [to go home], and then a
tornado came through. She also did the redesign for
[the weekly glossy] Chemical and Engineering News—
they’re doing some tweaking now.

Did you feel she got it right away, or did it take her a
while to find your visual voice?

MILLER: I think she was pretty close. I remember
that there were things she was surprised about—for
one, that our table of contents is on Page 3, and that
was something she wasn’t used to—[and] being able to
use Covers 2 and 3 [the inside front and inside back
covers]. We don’t have a lot of advertising. With the
redesign, we moved the table of contents to Cover 2.

ROELL: So that’s where I came in. She brought in a
bunch of samples, and from my point of view she was
90 percent of the way there. I really liked the concepts
she came up with. [Working with her] from the staff
we had Julie, me, [and managing editor] Keith
Haglund, and we had a writer’s representative involved.

MILLER: The other thing she had to take into
account is how quickly we have to put the magazine
together. We finish writing our stories Tuesday night.
We have one round of pages that everyone looks at
Wednesday morning, and then the pages go to the
printer Wednesday afternoon. We really needed a
format that wouldn’t require a lot of fussing at the end.

Eric, can you tell me a bit about your background and
what attracted you to this magazine as a designer?

ROELL: I have a degree in journalism—I thought I
was going to write for newspapers but never did. My pre-
vious magazine was a monthly—the American Spectator—
where I was the art director. It went through a bunch of
changes, and I ended up leaving a little bit before I came
here. It was hard going from a monthly to a weekly, get-
ting used to the rapid pace and also the size of the mag-
azine—it’s only sixteen pages, compared with well over a
hundred. I used to have the resources to design twelve-
page features; here I do two two-pagers every week.Time
is something I struggle with. I can’t be creative every
week; sometimes it’s more a matter of getting it done.

MILLER: The other thing it means is, being a news-
magazine, everything can change at the last minute.
Not every week, but no matter how much beautiful
design you put into something, out in the world, events
might force you to rip it up.

ROELL: We get a lot of our art from researchers, so
we’re always dependent on writers or someone else out
in the field for illustration. A lot of times, I don’t know
until the day of whether I’m going to have art or not. I
can’t do what I did when I had a $10,000-a-month art
budget. I miss being able to try different layouts, but I
like the faster pace.

MILLER: There was a week when we didn’t have a
picture. The story was about dark energy, so we just
thought we’d run the cover black, and we did get a
couple of letters from readers asking why we didn’t put
a picture on the cover. I don’t know how you show
dark energy.

Are most of your readers professional scientists?

MILLER: Forty percent of our readers are scien-
tists—you know, they self-identify as scientists. And
then the next-largest group are teachers, and after that
it just breaks up into many different groups.
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Is there anything else challenging about the design?

ROELL: Mostly the feature stories. Even with time,
it’s very limited what you can do with them—which is
both a strength and a weakness. I really have to fight
every week to make it creative when I have three square
images and maybe two-and-a-half pages. But it’s also a
strength, because readers are comfortable with it, and I
have to work within that structure to keep it as creative
as possible.

MILLER: What happened before is that everyone
who had Eric’s job did it differently and made up their
own rules. One designer I remember, she really thought

that science was boring and it was unfair to present it
in any other way, so she just always did the same thing.
And then there was the person who liked to put a pic-
ture behind the headline—if we had a good enough
picture. But the space is really constricting. In some
magazines you open up a story and there’s a whole page
of picture, and on the next just a column of text, and
then the story starts—oh, that would be luxury. With
some science magazines, you come to the middle of the
story and there’s a two-page picture of a whale with all
the parts labeled. We could never do that.
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WITH ITS JANUARY 2005 ISSUE, PRINT MAGAZINE

launched a cover-to-cover redesign that took the sixty-
five-year-old bimonthly and effectively shook out any
dust and cobwebs clinging to its pages. While readers
had long respected the magazine for its eclectic, critical
reporting on visual culture, we believed an aging design
was limiting their access to content. In addition, circu-

lation and advertising figures had dipped in the early
2000s as a result of an uneven publication schedule
under a previous owner. After Print regained traction in
2003/2004 with a new publisher, a regular delivery
schedule, and a fresh influx of acclaimed cultural
writers and editorial awards, it was time to signify that
a new era for the magazine had arrived.
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Print’s previous redesign in 2000 by art director
Steven Brower had made many improvements. It
replaced Herbert Bayer’s diminutive cover logo from
1960 with a bold new one in lowercase Myriad. It cre-
ated a new energy for the front and back of the book
with a typographic emphasis on opening pages of
columns. Features were designed with a more concep-
tual approach than the somewhat conservative look
they had had before. But the makeover still largely
maintained many vestiges of a design from 1996. Text
from long features as well as front-of-book columns ran
over into the back of the book, and technical and prac-
tical information in the back section was rather spare
and unimaginatively presented. Our layouts used a riot

of different typefaces and design approaches, making
them rich individually, but adding up to a visual
cacophony. By 2004 the look was becoming dated, espe-
cially with the clean, modern influences of magazines
like Wallpaper, Eye, and I.D. Abbott Miller, partner of
Pentagram New York, whom we hired to do the 2005
design, also saw this as a problem: “Print’s previous [fea-
ture well] did not always make it obvious that a feature
was indeed opening because the interpretive typography
often got lost within the visuals being shown.”

In addition, the design of the front of the book cre-
ated an environment that was simultaneously too con-
straining and too permissive for editorial content.
Starting columns with large-size text meant pushing
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massive amounts of runover into the back of the book. It
limited the amount of text on the page (and sometimes we
could have only one page per column up front, not two)
and therefore made editors a little sloppier about cutting
the piece down to its appropriate size. We are fairly gen-
erous with our writers because we do like pieces to be sub-
stantive, but the design was making it harder to be as
concise as we should be, and we suspected that we were
losing readers in the jumps. With feature jumps incorpo-
rated into the rear ghetto, our back of the book was a
patchwork of story endings. The only content that origi-
nated in the back was “Tech and Techniques,” a column
about new products that was woefully undesigned.

My main goals with the redesign were to make the
magazine a more seamless experience so readers would
not be as aware of traditional divisions between front,
middle, and end of book; to update and energize the
design and make it more consistent overall; to incorpo-
rate new content addressing expanding areas of interest
in design such as graphic novels, animation, interaction,
and sustainability; to make the magazine more useful by
enriching stories with resource boxes and other supple-
mental information; and to explore design’s history
more thoroughly though Print’s own rich archives.

I wanted there to be more immediacy with the
book, to allow our great writing to come through. I
wanted the design and content to come together as a
seamless whole. I knew Abbott Miller was the right
person to help us realize these goals. His work—for
2wice, Exhibition Design, and Dance Ink—is truly like a

performance on the page. He thinks as a writer and
designer (he’s coauthor of Design Writing Research), and
I knew he would clarify Print but not tip the balance
toward being either too trendy or too stodgy.

After hiring Miller in March 2004 over lunch (it
was “yes” on the spot—fortunate, because I had no
other designers in mind), Print’s staff set about plan-
ning the January/February 2005 “Global Design”
issue’s contents, assigning the articles, and also
rethinking every element of the book. This involved
several daylong retreats, followed by me sitting for
many hours at my desk or kitchen table to work
through all of the details that needed to be considered,
page by page. This ranged from the large—Print’s edi-
torial mission, content menu, voice, tone, style, and, of
course, visual presentation—to the small, including
word counts, end slugs, folios, resource boxes, depart-
ment names, bio lines, pull quotes, and marginalia.
Needless it say, it was a challenge for me and for the
rest of our tiny staff of seven to shift from the practical
requirements of pulling together some of our biggest
issues of the year (including the 348-page Regional
Design Annual) to envisioning a brand-new version of
Print from scratch.

Miller did not begin the design process until June,
when he was completely satisfied that he understood
the goals and mission of the redesign. He achieved this
by holding quite a few meetings with a core team con-
sisting of art director Stephanie Skirvin, two senior-
level editors—Todd Pruzan and Jeremy Lehrer—and
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me, during which he asked us many questions. Miller
and his designers John Kudos and Jeremy Hoffman
then developed a number of cover prototypes experi-
menting with logos of wildly varying styles. I was ini-
tially smitten by a dot-matrix version, probably because
it hearkened back to our lowercase logo heritage but
also was lighter, breezier, and very fresh. Other versions
were a more traditional sans-serif logo mirroring the
Myriad version, and a more playful one in Helvetica
Rounded (HR). Our staff was fairly divided about what
they liked, but we ultimately agreed that the Helvetica
provided a nice foil to Lexicon, the serious-minded
serif face Miller was working with for the text.

Reader focus groups were arranged by Debbie
Millman, president of the Sterling Group, a branding
design firm, who moderated sessions in the firm’s
offices in the Empire State Building. Our goal wasn’t to
have a beauty contest for the new designs, but to gather
qualitative information about the magazine from our
subscribers. It was a very instructive exercise. Many of
our instincts about what should change were accurate.
(One panelist memorably complained that our varying
layout styles made her confused by “the whole big pie of
it all.”) We learned from our readers that it was impor-
tant that we not compromise the integrity we had built
up over sixty-five years in publication. If we were to

redesign, they didn’t want us to look as though we were
trying too hard to come across as being cool or hip, so
they disliked many of the new logos for that reason.
Abbott took their comments to heart and reined in the
logo design, keeping the Helvetica Rounded version but
also playing with versions in Lexicon.

Issue prototypes were developed using those two
main typeface choices. Front-of-book matter followed
a three-column grid with cyan section titles set in low-
ercase HR and headlines in lowercase Lexicon. Miller
wanted to streamline the magazine by limiting our
typeface choices in the feature well. Heads would alter-
nate between different weights of the same two type-
faces, although he did suggest that further down the
road we expand to additional typeface choices, but with
a similar feel and flavor as these. At last we settled on a
middle weight of HR for the cover logo.

When I first looked at the prototypes I felt a huge
surge of relief that the magazine was calmer, but more
energized at the same time. The new design offered
many more entry points to draw readers in—more pull
quotes, sidebars, resource boxes, marginalia—but it
didn’t seem cluttered. We had cut back on the amount
of text to keep all columns and features contained
within their sections, but added additional items, such
as resource boxes, Web URL roundups, and a calendar
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of events. This was part of making the magazine more
useful and functional to readers. Eventually, we would
also lead them to our Web site where we could show
supplementary information to the articles and create a
dialogue between the two media. The back of the book
became as attractive as the front, which is good for
readers as well as advertisers, who always want to be
positioned near compelling-looking edit.

The prototype also incorporated rounded corners,
because Miller envisioned the magazine to be a
designed object. We were all for this until we found out
the cost: $1 per issue, which meant $50,000 for the
press run—an exorbitant expense for a smaller maga-
zine with a limited budget.

As autumn arrived and our November 8 press
deadline loomed closer, Miller contacted Jonathan
Hoefler at Hoefler & Frere-Jones to find out whether
they were working on developing a rounded version of
their utilitarian typeface Gotham, and, as it happened,
they were. Miller’s inquiry accelerated the development
of the typeface—they turned around three weights for
us in literally three weeks. While it’s not our own pro-
prietary font, we were the first to debut it and use it
until its commercial launch in 2006. It made for a very
dicey first issue, though, especially for our art depart-

ment as they worked on the production. With our
deadline a mere four weeks away, they were swapping
in versions of the new typeface on all the body text and
captions. They were also struggling to adjust to a newer
version of Quark that Pentagram was using. (A few
months later we would switch to InDesign).

Once Gotham Rounded was in hand, Miller and
his team (unbeknownst to us) began adjusting the logo
size and weight once again, and surprised us with them
at one of our final meetings at Pentagram’s headquar-
ters. A range of sizes were offered, and while we appre-
ciated the drama of the larger versions, we all agreed
something in between the small and large iterations
would be best. The medium-size logo felt airy, sophis-
ticated, yet still accessible, and had much more person-
ality than the original Helvetica version. It just worked.

From that point on, we were revising layout designs
and asking for design changes here and there. Some
things still weren’t working—the end slug, the size of
type in our short-feature “FOB” section, and some
headline choices. Miller was very accommodating to us
because we had solid reasons for adjusting things. But
the overall design was so well thought-out and appro-
priate from the beginning, we never really had to have
him rethink anything on a major scale.
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The initial reaction from readers was overwhelm-
ingly positive (save one letter writer who compared our
new logo to that of IHOP, the International House of
Pancakes). Miller feels that it was less a radical redesign
than just making Print what it ought to be. “I am happy
about the design, and how it works to really showcase
the content. The most dramatic change we could have
effected would have been to organize the heavy stock
inserts and advertising so that they did not create such
physical impediments to the reader. But we were not
asked to come up with a new business plan.” One year
after its relaunch, the magazine’s circulation rose 25
percent, from 38,000 to 47,000, and advertising rev-
enue gained by 28 percent over 2004.

Now in its third year, the design continues to
evolve and improve. In January 2006, after Stephanie
Skirvin moved on to focus on freelancing, I hired
Kristina DiMatteo as Print’s new art director. Over the
course of the past year, DiMatteo has embraced Miller’s
design direction but has introduced a number of
changes to make it her own. With associate art director
Lindsay Ballant, she has simplified the feature well by
creating more white space and removing various color
blocks to help the artwork stand on its own while
allowing the feature well to feel more cohesive. By
building upon a type direction in each issue she is able
to further explore the nuances of each typeface and how
they work together while creating a visual brand for
each issue’s theme. She has also designed a system that
brands our competitions, so they feel like special inde-
pendent sections within the magazine. DiMatteo
clearly enjoys the creative potential offered by working
within a clean structure and dealing with a subject
that’s undeniably engaging to her. “The exciting thing
about magazines is how they continuously grow,” she
observes. “After a redesign such as this, there’s much
room to explore all the decisions made and to expand
on them in a way that can feel unexpected, when com-
pared to the original direction.” Two years after
relaunching Print’s uncluttered new digs, and continu-
ally cleaning and refining, it’s clear the days of “the
whole big pie of it all” are gone for good.
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SECTION 3 

Repositioning
Few magazine staffs would undertake the investments in time and money that redesigns
require without a list of objectives they hope those investments will achieve. For most maga-
zines, the goals are fairly simple—they wish to excite their readers and advertisers, they
want a format that reflects their evolving editorial direction or the changing world, or they
simply wish to keep current. They are basically happy with what they are doing, but perhaps
want to do it better. They like their readers and advertisers, but perhaps want more of them. 

For other magazines, the redesign comes as part of an effort to “reposition”—to change not
just the physical form of the publication but who is reading it as well. While any redesign will
introduce a new look and may involve new approaches to storytelling, a repositioning alters
the publication’s DNA. The name may be the same, but the result of the redesign is a funda-
mentally different magazine. 

Among the big national magazines, repositionings most often come in the form of a desire to
reach a reader of a different age or income level than they currently attract. Seventeen may
discover that its traditional twelve-year-old reader has turned to Jane and its core readership
is now only an average age of ten—too young to have disposable income to spend at Delia’s.
A magazine in this position must decide either to keep its current editorial focus and change
its marketing strategy, or to change the editorial focus to attract different readers. A reposi-
tioning could also become necessary if the magazine is acquired by a company that already
produces a competing title.

When a big national magazine repositions, the message to current readers is very often that
they’re fired. The former readers may believe that their once-favorite magazine has become
boring or juvenile—or just stopped meeting their needs—and all of these criticisms might be
true. But, the magazine did not become bad. Turning-off old readers is a calculated decision—
the publisher hopes that new enthusiastic readers will more than replace those who drift off. 

Repositionings need not be so mercenary. For some magazines, repositionings are a matter of
life and death—if a magazine has covered a topic that no longer resonates with a sustain-
able readership—the Cold War say—then it must expand or change its topic. If a readership
is aging with the magazine, new readers must eventually be found. 

While it’s tempting to look at repositionings through a jaundiced eye, the fine-tuning of
market position is responsible for the breadth of magazine choices. While the various
women’s or equestrian or log-home magazines look indistinguishable to my male, urban eyes,
publications in each of these categories are actually holding a carefully carved niche on the
newsstand. If they weren’t, they wouldn’t be there. 
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Foreign Policy was founded in 1970 as a scholarly journal
on international politics and economics by the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace in Washington, D.C.
In 2000, its mission expanded from the academic and
diplomatic audience it had been serving to include a general
audience. Reaching a larger audience required several
changes in the design and editorial approach of the publica-
tion including increasing frequency from quarterly to
bimonthly, increasing the physical size, and increasing the
interior use of color.

Could you tell me a bit about what you and other inter-
national-affairs journals were doing at the time you
switched formats? 

MOISÉS NAÍM: When I took over Foreign Policy in
1997, I did a study, and I discovered that there were lit-
erally hundreds of international-affairs magazines,
although two were predominant: Foreign Affairs and
Foreign Policy. So it was very clear that there was a
market, but it was also clear to me that the market had
been saturated by these highly specialized, more aca-
demic, more technical publications. I thought there was
a place for a publication that would provide insights
into how the world was changing, [for] readers who,
while not experts, were still very interested in getting
that kind of information—and without the acronyms
and without the footnotes and the other academic
affectations that general readers find off-putting. I was
convinced that it was possible to retain intellectual rigor
while making it more entertaining and easy to read.

Foreign Policy has always sought to get the best
people in the world to write about what’s going on and
how they are thinking about what’s going on. But, from
the beginning of my editorship, we began to emphasize
how the world is now connected in ways that are trans-
forming life—our reader’s family, company, town, and
nation. We began to do the extra work necessary to
show general readers why foreign affairs and politics
affect them.

We have always had some of the best experts in the
world, but we began working very closely with them to
frame what they have to say in a way that is more acces-
sible to nonexpert readers. After about a year of doing

this—we were then a quarterly—I discovered two
things: The first is that we had become a general-circu-
lation magazine and the second was that we were deliv-
ering this content through a publication that looked
and felt like a specialized academic journal. My goal
was to reach out and invite general readers to the con-
versation, but our vehicle inhibited that goal. Moreover,
we were a quarterly, and we were black-and-white. We
needed to be bolder.

We moved to bimonthly frequency and to a maga-
zine format. We also started using the “FP” logo and
brand, which is now well established. The goal was to
visually communicate to the nonexpert that FP is not
just for people who are in the business of foreign policy.
If you are an interested reader of newspapers who wants
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to know what is beyond the headlines and wants to
understand more and know more about the world, then
FP is for you.

Well, it’s certainly true that if you read the New York
Times, you get a lot of foreign policy and foreign news.
If you read the Des Moines Register there’s going to be
nearly none.

Right, right. However, let me clarify: A huge
number of our readers are also readers of the New York

Times. They get the Washington Post; they watch CNN
and the BBC. They are interested, but they feel that we
provide value. We are growing quickly in circulation,
and we’re doing quite well at a time when growing cir-
culation is a challenge for all print media. I think we
were right in trying to position this magazine in a way
that provides the best thinking in the world—state-of-
the-art debates about international politics and eco-
nomics—in a way that does not require readers to
struggle with it.
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A number of academic journals—and also literary mag-
azines—have become visually friendlier, though most
not to the degree FP has. Did you see yourself as part
of this trend? Did you ultimately have this final result in
mind, or did it just seem like the move from Foreign
Policy to FP was a logical progression?

I don’t claim to have had this perfect vision. This
was an evolutionary concept. I inherited [the journal
format], and I thought I could do a lot [within it], and
then several things happened. I discovered that very
often our advertisers did not have the art for the smaller
format, and their advertising was not suited to it. I
found that very often on newsstands this format tended
to be overwhelmed and even covered up by magazines
with larger formats. I also discovered that we would be
included with the more academic group of publications
when we were striving to reach out and cross over.
Little by little, these concerns took us toward the
changes we eventually made. What I knew—what I
was certain of—was that the content had to change
with the design. We worked on new content and began
looking for a design that would fit it—form would
work with function.

A lot of publications do what are called “reposition-
ings,” but it’s along the lines of a magazine like
Mademoiselle deciding that its readership has gotten
two years too old, so it redesigns and adjusts to pick
up younger readers. Your repositioning was far more
dramatic. I can think of only one more example of an
academic journal that became a popular magazine—
Psychology Today, about twenty years ago now. It
lasted for only a few years afterward, although the title
is publishing again now after a long absence. What
were your apprehensions? 

Many. It was a big gamble, and I was very fortunate
to have the support of the president and the board of
trustees of the Carnegie Endowment, which owns the
publication. But some skeptics said, “You’re not going
to get any of that new market that you dream of,
because it does not exist. What you’re going to do
instead is alienate traditional readers—the experts, the
ambassadors, the State Department types, the security
wonks who want gravitas.” And I kept saying, “My
content is going to be as appealing to them as ever.” If
you talk to our writers, they will tell you we are rig-
orous, we are intellectually very demanding. Our
arduous [editing] process does not aim at altering our
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writer’s ideas. It aims at making those ideas accessible
to our readers. But that was our main apprehension—
that the market we were trying to reach was not there,
and by becoming more reader-friendly, we would be
interpreted as being light.

In fact, if you look today, we have become better
known and respected than ever. We have nothing to envy
about anyone in terms of the world-class, worldwide per-
sonalities we have. We get literally hundreds of manu-
scripts a week, many of them from some of the most
prominent thinkers, practitioners, and world leaders. Our
traditional readers continue to like it, and we have been
successful in importing readers to this field who other-
wise would never read a journal called Foreign Policy.

What were some of the reactions of your longtime
readers to the redesign? Did any of them write in or talk
to you at conferences?

In the beginning people were perplexed, but very
quickly they discovered there was something here that
they had to read—that you could not afford to work in
the field without subscribing to Foreign Policy maga-

zine. Our first issue was dated September/October of
2000—that was a year before 9/11. Well, one article is
“What Makes Suicide Terrorists Tick?”—a topic then
under the radar, and that was written by one of the
world’s most respected experts in the field who had
interviewed foiled suicide terrorists and others who had
been tempted to become suicide terrorists. Another
article—the cover story—was about the meltdown in
the stock market, which had not yet happened, and it
was a story about the global consequences if the stock
market in the United States took a dip, which, in fact,
it later did. So in every issue we are capable of sur-
prising our readers with writing that is interesting, pre-
scient, and pleasurable. FP is not taking your medicine.
It’s not even eating spinach. It is a magazine someone
can take for a weekend and enjoy.

Can we talk about some of the specific things that the
new format, with its meshing of content and form, allows
you to do that you could not have done previously?

In every issue, we have a feature called “Prime
Numbers,” which is essentially a complex story told in
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a two-page spread with just statistics, presented through
attractive, bold, and easy-to-understand charts. We take
a complex theme, work with some of the best experts,
and convert a vast amount of information into a two-
page spread. It’s a very popular feature, and it would not
have been possible without this format.

The other is the use of design in a way academic
journals can’t. We want readers to be able to access the
publication from many points of entry, not just the first
page. We rely on irreverent captions and attractive pic-
tures to do this.

You see, we know that the way we all read newspa-
pers and magazines is that the first thing we look at is
the headline, picture, and captions—they’re often what
get us to read. So, if I get a picture that attracts your
attention to an article on public health in China, per-
haps, and how that touches you and can threaten you. .
. . It may be that that is not a topic a reader naturally
finds compelling. But an engaging picture, a caption,
and pullout quotes that provide layers of information;
an interesting title and deck—that all creates a context
that may tempt the reader to begin the article. If I get
him or her to read the first two or three paragraphs,
then it’s very likely that I’m going to get him or her to
read most of the article.

Is there anything you think you could have done with the
old format that would be harder with the new format?

I’m tempted to say—but I would not agree with
myself saying it—perhaps the ten-thousand- or fifteen-
thousand-word pieces that we did we couldn’t do
[now], but that’s not true. You see pieces of that length
in the Atlantic or Smithsonian or the New Yorker all the
time. So, no, it’s not true.

But do you find yourself running fewer pieces of that
length?

Yes, and by design. We do a lot of reader surveys,
and uniformly we don’t find there is much demand for
those very long articles. And what we have found is
that if you are a good editor, you can trim down a ten-
thousand-, eight-thousand-word article into five
thousand words and get the best and the essence of
the argument. In every section and every article, one
of our most popular features is titled “Want to Know
More?” which is a narrated set of suggestions. It lists
articles on our Web site and also discusses who else
has written articles either challenging or supporting
and extending the assertions made in our article. We
give readers who want more information effective
ways to find it.

You mentioned that your readership has gone up. Do
you know how much?

We are at about a 110,000 circulation. We are also
published in eleven other languages; if you add those
we have about 100,000 more. We had approximately
20,000 readers when we switched, so it has been a great
success, particularly if you take into account that this
happened during an economic downturn and during
the explosion of Internet material in which people—
actually the kind of readers we have who are very
Internet savvy—are gravitating toward nonpaid con-
tent. It also happened during what has been a complete
collapse in the effectiveness of direct-mail advertising.

My magazine has also quit doing direct mail. 

Everybody will tell you that you now get—and
started getting in the late 1990s—many fewer
responses from direct-mail campaigns, unless you put
really a huge amount of money into it over a very long
period and back it up with extensive statistical testing.
Little by little, and almost inadvertently, we have had
very organic growth, and the Web has been a friend to
us; it has been a major source of paid subscribers for the
print publication. We are not threatened by the Web.
We are using it very happily, and it has been a major
pillar of our increasing commercial success.
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How does the Internet serve that purpose?

People discover us on the Web, particularly people
in quantities and geographies that would have been
prohibitive to get to through traditional means. Our
Web site is very active. Recently we launched a blog
that is also doing very well for us.

If this is a question you don’t want to answer, I under-
stand, but with all its success, has FP become a money-
maker for Carnegie?

No, and I don’t mind saying it. The Carnegie
Endowment’s commitment is to try and promote
peace in the world, and the board of trustees and the
presidents of the endowment have interpreted that one
way of creating a more peaceful world is by having a
global dialogue about important ideas. And that fits
perfectly with the mission of the magazine. We get a
subsidy from the Carnegie Endowment—it’s declin-
ing, and we are doing better. We could survive without
the subsidy, but we would have to pare down—we
would become a different magazine in a variety of
ways. That’s not in the cards, and there is strong sup-
port within Carnegie to continue the rapid expansion
of the magazine.

When I look at the design, it’s very friendly, readable,
and elegant, but it also has a very conservative feel.
Looking to the future, do you ever see FP getting yet
more mainstream—I’m not suggesting you’d ever have
the “Girls of the G8” featured on the cover . . . 

No, the magazine has a feel and personality. People
know what to expect from Foreign Policy. The genius
behind the look is my colleague Travis Daub, who has
been the art and design director [since we launched the
new look], and he was and is a big part of our success.
We will continue to innovate. . . . We have several inno-
vations in the cards that will transform us even more. But
those innovations are more in the realm of content—new
features and new sections and new, interesting, and sur-
prising ways of looking at the world. Some of these
changes will come attached with changes in design, but
the next challenge for us is to continue to appeal with
innovation—we try to be innovative without changing
the basic anchors that have served us so well.

We have proved that taking an academic publica-
tion mainstream is possible and that other journals can
do it, too. One should not shy away from reaching out
to broader segments of the market while retaining seri-
ousness and rigor. We always say that we like rigor but
not rigor mortis.
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IN 1982, DETAILS STARTED LIFE AS A SMALL, INDE-
pendent magazine covering the fashions and lifestyle of
Manhattan’s SoHo neighborhood. It soon acquired a
hip, young downtowner following. Owing to this
modest success, the magazine was bought by Condé

Nast in 1988. But instead of being permitted to retain
its identity, Details was relaunched as a large, uptown
men’s fashion magazine under the editorship of James
Truman (who later replaced Alexander Liberman as
creative czar of the publishing giant). After a few years
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of editorial changes spurred by competition from hot,
soft-core men’s mags like Maxim (whose editor, Mark
Golin, was eventually hired by Details) and the more
entrenched, institutionally fashionable GQ, sales of the
magazine faltered, and Condé Nast halted publication
of Details in the spring of 2000.

That’s where the story might have ended. Instead,
the title was shuttled over to Condé Nast’s sibling,
Fairchild Publications (both now owned by Advance
Publications), where Details was resurrected as a twen-
tysomething men’s lifestyle magazine and is currently
struggling to find a viability in the market.

Since magazines tend to reflect their times and
demographics, it puzzles me why Details, which made

sense when it was “downtown,” would be bought by
Condé Nast only to be divested of what made it
exciting and then killed for failing to live up to its
imposed identity. And it’s doubly puzzling that after
tanking “uptown,” it would emerge, phoenixlike, amid
the tangle of trendy lifestyle magazines that currently
clutter the field.

Condé Nast’s Details never found its true focus, a
fact evident in the design format. During the “down-
town” phase, Details had been produced on a low
budget with a fairly high degree of design acuity. Not
being a downtown Gen Xer myself, I was not especially
interested in the zeitgeist tips that were its regular fare,
but I was certainly impressed by how the magazine was
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art-directed and designed. The lively format was nei-
ther slavishly trendy nor vapidly retro. And the covers
in particular always caught my attention because even
when someone as personally unpalatable as Joan Rivers
was featured, the approach was usually tongue in cheek.
Details never took itself too seriously. Moreover, the
logo was always being reconfigured, suggesting that
someone was wide awake in the art department.

While Condé Nast is no stranger to making suc-
cessful magazines, its publications invariably follow
(even as they also initiate) editorial and design for-
mulas. Wired is an example: When the magazine was
acquired by Condé Nast in the late nineties, its edge
was dulled—a result of its unique original design being
blended with predictable contemporary conceits.
Today, there is very little emblematic typographic sen-
sibility in Wired ’s pages.

Likewise in Details. After it was repositioned to
compete with Esquire, GQ, and Maxim, its design
became indistinguishable from the many publications
vying with each other on the newsstand.

This is not to say that it was entirely bereft of visual
interest. Tucked between stories about “peak perform-
ance sex,” “peak performance health,” and “peak per-

formance fitness” were hype pieces about up-and-
coming film stars (e.g., Ewan McGregor years before
Moulin Rouge) photographed by stellar photographers
like Herb Ritts, as well as superstar fashion spreads and
sports exposés. And somewhere toward the back of
each issue were brilliant comic-strip essays by the likes
of Art Spiegelman, Kaz, Joe Sacco, and Peter Kuper, on
themes as varied as rock festivals and war crimes. But
to find these gems, you had to wade through a swamp
of cluttered layouts and clunky type choices.

The major design flaw of Condé Nast’s Details was
that its appearance did not characterize the magazine
clearly enough; it was too generic. In Details’ original
incarnation, the design was in sync with the readers’
sensibilities—a bit untutored, somewhat brash, but
confident—very downtown. The Condé Nast version
was deliberately messy but with a professional sheen—
very uptown. Its interior typographic scheme changed
somewhat from issue to issue, but unlike, say, Rolling
Stone, it lacked an overarching reason for this shifting.

In the November 1998 special music issue, for
example, each front-of-the-book story was fitted with a
different novelty typeface that sat at the top of the page
as though taken arbitrarily from a seventies Typositor
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specimen book. In this same issue, a feature on a sex
party in Ibiza, Spain, shows a raunchy photograph of
naked women smeared with blood (or red paint; it’s
hard to tell) and the layout is splattered with postpsy-
chedelic sixties-style polka dots used as a design motif.
I’m not sure why, but a few pages later, for an interview
with Sheryl Crow, a clever headline, “Mason Vixen,” is
set in faux psychedelic lettering, which would have
made sense if the very nineties Crow in any way
recalled the sixties, which she doesn’t.

Details ceased publication in the spring of 2000, its top
editorial staff tossed from the Condé Nast stable.
When Fairchild Publications reissued Details for its
October 2000 issue, the magazine had a new logo, a
new size, and a brand new contemporary format. While
covering essentially the same subjects (though without
the comic strip essays, which is truly a loss), it is more
intelligently uniform and at the same time livelier than
its predecessor.

This reincarnated Details clearly rejects the Condé
Nast method of stuffing a great many stories into a

given issue. The covers consequently sport fewer cover
lines—the effect being that a beefcake portrait of
Robert Downey Jr. on the premiere cover, for example,
is not hidden behind a forest of Day-Glo type. So far,
all the covers have featured hot male stars, unlike the
emphasis on women of the Condé Nast Details. More
refreshing, however, is the serious attempt at dynamic
pacing in an uninterrupted editorial well that extends
for a surprisingly large number of pages and for over a
dozen features. If anything, the well goes on too long;
because the text-heavy articles do not jump to the back,
the result is a few large expanses of gray type.

Photography is Details’ mainstay, and many of the
images are provocative. Painted and drawn illustration,
which has all but been eliminated in most fashion mag-
azines, also makes a welcome, if limited, showing in the
first few issues. Using real artists to create actual paint-
ings rather than Photoshop collages is a virtue these
days—and the illustrator credit is set nice and large.

The new and old Details share one element: those
pesky polka dots mentioned above. In the new version,
the type for all the regular department headings
(“Vitals,” “In the Works,” etc.) is set in a dot-punch
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typeface, which at small sizes affords a typographic per-
sonality. Inside the well, the dot type is supplanted by
gothic serif and sans-serif faces. The first five issues
reviewed for this chapter reveal a much cleaner,
smarter, and more rational format than was the case in
the Condé Nast version. Rather than a hodgepodge,
this is a magazine with a discernible beginning, middle,
and end.

And yet I have an odd sense of déjà vu.
No, Details doesn’t bear a resemblance to its pred-

ecessor. But it does resemble Flaunt and other contem-
porary lifestyle books on today’s newsstand. Too many
bits of other magazine formats mar its overall look.
What’s more, the typeface for the masthead—even
granted that this is the most difficult of all design deci-
sions—bears no relationship to any other typestyle in
the magazine. Just as one can tell a lot about an artist
by the way he draws hands, so does a logo’s integration
into a publication format say much about the designer.

Trading in the Condé Nast formula for what might
be called “zeitgeist design” may have substantially
improved Details—it’s surely more readable and
engaging than before—but a unique design experience
it isn’t.
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THERE WAS A PERIOD IN AMERICAN MAGAZINE

publishing when a redesign was built to last. The classic
example is Walter Bernard’s redesign of Time in 1977.
Never mind the brilliant art direction and widely copied
innovations in information graphics. The thing that
stuck was the type. Bernard (who had won his stripes
designing New York magazine) banished the modernist
sans-serif typefaces used for headlines since the forties.
The new design brought in Franklin Gothic, and after
forty years, Franklin is Time magazine, and if you
brought back Futura it would look wrong.

Few readers noticed that Time has been redesigned
several times since. Another version was underway in
early 2007, advised by Paula Scher and Luke Hayman
of Pentagram. They would be mad to throw out the
Franklin Gothic, no matter what else they change. That
is part of the design equity of Time, and four decades of
consistent typographical branding is a big asset.

In the sixties and seventies there were three other
landmarks in redesign: Esquire (Sam Antupit), Reader’s
Digest (Bradbury Thompson), and Rolling Stone
(starting with Robert Kingsbury and Mike Salisbury).
Their designers thought long and hard about what
made the visual style of the magazine—what photogra-
phers and artists could best create its look, what type-
faces matched its voice.

The results fit so well that after those art directors
moved on, their successors continued to work within
the established styles. The result was evolutionary
growth, not quick rehabilitation. Regular tweaks were
made to the core design, however, to keep up with
changing fashions.

In the nineties, magazines began to feel strong
pressure, first from special-interest cable channels and
then from the Web. When circulation and advertising
sagged, publishers wanted a quick fix: something that
would show up in the quarterly report for shareholders.
They turned to quickie redesigns—solutions that most
often came at the expense of long-term visual equity.

Frequent redesign became the fashion, a quick and
nervous coating-over of magazines that most likely
would not make a similarly impulsive editorial move.
Wired and Fast Company made a big splash when intro-
duced in the early nineties, in part because of their

innovative designs. A few years later both titles jetti-
soned their distinctive looks in favor of something
trendy—but generic. Why?

The danger in adopting a current fad is that the
result will look like everything else. BusinessWeek and
Newsweek both adopted the contemporary headline
typeface—Champion, a powerful sans with wood-type
origins. Unfortunately, Champion, which I dare say
was first used by Premiere, had become the signature
font of Sports Illustrated, one of the only other surviving
weeklies. It became faddish, and SI moved to a serif-
based “classic” design, partly in an effort to move away
from ESPN Magazine, which had claimed the “con-
temporary” ground. The weeklies meanwhile had lost
something of themselves.

The big women’s magazines are no longer the original
Seven Sisters (McCall’s, once famous for its own design
equity, is gone), and waves of editors with new editorial
plans washed over them, bringing in new art directors
with the tide. Once, each had its own feeling. You
wouldn’t mistake a page in Ladies Home Journal for one
in Good Housekeeping. But as business and technology
stresses affected their newsstand sales, they began to
search for editorial formulae, cover headlines, and
typography that would sell more copies. By 2000, they
had copied each other so much that they all looked
alike. Big numbers, type in colored circles, headlines
about diet and sex—the same elements combined to
make every cover generic. It didn’t help (circulation
continued to decline) in part because readers can now
barely tell them apart.

Inevitably, new women’s titles arrived to fill the per-
sonality gap. O,The Oprah Magazine, has come to occupy
the narrative position of the old McCall’s. Martha
Stewart Living created a whole new design sensibility,
with its calming pastels and refined custom typefaces.
Real Simple is simpler still, but it’s a big success.

All three have established a wealth of design equity.
They’ve all been out long enough to undergo several
mild redesigns. Meanwhile, readers, who have become
remarkably sophisticated about design and redesign,
followed the changes easily because they were natural
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improvements and not radical breaks. Now invited to
interact with editors on magazine Web sites, readers are
quick to point out when the design looks wrong for 
a magazine.

There are other titles that have tried to build on
their design equity over the last fifteen years. Rolling
Stone continues to evoke its legacy, and New York is
reinvigorated through the combination of new ideas
and classic elements from the past.

The New Yorker was brilliantly modernized by
Massimo Vignellli, who adapted Rea Irwin’s trade-
mark custom typeface to a contemporary grid. Texas
Monthly, through a series of art directors, continues to
evolve (now with a fine set of slab-serif fonts by
Champion’s designer, Jonathan Hoefler) but has
retained its energy, surprising illustrations, and a
strong narrative style of photography. The result: It
still looks like Texas Monthly. At a time of business
crisis in publishing, the success of revived titles like
New York should indicate how to build the design of a
magazine, but most of the industry is still bobbing on
the wavelets of fashion. They change it and then
change it again. Instead of working with a visual foun-
dation and redesigning gradually or restoring the
enduring elements, many magazines change their
looks every year. And they change their art directors,
many of whom spend more time looking at the design
annuals than reading the copy in their own magazines.
So it is no surprise that they look alike. As a result,
redesign is treated trivially, a kind of window dressing.
Editors talk about doing a “makeover” as though the
design of their magazines were no more fundamental
than a haircut. It is true that improving layout soft-
ware, inexpensive color printing, and larger design
staffs have brought periodical design to a higher tech-
nical level, but the new polish cannot replace individ-
uality or chance-taking.

Once committed to a redesign, editors and publishers
have to decide whether to bring in an outside redesign
expert or do it themselves. As someone who makes a
living redesigning publications, you’d think I’d urge
them to hire consultants, but I’ve done it both ways,
and each way has advantages.

The staff art director of a magazine, assuming he
reads the copy (it borders on malpractice if he doesn’t),
should know it better than any outsider. The insider
knows the politics, knows the readers, and knows the
advertising market. But sometimes all that knowledge
gets in the way. The consultant is happily oblivious to
all the rules the staffer has learned. (“We don’t do it
that way.”) 

Condé Nast magazines get around this problem by
hiring new art directors (now called creative directors,
like at ad agencies) every time they want a big change
at a magazine. (They’re not the only ones who work
this way—that’s also how I got hired at New York, the
New York Times Magazine, and Newsweek.) 

The first bit of advice I would give a new art
director brought in under these circumstances is this:
Don’t detach yourself from the production of regular
issues. You’ve got to get into the trenches to learn what
you need to know about the title and the people. You’ve
got to put out some markers and make some friends,
particularly on the printing and production side.

Second: Move quickly. The honeymoon lasts about
six months.

At Newsweek I learned a lot about how to do
redesigns. The great Robert Priest, the previous art
director, had also been hired to redesign the magazine
and then run the art department. He sequestered him-
self in a handsome corner office at 444 Madison (the
old Newsweek Building), doing exquisite old-fash-
ioned pencil layouts for the new magazine. Dozens of
alternative schemes were devised. “Comp’ed” covers
were mounted on foam core and stacked up in the cab-
inets, while Bill Broyles, the editor, waited for the right
moment to present the ideas to the formidable
Katherine Graham, who had dispatched an editor
every other year for the last ten years.

One of them, Ed Kosner, had undertaken the pre-
vious big redesign without involving Mrs. Graham,
and she cited the result as one of the reasons for
sacking him. Sadly, Broyles, too, was fired before the
Priest design could be implemented. (Broyles landed
on his feet in Hollywood, where he has written Flags
of Our Fathers, among other screenplays.) Priest, after
all this work, decided he didn’t have the heart to start
over with another editor, and moved on. (He, too,
landed on his feet, of course. As of this writing, he is
working on the launch of Condé Nast’s new business
magazine, Portfolio.)

Mrs. Graham hired Rick Smith, who had been at
Newsweek since he interned there during college, and
he hired me. In May 1985, I started to work in Priest’s
fine office, finding a treasure trove of covers and inside
pages. There were a number of really great logo treat-
ments, some of them recalling the Newsweek covers of
the fifties, designed by the legendary M. F. Agha.

Rick Smith wanted to do the redesign methodi-
cally but fast, so the new format would hit the streets in
three months. He proposed that we try two
approaches—conservative and radical—and choose
between them. We didn’t have Macs in those days, so
my layouts were handmade, although unlike Priest I
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didn’t draw them all on vellum with a 6H pencil.
Instead, I pasted together photocopies of type and pic-
tures and reduced them to half size. Then I colored
them in with Prisma colored pencils and glued them all
into two half-size dummy books. Cute! The veteran
editors were reminded of the old “pony edition” of
Newsweek, sent to soldiers during World War II.

Now, at most magazines, the editor would have
looked at the two versions and said, “that one” (or, more

likely, “something in between”), and set a date for the
relaunch. But Smith, while leaning toward radical, was
very aware of the fate of recent Newsweek editors. He
knew he had to bring Mrs. Graham in on the decision,
but he also knew he could not show the owner of Post-
Newsweek my crude little dummy. Instead, he ordered
a full printed prototype of the more aggressive version.

Mimi Sheils, a senior editor who later went on to
coedit U.S. News, was dragooned into writing all the
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headlines, captions, and display copy. Karen Mullarkey,
the photo editor, worked up all the images and in a
matter of a month we went to press. We only needed a
single copy, but we had to print the thing on a web
because we wanted it to look right, and even in those
days the paper at Newsweek was so thin it wouldn’t go
through a sheet-fed press without being wound around
the cylinders.

Meanwhile, the editor called a series of meetings
with small groups of staffers, presenting the dummy

book and the full-size pages we were working on to
get some feedback—and a bit of complicity. The
groups came from every part of the magazine—edit,
art, production, and the business side. He also ran
down to Washington to let the columnist George
Will, Mrs. Graham’s confidant, and a few folks at the
Washington Post, the parent company, take a look. One
of those who gave us a green light was Ben Bradlee,
the newspaper’s editor and a former star correspon-
dent at Newsweek.
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The benefit of a printed prototype was enormous.
Not everyone can visualize an actual magazine from a
dummy, but now we had a real magazine. Immediately,
Smith showed it to Mrs. Graham. Second, it was
shown by ad salespeople to drum up some enthusiasm
on Madison Avenue. Then we showed it to readers in 
a series of “disaster check” focus groups, in case we 
were wrong.

All thumbs were up. Rick had built in a “launch
hold” of a month, in case the owner changed her mind.

We needed every day to get the specs all programmed
into the clanking Atex system we used for setting type.
During this time, he reconvened the little staff groups,
and that was another good idea.

During a meeting with a group of young
researchers (the people right out of college who did
most of the grunt work at the magazine) one of them
said, “I miss the political cartoons.” (Coming from the
New York Times, I had instinctively expunged the car-
toons from the news sections as too opinionated.) In
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the ensuing discussion, somebody else suggested,
“What if we do a page with just cartoons?”

Smith thought about it for a second, and then said
that they wouldn’t quite fit together because we’d want
at least three and they’re all horizontals. Somebody else
said, “What if we filled in the cracks with a few ‘quotes
of the week,’ like the Times’ ‘Quote of the Day’?” So, a
week before launch, the same researchers found them-
selves trying to make sure we could get reliably good
cartoons and quotes on a weekly basis. The page, called
“Perspectives,” was put right before the opening of the
news section opposite an ad, which made the sales
department happy. And in the first Starch readership
study of the magazine after the redesign, “Perspectives”
was scored as the best-read page in the magazine.

The moral: When it comes to redesigns, many
heads are better than one. A designer might have the
instinct to chuck some fixture of the old design, but
others might point out that those elements play an
important role in the visual content of the magazine.

Fortunately, the late Mrs. Graham liked Rick
Smith, who is still there, having moved up to CEO and
chairman. She supported the design, which outlived

her, and with continuing updates could still work today.
It was successful not because the design was fashion-
able, but because it was a group effort by people who
understood the magazine and wanted to reinforce it
rather than fundamentally change it. It was a redesign
that was right for Newsweek.

After Rick Smith moved on to the business side, I
worked as a consultant with his successor, Maynard
“Scramble-the-Jets” Parker, the last of a breed. Parker
built on the framework, and readers came to accept that
the magazine had “always looked this way,” as I recall
one readership survey found. After Parker’s sudden
death, I lost the will to do another design for
Newsweek. A new editor and a new art director took
over the next redesign. The trademark Grotesque No. 9
headline font was replaced by Champion (as we’ve
seen). In order to appeal to an increasingly ADD audi-
ence, items became shorter and layouts trickier. While
the magazine arguably still looked like Newsweek, it
had lost something—not just gravitas but some self-
awareness. At one time, I heard that they were planning
to move the logo up, to bleed it off the top of the cover,
and to remove the thin red rules on the sides and
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bottom, making it like any number of other cover
designs. Wiser heads prevailed, but the magazine lost
some of its identity, its design equity.

An interesting test of the idea of design equity is to
look at a magazine’s Web site. Does it look right? It’s
not that the site can or should mimic its parent, but it
ought to carry some of the unique DNA. To do that,
you have to find that uniqueness. With Newsweek.com
(an early version of which I helped design), there is an
appropriate family resemblance. In early 2007, after a
redesign, Time.com was more generic. In some ways it
looked more like the New York Times’ Web site than
Time. On the print side, steadier hands have held closer
to the magazine’s core identity.

In late 2006, Newsweek announced a new chief
editor. An art director from the nineties was bought
back. The rumor is that they’re “channeling the ghost of
Maynard Parker.” This may be a good idea because
Maynard was part of the historical spirit of the maga-
zine, Hitler Diaries and all. This is why the 1985
redesign worked with readers. The logotype was
changed, but the new drawing was derived from the
1950s logo.

The one project that I’ve done for Time was a logo
redesign in the mid-nineties, after I left Newsweek. The
new logo, still in use, actually interpolates a 1947 logo
with the fatter one that Walter Bernard put on the
magazine in 1977. The letter spacing was tightened,
and the logo was made bigger. The result looked fresh.
At the core, it was the historical design, not something
new. By reviving the little white-and-black borders
inside the big red border, we reminded the baby-
boomer audience that Time is the magazine they grew
up with.

Newsweek can do this, too. They can align a new
design with the momentum built with readers over a
lifetime. They can put visual equity to work for them
again, and the readers will know it’s still Newsweek.
Then, when they do the redesign after this one, they
won’t have to start over. The work of many forgotten
designers and editors can be the platform of a magazine
that works for the future.
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SECTION 4

The Soft Side of the
Redesign Process

All graphic designers are collaborative by nature, but editorial designers are just a bit more
collaborative. As a rule, designers work within a hierarchy in which they ultimately answer to
a client—someone who controls the money and therefore the process. Publications are dif-
ferent in two important respects. First, at most magazines there is no one client, but a number
of stakeholders. Second, magazine people see each other and must work together every day,
whereas at design firms, teams and clients come and go. There are of course stories of
impossibly difficult and controlling editors or prima donna art directors, but these stand out
because they are the exceptions. Most magazine staffers know that while the issues go by,
the people—at least for a time—remain the same. It doesn’t pay to burn bridges.

At most magazines, designers and editors work as colleagues. Controversies in visual and
written content are handled through discussion rather than by fiat, though the editor-in-chief
holds ultimate responsibility and decides issues that aren’t otherwise resolved. 

Publications do tend to be competitive environments, whether the competition is to make the
snarkiest remark or to create or shepherd the piece that gets the most attention. Designers’
success is measured by how well they persuade, describe, and build consensus. Talented
designers who operate effectively in this landscape control most of what they do. (And no,
that doesn’t mean emotions never run high.) But without people skills, a designer will find his
or her talent is significantly less valuable. 

This section is about the interpersonal aspects of the design and redesign process at a publi-
cation—working as a staffer or a consultant to establish authority and build consensus for a
redesign. Much of what is here, of course, applies to regular operations as well as the spe-
cial circumstances of a reinvention. 
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Garcia Media is a design consultancy focusing on newspaper
and magazine redesigns. With offices in Tampa, Buenos
Aires, and Hamburg, redesigns include the Wall Street
Journal, der Zeit, Esquire, Vanity Fair, and TV Guide.

I wanted to focus on the political and interpersonal side
of redesigns, the sort of issues that come up after
you’ve been hired to do a job but before you’ve turned
in a design, and what it takes to get it through the
approvals process and win allies in an organization.
Could you tell me a bit about the range of reactions you
expect coming in as an outsider when you’re meeting
with the art director, editor, and advertising director for
the first time?

MARIO GARCIA: Usually, by the time you have been
hired, you have made it clear to them that this is going
to be a collaboration—that’s the key word. You cannot
simply do a design from your studio and [expect]
people will follow it—that would never fly. People
inside the organization have to have ownership. You
need the cooperation of the art director—he needs to
be on board. The art director has to respect you, and
you in turn have to respect the art director. If there is
no mutual respect there, this also will never take off.
Once this is established, you know that normally there
is a project leader inside the organization, usually
someone who has nothing to do with art direction—an
editor type. He or she will deal with the logistics of the
project from beginning to end.

So once you have the project leader in place, then
the art director, the advertising director, the marketing
director, and one or two editorial types become part of
the project group—it is seldom more than eight people.
However, I usually do the first phase of the project with
my team and not with their team. If you start working
with internal teams, they will censor you—they will say,
“Oh, we will never be able to do this here,” or “We don’t
have the machine to do that”—and I have learned that
if you bring an idea from the outside and somebody in
charge likes it, it will fly anyway.

By the time I come back to present the first two or
three models of what I would do (which is completely
new to them), then the art director comes into play,
along with the internal team. I usually come back with

three versions, A, B, and C. Then we begin to do D, or
the prototype—which is really an outgrowth of all three
versions. They may like the typography of A, the color
palette of B, and the navigation system of C, for
example. That’s when the art director and the internal
team move in to work with us. I like to say that the D
version is like a “wet sculpture”: We have the opportu-
nity to turn the head down, right, up, whatever we want
to do—there’s nothing firm yet. I outline this procedure
very clearly in my contract.

So that sounds like a very idealized process, and I
would guess on occasion there’s a bit of politicking you
have to do to get there. I would imagine for some art
directors it’s a nervous-making process—they worry
they won’t be up to the demands of the new design. 

Oh, it’s worse than that. For many art directors the
first real shock is that somebody at the top doesn’t want
them to do this themselves, and that they have hired
outside help. This can be a blow to many art directors,
and you can understand why. So you have to work very
diplomatically, and that is also why you have to respect
the art director. When I begin to work with them I tell
them, “Listen, we all have our fortes,” and I try to find
out the forte of that art director. There are art directors
who are very good with typography, for example, so I
will make sure that anything typographic in this
project, this person is going to have to have an OK. I’m
the chief architect—that’s what I’ve been hired to do—
but I try to find out what it is that he or she has that
can strengthen the result. In many cases, it’s an area
that’s not my expertise. But, no matter what, you have
to get the internal art director involved; you cannot
simply do this without them. They must feel that they
own it, because otherwise no one will protect the
design later on. I work closely with this person for six
to eight months, so they must also be someone who will
be loyal to the company, and who will not fly away two
months into the process.

The first thing I do to establish a relationship with
the art director is to say, “Look, you could have done
this yourself.” And I always say that from the heart. If
I think the internal art director cannot carry this out, I
would tell the editors—and I have said this in the
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past—“Listen, you need to get another art director
before we can get going here.” And sometimes it has
nothing to do with talent. Some art directors will not
want to work with an outsider. I’ve had that happen
too. They say, “Either I do this project or I’m out of
here.” They’ve been waiting for this moment, but the
publisher thinks differently. The publisher says, “You’ve
been here twenty-one years, and this is the way our
pages look. Why should we believe now that you can do
better?” All of the politics have to be out of the way
before progress can be made.

I also imagine there are times when the editor and
the publisher have agreed upon you, but they have a
different vision of what will happen under your stew-
ardship. How do you work those people toward a
shared vision?

Well, you know, it takes many meetings, many
briefings, but ultimately they’ve hired you because you
bring something new to the table—they are aware that
they need an outside vision. But at the end of the day,
you also have to make sure that people remain within a
certain comfort zone. It’s critical to pay close attention
to their aims, what they want this publication to be in
five years and all of that. During this first step you
clarify all of these objectives, and you listen to what
they want. But I’ve learned that the reason they’ve hired
you is they want to see something beyond what they
want and what they’ve imagined. And many times at
least 30 to 40 percent of that gets in.

But not all of it?

But not all of it. You very seldom get all of it in,
because publication design is an exercise in compro-
mise. It’s just like an interior designer will do with the
people who inhabit the house: Plans are shown, and if
you’re lucky, 60 to 70 percent of this will be executed 
for reasons that have to do with budgets, with taste,
with whatever. It’s the same in publications. Maybe
they don’t have the technology to do what you want yet.
Maybe it has to do with people, maybe they don’t have
the courage to do it. Courage is always a very important
factor. Courage, technology, and human resources:
Those are the three things that become obstacles along
the way.

So it’s all up for grabs on both the editorial side and the
design side when you come in. You’re suggesting new
features, new ways of doing things . . .

Oh, definitely, definitely—and story structure. I
deal very much with the storytelling process. We are in
the business of telling stories, so how do you tell stories,

from a brief to a compact to a lead story? Design has a
lot of components, but you begin with story structure—
how this publication tells stories—and then you go into
the typography, which is really what dresses these sto-
ries, and then you go into a color palette. And finally
you go into an architecture. The grid, whether you are
designing a Web site or a page: What are the physical
qualities of it? Everything is different in every project
except the method, which serves as a skeleton. If all you
do is design, typography, and color, I think you’re going
to have a very limited scope. You have to become more
of a fusionist.

Lately I work a lot with the telephone, how to
translate a publication’s format in a meaningful way to
mobile-telephone screens. There are news prompts and
all of that. And then you have the Internet and the
printed version. Basically, “redesign” is not the word; it’s
more a rethinking. We come in there to help them
rethink and approach their publication more like
fusionists than designers.

At some publications, particularly at newspapers—but
everywhere—I get a sense that advertising is becoming
a bigger and bigger consideration. Whereas once there
was that unyielding wall between edit and ad, the wall
has become a little more porous. How do you find that
affects the redesign process?

You cannot even begin a redesign project without
the advertising director sitting in the room. Readers see
advertising as information, and you now have all kinds
of rich possibilities for advertising inspired by the
Internet for different formats. You cannot bring those
considerations in at the end of the process. I like to pro-
totype using a variety of advertising positions—as we
do the sketches, advertising is there from day one, the
Web site is there from day one, marketing people are
there from day one. The team is not just an editorial
team at all.

You’ve also done a lot of international redesigns. How
would you describe the character of the process, or
staffs, or goals as you get into different locations?

Culture is culture, and there are going to be differ-
ences. I follow my same outline whether I’m in India or
whether I’m someplace else, but there are differences. If
you work with the Scandinavians, it’s very different
than working with the less organizationally inclined
Brazilians. You have to make amends for delays, you
have to make amends for. . . . You have to improvise;
we’re not machines.

Then you deal with training issues. I have to wear
many hats, and the teacher’s hat is a very important part
of what I have done. Once the project is conceived you
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have to make sure that—before you leave for good—
you have trained the key people to be your eyes and
ears, your hands and your eyes and your brain. You have
to do that; otherwise it will never fly. You have to be a
mentor, you have to do hand-holding, and you have to
do it without making anybody feel inferior—it has to
be done in an atmosphere of equality.

How does it feel watching papers a couple of years
after the launch, when that person does fly away, or
start to drift in a different direction? Do you offer
follow-up consulting?

My contracts always offer maintenance, and most
clients do take this option. The first year I visit every
ninety days; the second year, twice a year. Eventually,
after three years people redesign again. But I am proud
that in the majority of the projects—even when I find
a paper in an airport or on a plane or whatever where
they have not sent it to me (they always send you the
best, or when they have a question)—if I see something
that’s not working, I write them a note. I just wrote a
note to my clients in Sao Paulo because their Sunday
Page One was wonderful. So you don’t just shake them
up when they’re doing it wrong; you also send a note
when they’re doing it right, and it goes a long way. . . .
I’ll do this even for clients that do not opt for a main-
tenance contract. They have a great art director, and he
invested so much of his time into this, so forget Mario
and forget Garcia Media, he has invested enough that
he’s not going to let anybody torpedo it.

I’d like to talk about selling innovation. Right now you
are quite established and people are coming to you
because they like what you’ve done. And maybe they
want something similar to an approach you’ve taken in
the past but it’s inappropriate for them. (Of course, less-
experienced designers also face the same problem in
the form of “We love X magazine. Will you do some-
thing like that for us?”) How do you sell clients on
something new and get them past a rote response
about what’s right for them?

I have a client who wants a cross between La
Révolution and the Wall Street Journal Europe. This is
like coming into Burger King and saying, “I want a
mixture of your Whopper, but with a touch of turkey
club thrown in.” I don’t want to make a client feel bad
or stupid. I say, “Well, let’s talk about what you want
to be and where you want to be.” Normally, there is
always something you find where you can innovate—
but you also follow your instincts. Some approaches
occur to you in one place that would never occur to
you in another place. It’s very difficult to explain this
to a client.

Can you give me an example of how you handled this
one time?

Well, de Morgen is a newspaper I [redesigned] this
year in Brussels: There we use a colorization process—
it’s like wallpaper. I have another client who doesn’t
have the same color capabilities for any of this, and he
says, “Well, I like the wallpaper effect of de Morgen.”
“Well, I’m not inspired to do this here. You don’t have
the press, you don’t have the color palette, and this is
not Brussels, so I will not be the one to wallpaper your
pages with color and all that.”

And the Wall Street Journal is the Wall Street
Journal. We have another client in the United States
that would like to look like my top newspaper in
Germany, der Zeit, which has won a lot of design
awards year after year, but it has twenty people in the
art department. And how do you deal with this? “Well,
OK, I want the Armani suit but I have a Kmart budget.
And I don’t have twenty designers in here to give it to
me, but I like the Armani suit.” Of course, we all do. So
sometimes it’s very difficult to get them to recognize
that they can be who they should be and not copy. A
suburban newspaper in California cannot be der Zeit.

It’s a very touchy subject, because these clients
mean well, and it happens with publishers who are very
smart. “Oh, I love what you did here.” At the first
meeting, they already have three or four of your projects
that they love, and you don’t want them on the table—
you want to have one blank page on the table. I usually
remove the papers from the table very carefully and
slowly, put them under the table or somewhere, and
start with just a blank sheet of paper.

I take pride in the fact that my projects don’t look
like one another. If I am in America, I get inspired by
the colors here. I am a runner—I run through the city. I
also attend the local galleries, see how local people
paint—if you take a train ride between two Swedish
cities, all the curtains you see hanging in the windows
are white. If you take the same train ride from Sao Paolo
to Rio, there will not be a single white curtain. There,
everybody’s curtains are colorful. So how could you
design newspapers in these two places that match each
other? Impossible. I refuse to infuse something from
one place into another simply because of a request.
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A LOT OF CLAIMS ARE MADE FOR REDESIGNS: THAT

they can woo new readers and make old ones fall in love
with you all over again, that they can sharpen your edi-
torial focus and blunt financial disadvantages. To this
list add one more: a good redesign can actually improve
the designers who execute it. A well-focused redesign
uncovers the basic message of a publication. It also
gives staff designers a set of guidelines to follow in
everything they do.

Beyond what appears on the page, an effective
redesign makes the most of the resources you have to
connect with the reader. Design that reaches readers is
not just good for the prestige of a publication—in a
world where staffs are shrinking and readers have a
growing number of choices in print and online, it’s a
good investment for the future.

While redesigns are outwardly about visual trap-
pings, good ones are driven by a deep understanding of
the editorial mission of the publication. Every effective
redesign starts with an unflinching look in the mirror:
Who reads the publication? Why and how do they read
it? What are the strengths of the staff? What resources
are available? Those questions seem so basic that they’re
often skipped over. Instead, many redesigns start with
the wrong question: Who do we want to be?

The GQ Moment 
It’s a moment that’s as comic as it is futile. The project
is getting started and the publisher and the redesign
consultant are getting to know each other. They’re in
the conference room of a weekly alternative newspaper
or magazine in a mid-sized Southern city, or in a
restaurant down the block from a big city daily. “Here
are some publications that I’d like you to take a look at,”
says the publisher eagerly, “stuff I really like.”

Out come one, two, many publications. Some are
slick, some are trendy, one of them is usually GQ. None
of them have anything in common with the publication
to be redesigned.

At bottom, a successful redesign isn’t about turning
you into what you want to be, but about discovering
what you do best and doing it better. When the design
staff is clear on that, they will be more effective. For a
designer there is no better route to being “good” than
being “effective.”

Getting to Know You 
Begin with a frank and comprehensive look at who
your readers are. The answers will be the cornerstone of
a successful redesign:

u Who are your readers? What else do they read,
what do they watch, how do they spend their time?

u Why do they read you? What unique information 
or perspective do you bring to them? 

u How do they read you? Do they read through in
one sitting or several short ones? How much time
do they spend with the publication? 

u Where do they find you? Do they buy you on a
newsstand, receive you at home, or find you 
elsewhere?

Next take a hard look at yourself:

u What are the strengths of the design staff? What
are their weaknesses?

u What resources does the staff have to draw on?
What are the limitations of time, budget, experience,
and training?

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE #1

Doing More with Less
The project was not a glamorous one: redesign the stock
tables of the Boston Globe and give readers more while
giving them . . . less. Our charge was to squeeze three
pages of market listings into one to save space and,
therefore, money. The designer in charge of creating the
page each day was a former copy editor with only basic
layout skills but a deep knowledge of subject matter, and
experience searching the wire services for photos.

A previous redesign had taken the tables from four
pages to three using all of the obvious tricks: fewer
columns of information, more abbreviations, smaller type,
fewer listings. It had cut a page, but it had also yielded a
high volume of complaints from disgruntled readers. This
time around, the reduction in space was much more dra-
matic, yet we received almost no complaints, and quite a
few compliments. Here’s how we did it:
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We started by asking “how” readers used the tables,
“who” they were as consumers of information, and
“why” they chose us. Specifically, we were interested in
the number of stocks they checked and what other ways
they received information about stocks besides the daily
newspaper.

We learned that, for the most part, they only
checked on the stocks they owned, and that they also
used the Internet and, to a lesser extent, television to
check share prices throughout the day. Because these
sources are both more complete (the Internet, in partic-
ular, is the source of almost endless statistical informa-
tion) and more timely than a daily newspaper, we then
asked: What content do we bring readers that’s
uniquely our own? We were pleased to learn that
readers valued our knowledge and analysis, particularly
of local companies.

The design that resulted from these discoveries
completely dispensed with conventional tables. The
answer to the “how” question had told us that we were
using three pages of tables to display thousands of
stocks each day, yet our readers only cared about the
handful that they owned. Of course, it was a different
handful for each reader, but none of them was using
more than three column inches of information. The
same went for the “who” question: Because readers
relied on other sources for the raw numbers, a complete
report of closing price, year-to-date performance, and
so forth—even about stocks they owned—was not the
primary way that we were useful to them.

The redesigned stock page features the same infor-
mation about broad market trends as before, but dis-
played as charts rather than agate type. The heart of the
page, though, is a tightly written analysis of ten compa-
nies in the news that day, half of them local, along with
quick-read charts for each. We use photos to accom-
pany two of these stories because we found that the
designer could reliably locate that many strong images
of relevant events, people, or products. Finally, we hired
a programmer to write a computer script that automat-
ically generates all of the charts on the page (program-
ming cost a fraction of the savings realized by reducing
the page count). The designer’s job? He picks the com-
panies (taking advantage of his knowledge of the sub-
ject matter), finds the photos (utilizing his strengths
searching for images), runs the script, and builds a
layout from a tight template. The result is a page that
gives readers the information they want in an accessible
and attractive format. The design is much improved,
and so is the designer. We’re giving the readers some-
thing that we alone offer in a form that best presents
the content. And the designer is doing what he does
well, too.

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE #2 

The Babysitter Dilemma
Sometimes it’s hard to focus on what’s really important
to readers and harder still to follow that knowledge to
its logical conclusion. Case in point: the redesign of a
weekly arts and entertainment newsmagazine in a large
Southern city. Like many alternative papers around the
country, it had built its readership and reputation on
listings: It was the acknowledged best source for news
and opinion on what to do and where to go in town.
Over time, the paper had become more fully rounded,
adding local political news and columns on subjects like
architecture and development. In many ways, it did a
better job on these topics than its competition at the
monthly city magazine and the daily newspaper, a
rightful source of pride for the editor and publisher.

The design staff was fairly small with the more
experienced members assigned to the higher-prestige
news and architecture pages and an inexperienced
junior staffer handling all of the listings, even though
they made up the most substantial part of the book.

The redesign was commissioned to give a new,
more polished look that reflected the publication’s
growing prestige and to address reader complaints that
the paper had become unwieldy as it grew. But a funny
thing happened when we asked readers what they liked
about the publication and how they used it. While
everybody liked the news features and columns, every-
body used the listings. Observations of readers in
coffee shops and bookstores confirmed it: It was all
about the listings.

The discovery that the listings had to look better
and work better led us to ask more questions about how
readers actually used them. They were the first thing
that readers looked for, but they appeared on a different
page each week. They were hard to read because they
used a font that looked sharp and modern on news
pages but was illegible at the smaller listings size.
Finally, the listings felt unwieldy because they weren’t
organized in a way that reflected their use in the real
world. In the end, the publisher summed up the con-
cerns of many readers, who, like him, were in their thir-
ties with children: “I don’t get a babysitter that often
and when I do, I can’t figure out what’s going on.”

The realization that readers cared more about what
was happening on the particular day they wanted to go
out than what was happening in a particular genre over
the course of a week led directly to the decision to reor-
ganize the listings by date rather than by topic alone.
The larger realization of the importance of listings led
to staff shifts as well. The junior designer was reas-
signed to lay out the news columns, now created
through the heavy use of templates, in keeping with her
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level of experience (she also continued to do some
simple listings). A more experienced designer was put
in charge of getting great art for the “going out” section
and designing a splashy “critics’ picks” spread, organ-
ized by date and always appearing in the same place in
the book. When the redesign debuted, readers
responded positively to the new look and structure of
the listings and the designers responded to their new
assignments with some of their best work. Were the
listings better? No, but they were better organized.
Were the designers better? It seemed as if they were,
because they understood the publication better and
were better utilized.

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE #3

“When I Look at You, I Want to See Myself”
For a designer, it seemed an assignment almost too good
to be true. Take a magazine with a strong niche fol-
lowing—women interested in healthy food, fitness, and
spirituality—and give it the cover gloss to sit next to
mainstream fashion books on the newsstand. Out went
the clunky logo redolent of the sixties and color photos
of vegan meals; in came sleek typography promising
“Five Steps to this” and “Ten Ways to Become that” and
tightly cropped cover photos of attractive models.

Unfortunately, out went years of building a loyal
readership, too. The readers noticed that the magazine
looked better, they just thought it looked better in a
way that made it look like every other magazine. And
the problem started on the cover.

The readers didn’t merely feel disappointed by the
new covers, they felt betrayed. We’d spent a lot of our
slender resources hiring photographers and stylists
experienced in creating mainstream newsstand master-
pieces—and models worthy of their attentions—but we
were alienating our core readers without attracting sig-
nificant numbers of new ones. When we listened to
readers, we discovered a hard truth: Although we had
fundamentally the same content as other women’s mag-
azines, our readers saw us as providing something quite
different. The cover models personified the problem:
They were too young, too made-up, and too skinny.
Our readers didn’t want to see a fantasy when they
looked at us, they wanted to see themselves.

We set out to reengineer the cover design. We
asked the agencies to send us models who were older
and had more normal figures. We asked the photogra-
phers to go beyond their usual stock techniques. We
asked stylists to show us looks with less makeup and
more natural fabrics. In an industry with a narrow def-
inition of what’s beautiful, this was easier said than
done. Yet the more difficult it was to find women with

the right look for the cover, the more we came to realize
the truth of our readers’ criticisms. What we were
looking for was different, and it would therefore be
uniquely our own when we found it.

We started collecting images of women who
seemed right for us wherever we found them, in ads,
newspaper photos, and catalogs. When we contacted
them, we found that they shared a common interest
in—you guessed it—healthy food, fitness, and spiritu-
ality: all the things our magazine was about. They didn’t
just appeal to our ideal reader, they were our ideal reader.

The covers that followed were both better looking
and better selling, more accessible to a broad audience
while still appealing to our loyal readers. We never
brought back the old logo, but we applied the lessons
that we learned on the cover to the rest of the design in
everything from typography to color palette to the
styling of food photography. We developed a look that
mirrored the naturalness and authenticity of our topic.
As the mission became clearer, the design staff felt
more confident and did better work.

Putting It All Together 
A longtime copy editor laying out a groundbreaking
new stocks and financial news page; a young designer
in charge of a top-to-bottom reorganization of enter-
tainment listings; a cover art director creating a unique
look for a women’s magazine. All were doing better
work after their publications underwent a redesign. But
was it the redesign that made them better designers? In
each case, there were several interconnected factors that
made them better and more effective. First, the staffs’
strengths and skills were identified and drawn on in the
redesign. Formats were simplified, templated, or auto-
mated to compensate for their weaknesses. Second, pri-
orities were established and resources used accordingly.
Finally and most importantly, the redesign process
began with an unflinching appraisal of the publication’s
core mission and a deep understanding of the reader-
ship. Done together as part of a redesign, identifying
and utilizing a staff ’s skills, prioritizing resources, and
focusing on what’s unique to a publication can create
better and more effective designs—and designers.
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Speak’s editor Dan Rolleri discusses the magazine’s design
and production with art director Martin Venezky.

DAN: Speak’s design is often the subject of discussion
regarding the magazine. Yet it is rarely talked about in
relation to the editorial, but almost as an isolated entity.
One of the pleasures I take from the process is seeing
how you will interpret each article, yet aside from the
Speak writers, I never find myself in conversation with
anyone about the words and the layouts. Has your
experience been similar, and what do you make of it?

MARTIN: Yes, I’ve had similar feedback in the past. I
think that in our current culture, magazines that are
heavily visual are not usually expected to have strong
literary impact. I have to admit that I am guilty of
buying magazines for their visual sensibility and never
get around to reading them. It pleases me as much as I
know it pleases you when a design fancier proudly
admits to having read the magazine cover to cover.
They are aware that that is an unusual feat.

Although I do work hard to give articles, especially
fiction and essays, a unique and surprising interpreta-
tion, I also try to make the pages enticing from a purely
visual standpoint. So, if someone doesn’t read an
article—or doesn’t care to finish it—there is still some-
thing for them on the pages. That a designer can inter-
pret a text seriously and not just make it look “arty” or
“hip” is not a common concept. In some circles, it
would even be considered outrageous. I am lucky that I
don’t have to fight for the right to do this, that it is
actually expected of me. I am curious what made you so
open to this idea in the first place.

DAN: Before Speak, I bought certain magazines for
their visual sensibility as well. But I also bought
others to read. As my concept for Speak evolved, I
thought a magazine that worked hard to excel editori-
ally while not being constricted visually would be an
unusual thing.

But it’s frustrating when many people don’t seem to
get past the headlines and typefaces, and strangely are
often critical of the design even though it’s apparently
the only reason they buy the magazine. On the other

side, there are lots of traditionalists who are convinced
that to make something visually compelling only
undermines and distracts from its content. I’m sure
there are lots of people who appreciate the design and
the editorial, but I too notice a certain pride when a
reader points out that he or she appreciates both.

Let’s talk about your approach to laying out Speak.
It seems that in a given issue there are at least two
methodologies going on. Sometimes you work very
instinctively where you have the entire layout visualized
within moments of reading the text. But other times
you’re more thoughtful, going through a series of
options, refining again and again. Does the latter
approach only become necessary when there isn’t an
initial burst of inspiration, or do you consciously work
in different ways just to keep things interesting? Also,
do you find that you’re typically more satisfied with lay-
outs that come from one method or the other? Do you
sometimes look back at something that came together
quickly and wish you had spent more time on it?

MARTIN: First, I never really visualize how a page looks
instantaneously. Typically, after reading the text, I’ll let
some time pass, then start rummaging through my col-
lections of scrap, drawings, photos, etcetera, looking for
something that connects to or resonates with the story.
It has to really feel right before I take it any further.
Often, immediately after reading the manuscript, a lot
of potential metaphoric or suggestive images will come
to mind. But, from experience, I always know that there
is a good chance that these won’t come off as well as I
imagine they might. So I am always prepared to spend
a lot of time on something that ultimately fails.
Hopefully those ideas never make their way into print.
But, I have to admit that many snuck in, in the earlier
issues especially.

Only recently have I been able to look back through
all the issues and pull out my favorite pages. I find that
now I am drawn to the quieter ones that hinge on a
single thought or relationship of forms or objects.
Some of the jumpier pages still excite me, but many feel
like overearnest attempts to be “radical” for its own
sake. That isn’t always a bad thing, it just doesn’t always
work in a magazine context.
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I am always refining things to the last minute, and
I am often very unsure of whether an idea should stay
or be ditched. I like that feeling, though, because it sug-
gests that I am trying new things. If I kept relying on
surefire solutions, the project would probably bore me.
I often surprise myself when images come together that
I never expected to work. “The Plane” [Speak #10] or
“Your Own Back Yard” [Speak #13] are good examples.

I am especially pleased when I can take the same
metaphor and make it work for two articles in the same
issue, but in very different way. Using an orange for
“Meditations on the Harp” and a few articles later for
“Like Being Killed” [Speak #12] is a good example.

DAN: Your layouts for those articles are among my
favorites too. In putting together a given issue, I’m
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always conscious of having things resonate editorially.
It’s probably too subtle for the casual reader to catch,
but it’s helpful to have you visually emphasize certain
connections. Of course you often discover new links
between articles that I hadn’t even considered, like with
“Meditations” and “Like Being Killed.”

Many people might be surprised that you’re more
pleased with the quieter layouts. There was a period, as
the magazine evolved editorially, that the design was
downshifted to better suit the articles. During this
time we received lots of negative feedback, mostly
from designers, that the magazine had lost its spirit,
that in producing stricter page formats and more read-
able text, it had sold out. It seems there were many
designers for whom “being radical for its own sake”
was a good thing. Funny also that we were simultane-
ously picking up new, more literary-minded readers
who were probably more accustomed to the look of
Harper’s and Utne. These people seemed to view the
magazine’s appearance with suspicion and were often
critical that the magazine was still too radical, that
headlines weren’t where they were supposed to be, etc.
It was a period when I thought we were all doing our

best work, yet we were being criticized in a way we
hadn’t been before.

You say that you’ve only recently been able to look
back through all the issues. Is this just because of a lack
of time, or is it frustrating to look back at your older
work? While I make light of it in our back-issue ads, I
personally can’t open a Speak from its first two years. It
just seems like one giant missed opportunity.

MARTIN: I remember when you made the decision to
tone back the design. I think I was, at least in my mind,
kind of resistant, but now I think it forced me to con-
sider my choices more carefully. And that has helped
me in all of my design projects. This way, when some-
thing feels completely off-the-wall, it stands out with
much more impact, like “End of the World.com” in the
latest issue.

I’ve redefined what “radical” means to myself and
to the students I teach. It can be as much about making
a dramatic and daring interpretation as it had been
about sort of “non sequitur” design. It doesn’t have to
mean messy at all. I am not an especially big fan of the
new “super cold, super corporate” style of design that
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has hit the airwaves. It seems just as gratuitous as the
“wild style” of the earlier nineties.

To me it’s less a question of “selling out” as it is
about discovering new territory and keeping myself
challenged. When you find that you can put any pic-
ture with any article and claim meaning, it stops
being challenging.

Up until now I would hand out copies of the mag-
azine to prospective clients. And because the earlier
issues had more things I didn’t like than pages that I
did, I avoided giving them away. But I recently decided
to put together a “greatest hits” series of portfolios. In
doing so, I could pull out the pages that I especially
liked and found quite a few in the first few issues.
Seeing everything together gives me a better sense of
the breadth of the work I’ve put into the magazine.

I know how you feel about the earlier issues and, at
the risk of turning this into a public pep talk, I think
that you are too hard on yourself. You were creating
something concrete out of a vision in your mind. There
are bound to be missteps. But I completely understand
how you feel. By maintaining a rigid self-critical stance,
it does make your work better. That is another thing I
tell my students. They have to learn to be intensely self-
critical. And regardless of how much work they put
into an idea, they always have to be ready to accept the
possibility that it just doesn’t work.

I know there have been a lot of articles that you’ve
worked hard editing that you ultimately had to give up
on. That’s a brave stance that too few people take.

DAN: It’s self-serving enough to publish this conversa-
tion, but one more compliment and readers are going
to be ill. On the issue of self-criticism, I must say that
I am leery of consistently confident people. Not only
do I find their self-satisfaction often unwarranted, I’m
envious of their apparent well-adjustedness. At least in
my case, my “rigid self-critical stance” is less a consid-
ered approach to my work, and more a psychological
handicap. There are many days when I would rather be
blissfully working in some dot-com marketing depart-
ment, checking to see how I did on the weekend’s
office pool.

There was a stage when you became critical of your
own work, and you put your design career on hold and
went back to school. At the time, did you know exactly
what you wanted to be doing, or was it just a matter of
believing that there must be more to design than the
mundane stuff you were working on at the time?

MARTIN: Ever since I was young, I have been skeptical
of praise. I’ve found that it usually serves another pur-
pose, and it rarely is to my benefit. At the firm where I

was working before my return to school, I had been
praised over and over as being “one of the best designers
in San Francisco.”

I knew it wasn’t true, and I resented the motives
behind it. My projects were very run-of-the-mill sales
brochures for food companies, coupons, sell sheets,
and point-of-purchase displays. I was neither proud of
the work, nor felt that it made any difference in the
world. Although I was making a reasonable salary, that
was less important than being satisfied with the things
I made. At the time, I had been seeing work by Rudy
Vanderlans, Tom Bonauro, and others in the Bay Area.
I thought it was wonderful, rich, and emotional, and I
knew I could do work like that, too. Over time,
though, I found that the divide between what I was
doing and what I wanted to do was enormous. To be a
generator of work and leader (rather than a follower of
the trends of others), just wanting to do it was not
enough. I needed to commit to my craft in a mean-
ingful way. Therefore, I left work and studied at
Cranbrook for two years.

To be honest, I had no idea what I was going to be
doing or where my work was really heading. At the
time, I had no special interest in editorial design work.

It was funny when you approached me right after
graduation in 1993. I was extremely skeptical of the
project—something that Cranbrook can do to you. You
probably remember my questions about the integrity of
the project. They must have seemed horribly self-
important and rude.

DAN: My first direct contact with you was in the form
of that letter you sent from the Netherlands, when you
were working at Studio Dumbar the summer after
graduation. It’s one of my great regrets that I didn’t
save it.

Here you were, just out of Cranbrook, being
offered the art directorship at an internationally dis-
tributed magazine. And you write this extremely pre-
tentious letter outlining what the magazine should be,
what it shouldn’t be, and implying that you would
only be interested if it scored high enough on your
integrity meter.

In the meantime, I was this moron who just
wanted to publish a cool magazine. I thought, Who is
this guy? and immediately looked for P. Scott Makela’s
number. Still, I kept coming back to something
Cranbrook’s director Kathy McCoy said about you in
her recommendation: that you were “without flaw.”
Between that and your letter, I imagined you to be
some kind of supergenius designer. But, alas, you were
merely a man, and your fancy talk was just a product of
your fancy school.
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It is funny that Speak eventually became, at least to
some degree, the magazine you originally envisioned it
to be in that letter. That’s not to say the same evolution
would have taken place if the magazine were wildly
successful in its early frivolous days.

Finally, let’s talk about the evolution of Speak’s
design. Sometimes I’m convinced the magazine needs
to entirely rethink its visuals, yet your approach pro-
duces a sort of rethinking every issue. How restless do
you feel with the look of the magazine? What’s your
thinking regarding a redesign?

MARTIN: One of the nice things about Speak, and our
relationship, is that I never feel restless about the design
at all. As both of our interests change and develop, so
does the magazine. I’ve generally been given the power
to reevaluate my work all the time, and to decide that I
want to be more “raucous” in one section and more
“reserved” in another. In fact, I think that the shifting
moods within each issue and over time have become
one of the signatures of the magazine.

As far as I can tell, the only disadvantage is that I
get so tied to all of the nuances and changes that I can’t
easily hand over parts of the magazine for others to
design. There are only a few areas that are specifically
formatted, and even those pages reconfigure themselves
over time. As each issue begins, there is both the exhil-
aration of getting to try new things, and the anxiety of
reinvention.

I suspect that the only way to redesign the maga-
zine would be to codify and regulate larger areas of it.
It is tricky to harness such a beast. Either it could
channel its strengths for more power, or it could trap
the thing so that it withers and dies.
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SECTION 5

In-House Designs

Most designers experience their first redesign as an in-house effort, and many who work for
small or independent magazines are likely to have redesigns simply dumped in their laps.
Some art directors get in the habit of revamping all the magazines for which they work. The
reason for this has little to do with talent—there are many great editorial art directors who
have little patience for the branding and minute structural concerns that go into a magazine
format—and much to do with preference. Working within another designer’s format repre-
sents, in most cases, a willingness and ability to speak a visual language invented by someone
else. Some designers never work completely comfortably within another designer’s structure.

An in-house design can be a struggle, requiring not just talent and motivation but also initia-
tive and energy. It means finding time in the cracks of a regular production schedule to
reimagine a magazine, it means finding a new visual vocabulary that is different from the one
you speak daily, and it means guiding rather than merely following a process. 

But those difficulties come with rewards. Designing a format in-house is a chance to work on
a more generous schedule than the issue schedule, it’s an opportunity to work with a dif-
ferent set of visual ideas, and it’s a chance to design the running shoe you yourself will be
racing in. A format can be altered to play to strengths of its author, to provide opportunities
where wanted, and to save time and energy when useful. 

The painter Chuck Close once said that if your own work looks like art to you, it must look like
someone else’s art, by which I think he meant that it’s impossible to look at your own work
without being overwhelmed by its flaws. Editorial designers rarely face the wholly personal
creation in the same way a painter does—every page represents, in some measure, a collab-
oration with other talented people. Nevertheless, I’ve found it is harder to appreciate designs
I’ve done for publications while I was also the art director. The formats I’ve made for myself,
intentionally or not, do not push me out of my comfort zone. Nevertheless, I have always
liked my publication more after the launch than before. If the new format didn’t push me to
be a better designer, it allowed me to be the best designer I am. An effective in-house design
is a tool carefully crafted to the hand of its user.
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IN THE SPRING OF 2000, I WAS WORKING AS DESIGN

director at Vibe when I was called by Inside.com to
design their new magazine. The magazine was a spin-
off of a Web site started by some former print guys—
Kurt Andersen and Michael Hirschorn—both of whom
I had worked with at New York magazine. Their site was
great, very forward, very smart—it dealt with media,
entertainment, and technology. It was the forerunner of
many of the blogs and news sites that are around now.

At some point they decided to start a print version
of Inside.com. They originally hired Joe Dizney, who
was then the design director of the Wall Street Journal.
In fact, Joe called me at one point and asked my opinion
about going there, because he knew I had worked with
Kurt and Michael. Joe was hired, started staffing up, and
contracted with Pentagram to work on a design for the
magazine (they worked on the initial branding for the
site). Then suddenly Joe got cold feet—he got a good
counteroffer from the Journal—and backed out.

Without an art director and set to publish the first
issue in about five weeks, Kurt called me and explained
their situation. He said, basically, if you’re interested,
you have to decide tomorrow. I was very happy at Vibe.
It was a great magazine, with an energetic young staff
and a very smart new editor. But I loved the idea of
working in an Internet environment. I told myself that
I should experience the Internet boom at least once
while it was at its peak. I also liked the idea of crafting
a new magazine from the start. So the next day I told
Kurt I was in. The day after that I was in the
Inside.com office, meeting staff and starting work on
the first issue (while still working full-time at Vibe for
another two weeks).

I also liked the idea of working with Kurt again.
He’s smart, surrounds himself with talented people, and
really gets publication design. He has a great eye for
photos and understands the concept of developing an
overall photo, illustration, and design aesthetic, some-
thing many editors do not. In addition, he is an
extremely decisive and quick person, traits I love in edi-
tors. And he was very collaborative . . . at New York he
and I would sit together at my computer and work on
covers. Kurt was also a persuasive salesman—in terms
of painting the opportunity at Inside as an adventure,

something to be experienced—but he also was always
up-front that the thing could go belly-up at any time.

The excitement of the times, the adventure of
working in a new medium, a sense of being at the
center of the media universe, and the energy that comes
from working for a common goal with a group of
smart, passionate, fun people made Inside a great place
to be. The whole scene at Inside was very egalitarian
and collaborative. There were no offices; everyone
worked at desks in a giant room. In the art department,
we literally sat together at a long table. There was
barely enough room on either side to stretch out your
arms. It sounds tough, but it was a great way to put out
a magazine, without the layers of bureaucracy and
departmentalization that usually exist.

As far as jumping to a business-to-business start-
up from an established newsstand magazine, I didn’t
think it was much of a risk. The magazine business was
booming at the time and there was unlimited work.
When the time came to hire designers for Inside, we
ended up in a bidding war with other publications. It
was the ultimate boom time for publication designers.
Lots of talent was going to the Web, and at the same
time there were countless new magazine start-ups and
spin-offs, and freelancers were being hired like crazy.

When I got to Inside there was already a deputy art
director, Andrew Horton, who had been hired by Joe
Dizney. We quickly hired a couple associates, Victor
Williams from Sports Illustrated and Kate Elazegui,
whom we lured out from the Chicago Tribune. We
called her up and said, “How about moving to New
York City in two weeks?” Fortunately she was up for
the start-up. Andrew and I spent the first two weeks
talking to a ton of people and just grabbed any prom-
ising people who were immediately available and threw
them in a room and started working.

The directive for Inside was that it was supposed to
both reflect and advance the Web site. Visually, it had
to look connected, so we started with the basic site
logo, which was [INSIDE]—caps inside blue brackets.
The magazine was going to start as a biweekly, and
ultimately come out as a weekly. The design needed to be
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modern and elegant but also have an immediacy that
spoke to its news content. At the same time, we had an
extremely limited budget and resources, so we knew we
had to come up with a design that would work without
too much fussing and that wasn’t too image-heavy. Not
only did the design have to mirror the aesthetic and
voice of the Web site, it also had to accommodate the
production realities we were working with.

We had a little more than a month from start to hit-
ting the streets with the first issue. Pentagram had
worked on the initial Web site design and they came up
with the Inside logo. When I got there, Pentagram had
already started working on some designs for the maga-
zine, but they were very loose. After talking with Kurt,
Michael, and Richard Siklos, who was the magazine’s
editor (Kurt and Michael were more like editorial direc-
tors for the entire operation), I went to Pentagram with
some very rough thoughts. For our first meeting,
Andrew and I took along some sixties magazines—old
copies of Time, Fact, and Ramparts. They were very
simple, strong typographically, and they featured bold,
full-page art. I also had in my head the idea to put the
whole magazine on a seven-column grid. We sat with
Michael Beirut and other designers from Pentagram and
in about an hour sketched out the basic skeleton struc-
ture of the format and design of the magazine. Andrew
and I went back to the office and started working on
developing a photo, illustration, and graphics look (the
magazine was to have a lot of charts), while Pentagram
moved ahead executing ideas with the structure and
fonts that we had talked about. At the same time, we had
designers at Inside working on conceiving the nuts and
bolts of how the sections and departments would work.

One of the other things we decided to do was to
use only digital photographs and illustrations. That’s
pretty normal today, but back in 2000 the majority of
freelancers were still working with film and paper. But
we knew we didn’t have the time to scan flat art or the
resources to log, traffic, and return originals.

Our basic idea for the look of Inside was to keep it
to two fonts. The display font was Bell—the logo font.
Then we added a text/serif font, Scala. We wanted as
little decoration and color as possible in the magazine . . .
all the graphic punch and color was to be in the art-
work. We wanted elegant, simple typography, generous
white space, and a very clean, structured architecture.

I think we had a very successful collaboration with
Pentagram, although it didn’t work the way it usually
does when a design firm delivers a finished magazine
design. Most magazines come together over months—
time we didn’t have. In the end, we took what they had
done, which was basically a bunch of sketches and ideas,
very original and smart stuff, and plunked it onto a very

formatted structure that we had created back in the office.
We hired a couple of photo editors and a graphics person,
and started working on the first issue on a two-week
cycle. A lot of the departments and sections were worked
out as we actually closed the magazine with real stories.

The big brackets Pentagram designed on the cover
were really brilliant. These served as a Time-style
frame, tied the magazine to the Web site, and gave the
cover a distinctive look. The designers took those
brackets and applied them throughout the sections of
the magazine—sometimes as large borders on pages,
other times as ways of organizing sidebars or subheads.

Pentagram also designed a horizon line around
which we organized the pages. It runs all the way
through the magazine about a third of the way down,
and a lot of type, logos, and art start there. It’s just an
organizing device, but it’s a really original idea. Initially,
all the art was always going to be above the line, but
that was too limiting. The horizon line is not on every
page, but it appears often and was used in different
ways. For example, text type might be big above the
line and smaller below it. It gave the magazine a dis-
tinctive look and contributed to its overall cohesiveness.

To finalize the detailing of the design, we took
each section and department and gave it to one of our
Inside designers and said, “Here are the fonts, the basic
structure, the column widths, and a story list; make this
section real.” And they just stretched it out, and we just
sat there every day building it until we got to the real
place of the finished magazine. It was all very organic.

We were hiring staff, getting in computers, working
on the design, calling in photographs, setting up a color
printer, all at the same time. The magazine was printed
by the Industry Standard out on the West Coast. We
would provide them with PDFs, and they would print
off those. We didn’t even get composed irises or Canon
proofs of the pages. Our only proofer was a color printer.

The cover was the part that was never fully real-
ized, partly because it wasn’t clear how much we should
be concerned about selling the magazine on the news-
stand. The austere look that worked on the inside of the
magazine didn’t translate to the cover. I don’t think we
ever fully articulated a real voice there. The perfect
manifestation of the look would have been to some-
thing like what the Economist is doing on their covers
now—bold, provocative images and understated head-
lines with attitude. The first issue’s cover was probably
the closest we came to succeeding: a small, old-fash-
ioned TV with a headline underneath that read, “The
New Killer App.” But the rest of the time we were just
trying to be like any other magazine on the covers and
didn’t manage to develop our own unique voice in the
way that the Web site did.
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In addition to Inside’s design, we came up with a
pretty smart palette of illustrators. We were getting into
a lot of the more modern, digital-styled illustrators like
Peter Stemmler, Nana Rausch, Ulla Puggaard . . . a very
cool, modern, stylish look.

Inside was different from any of the other maga-
zines I’ve worked for because it was a Web site spin-off.
It surprised some people that it didn’t look like Wired
or have a more “digital” or futuristic design. Actually,
Inside, with its clean, sparse layout, was much more in
keeping with the real spirit and look of the Web than
publications that go into hyperdesign overload in an
attempt to be “webby.”

Inside came together fast. It also fell apart fast. Unlike a
lot of Web sites, Inside didn’t hype itself to its own
employees; the management was very honest about the
prospects of success. They paid well and created an envi-
ronment that was really exciting and intelligent—it was a
good place. Everyone was sad when it went under, but I
don’t think anyone was surprised. A couple of weeks
before the end, they had a meeting and told us, “We’re

going to sell it,” and they indicated it might be good or it
might be nothing. When it was going to be sold they told
us on Friday that we’d know what our situations were
after the weekend. Monday morning, people came into
work and Kurt said, “Go on upstairs and get your check,”
and it was over. Some people got to stay on the job with
the new owner. But everyone who left got a severance
check, and that’s more than a lot of people got at dot-
coms that folded owing them thousands of dollars.

After a summer at home with my young daughter,
I landed at Real Simple. As a women’s magazine, it was
a whole different mindset from anywhere I had
worked—particularly from Inside. At Inside, everything
was fast and dirty, but at Real Simple everything was
totally planned and meticulously thought out—every
word and every picture. Nothing was put randomly into
Real Simple. You couldn’t just put a picture of a napkin
in the magazine; it had to be a particular napkin for a
particular reason, and it had to be available for purchase
somewhere, because readers expected to be able to buy
whatever they saw. You also couldn’t use something that
was too expensive, because the readers would complain
about the prices.
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Real Simple was the only magazine where I’ve
worked out the features so far in advance. We did what
we called “storyboarding.” We’d sketch out and plot the
photographs before they were shot. The sketch would
be exactly as it was going to appear, complete with color
swatches and photo reference of the products. Even
when we did profiles—for example, we had a story
about a woman who had cancer and moved out to a
barn and started a business—we’d hire some kid or a
local photographer to do a preliminary shoot and then
use those pics as reference to storyboard the photos
before we sent the real photographer. Then we would
compress the woman’s life into a couple days. Maybe
she wouldn’t have yoga on Wednesdays, but we’d make
sure she’d schedule it for the Wednesday our photogra-
pher was there.

A lot of people editing and doing design in printed
publications don’t get the Web and never have. Bells
and whistles and crazy Photoshop stuff don’t really
have a lot to do with the success of content on the Web.
It’s still all about content, no matter how it’s delivered.
Good design is just a way of making content more
accessible to people. Visual storytelling is just making
information something you can see. There are editors
who want you to tart things up for no reason. A friend
of mine speaks disdainfully of many art directors being
“decorators,” and by that he means designers who
throw things on the page with no meaning and no con-
tent. The sad truth is that’s really what a lot of editors
want you to do. They get much more threatened when
you’re not a decorator—when the things you do impact
the content and the basic DNA of the publication. I’m
doing a redesign now, and we keep asking the editors
fundamental questions about the content of the maga-
zine and where it’s going; they’re always trying to
deflect us over to the decoration side. “Let’s talk about
the colors; what fonts are you going to use?” Well, you
know, we can’t talk about that until we know what the
overall direction is going to be. And, sad to say, many
editors think a redesign is just all about shuffling things
around. I’ve taken to calling it rearranging chairs on the
deck of the Titanic, because at a time when drastic
changes are needed to the way magazines present infor-
mation, the editors are still just interested in a change
of color and typefaces.
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Founded in 1987, Governing is a controlled-circulation
magazine for local government professionals. Covering
innovation at the state, county, and municipal level
through diverse topics (recent articles have covered law
enforcement, health policy, early education, reservoir secu-
rity, and library management, among other topics), the
publication seeks to be the business magazine for elected and
appointed officials.

Of all the redesigns I’ve worked on, Governing’s went
particularly smoothly, in part because I had great col-
leagues (though even great colleagues can disagree with
one another), but also because everyone involved—all
the stakeholders, if you prefer—had a clear and common
understanding of the objectives for the redesign.

At a magazine, design has an impact on nearly
everyone on staff. Editors and writers are concerned
that the text be enhanced and readable but perhaps not
upstaged, advertising representatives want something
flashy they can take to the agencies, and the publisher
wants to maintain or build circulation. And all of them,
whether they are directly involved in making the mag-
azine or not, want the public product that represents
them to be, frankly, cool. If the staff members feel that
they have been listened to during the planning stage
and their concerns have been taken seriously (even if
not always made manifest in the final), and if the
designer has successfully banished the sort of vocabu-
lary that can derail a plan (generally, any questions of
“like” or “taste” should be avoided), then concepting,
approval, and implementation can go smoothly.

Designers should be sympathetic to the inevitable
apprehensions of their colleagues. A successful redesign
can increase readership, advertising, or both. An unsuc-
cessful redesign can have the opposite effect. Life and
death? Hardly. But no one wants to see a publication’s
fortunes turn down under his or her stewardship.
Magazines gain and lose ground for lots of reasons—
design is just one factor—but everyone’s professional
reputation, comfort, and security are at stake. Everyone
who works for a magazine is invested in the ongoing
success of the venture.

What follows is a look not at the results of the rede-
sign (which can be seen more fully at www.jandos.com)

but at the process the in-house design team used to
build consensus within the organization for a redesign
and the direction it would take. Note that nowhere
does it mention specific colors, typestyles, or other
details of design. All of that, appropriately, came later.
The points in the design brief may seem self-evident to
seasoned magazine professionals, but they do the job of
establishing a common understanding between a group
of individuals of various talents and backgrounds, all of
whom have their own ideas about what is important
about editorial formats and page design.

The direction Governing eventually took is not the
only way the magazine might have chosen to go, nor is
it the inevitable outcome of this written understanding.
Both the final design and this strategy came out of
meetings with editors, designers, ad directors, and pub-
lisher, all working to figure out the magazine’s needs—
not just visual needs—and weaving it into a coherent
strategy. I use footnotes to describe the considerations
behind some of the statements in the brief.

Redesign Goals1

1. Increase penetration among core readership
groups. Governing’s main advertisement for itself is
itself. Whether mailed to prospective readers, seen
on a colleague’s desk, or passed along on the strength
of a specific article, Governing should look imme-
diate, essential, and fascinating.2

2. Improve Governing as an advertising vehicle.
Create more front-of-book ad-placement opportu-
nities, increase magazine length to make the front
larger, increasing the number of preferred spots and
reducing proximity conflicts. Update the magazine’s
appearance. Make Governing look more like a mag-
azine and less like a journal.3

3. Improve reader enthusiasm for the magazine.
Readers are spending slightly less time with Governing
than they were a few years ago.4 There’s a general
sense that the magazine often ends up at the bottom
of readers’ in-boxes. Create a design that makes the
magazine’s editorial virtues more obvious and acces-
sible. The design should pull readers from spread to
spread through more engaging presentation and
improved flow.5
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4. Add humor, increase liveliness. These are goals
best met outside the feature well, where short,
humorous, and entertaining features can be more
naturally incorporated.6

5. Increase pride in presentation.7 Pride motivates
editorial and sales staff alike. Excellent presentation
improves perceived overall quality—for both contest
judges8 and readers.

An Initial Approach to Meeting 
Redesign Goals9

UPDATE THE TYPOGRAPHY AND SIGNAGE. Governing’s
current design, though it had many virtues when intro-
duced,10 aged more quickly than it might have because
it was so trendy. While the Web-influenced signage
and early-seventies typography was enjoying a renais-
sance in the late nineties when the redesign was
launched and while they do create a bold statement,
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they do so at the expense of editorial efficacy. Signage
often overpowers the page. A new design should be sim-
pler and call less attention to itself, allowing editorial
content to shine. It should have a longer life than the
current design because it should more easily allow for
incremental modification and because the “look” of the
magazine should be less dependent on standing art.11

REVITALIZE THE FRONT SECTION (COLUMNS).

Readers see a page before they read it. While the con-
tents of the magazine changes with every issue, page

appearance often does not reflect the vitality of the
writing because the pages look the same every
month.12 Content-driven illustration and the addition
of deck heads would help make these pages visually
exciting. I believe this can be accomplished within the
current budget.13

MAKE THE TOC MORE FUNCTIONAL. Make the
teaser copy more specific, and reduce clutter on the
page both to improve readability and to reflect relative
importance of content. Consider a two-page format,
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which would provide not only a better opportunity to
advertise content but also an extra premium front-of-
the-book ad position.14

IMPROVE EDITORIAL FLOW. Currently the longest
“Briefs” item (the “Mega-Glimpse”) seems disassoci-
ated from the section. Putting it first will result in
better integration and start the “Briefs” section with a
bang. Consider putting most of the columns after
“Glimpses” so readers are pulled in by shorter, small-
commitment items. Make the feature well more dis-
tinct, less like the columns. Consider how to handle
“Business of Government,” possibly integrating some
of its contents into other sections. Give some sec-
tions—“BuisGov,” “Glimpses”—a right-hand start,
which more clearly signals the beginning of a new sec-
tion. Consider incorporating “Second Glance” items
into the news sections, and return “Players” to the back
page or possibly move one of the other front columns
to the back page. Consider breaking up “Glimpses” to
create more front-of-book ad positions.15

BUILD BREATHING ROOM INTO THE FEATURE

WELL. Governing places a five-page limit on features
because editors don’t want to overwhelm or turn off
readers with too much text. This is a good instinct, but

I believe that the policy has had the reverse of the
intended effect. Few readers count pages before
deciding to read an article. And because relatively
lengthy features—sometimes as long as four thousand
words—are shoehorned into small holes, the imme-
diate visual effect is the appearance of a big reading
commitment and there is less space for the sorts of
points of entry that help pull a reader through an
article. Looking at Government Executive is instructive.
The feature average there is twenty-five hundred words
in a six-page hole. As a result, the initial spread func-
tions as an advertisement for the story, and space on
subsequent pages is used to pull the reader through
with value-adding graphics, display text, and images.
Because younger readers in particular expect graphi-
cally engaging pages, I believe this change is the single
most important thing we can do to ensure that
Governing is picked up by the next generation of state
and local employees.16

DEVELOP NEW WAYS TO PRESENT INFORMATION.

Governing tends to rely on a relatively limited number
of ways to present information: text, pie charts,
fever/bar charts, and maps. Different means of pre-
senting information—word tables, lists, Q&As, top-
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ten lists, big quotes, and so forth—are cheap and easily
enliven pages, and readers respond well to them.

REDISTRIBUTE THE ART BUDGET. Governing’s art
budget could be used more effectively. We often get
disappointing illustration results despite relatively gen-
erous budgets, and pay more for stock imagery than we
would for commissioned art that would more specifi-
cally fit our needs. I would suggest that (making an
exception for long-standing contributors) we reduce
our pay rate17—particularly for spots used outside the
feature well—and purchase more commissioned art,
while reducing the total number of illustrations and
photographs. In short, we should aim for fewer, higher-
quality pieces—and give art and photographs more
space so that our investment in illustration pays off.18

Footnotes
1. As for many redesigns, it was not certain when this brief

was presented that a redesign would happen. There is always an
argument—often legitimate—to postpone. This first section is
essentially a sales pitch for going ahead.

2. Promotion is an issue for most magazines. Like many busi-
ness-to-business (or, as in our case, business-to-government)
titles, Governing uses a Web site, trade shows, seminars, and the

administration of a governing award to promote itself. But as a
controlled-circulation magazine (in other words, free to the
readers whom advertisers would like to reach), Governing
mostly needed to make readers desire the magazine enough to
request it. It was always a fine magazine, but its look had
become dated. It was important that the magazine look like it
was a good enough to want.

3. Advertisers as a rule prefer their ads to be placed toward
the front of a magazine, on the theory that more people see early
pages. These first two sections were designed to get the magazine’s
business side on board and to suggest that there was a downside
to postponement.

4. This fact came from a readership survey, something almost
all magazines undertake on an annual or biannual basis. As
designer, I was chiefly concerned that the sheer density of
Governing (lots of text, with little room for art, headlines, or space)
would make it difficult to implement a successful redesign. By
describing the magazine as journal-like and citing the lesser
amount of time readers were spending, I was starting to lay the
groundwork for a more generous editorial hole.

5. Pre-redesign, the publication was quite cluttered, bor-
rowing the busy Web-page aesthetic that was popular a few years
before. My contention was that a simplified signage system would
help readers focus more on text.

6. Over the course of the redesign, Governing actually
became more serious, as the section of amusing tidbits,
“Glimpses,” was replaced by the more news-driven and longer
“Observer.” This decision felt right.
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7. While it’s best to avoid discussions of “what looks good”—
taste is never a winnable argument—it is also fruitless to pretend
that looking good does not come with benefits.

8. Like many magazines, Governing participates in various
journalism and design contests. Just as, studies show, handsome
people get higher-paying jobs—though, of course, not necessarily
because they are handsome—handsome magazines win more
prizes—though, again, not necessarily because they look better.

9. This section starts the heart of the redesign plan. Note that
nowhere does it get bogged down by aesthetic considerations.
Instead, it uses general-enough terms so as not to slow the discus-
sion down nor throw a lot of design-speak at colleagues who are
less invested in the visual end. The goal of this section is to start
to build an agreement about what sort of steps will accomplish the
previously outlined goals.

10. I could have stated my objections to the current design
more strongly, but it would have been a mistake. First, the people
I was working with had shepherded the previous format—best not
start off with insults. Second, designers, myself included, see edi-
torial format as more important than editors do. My objective was
to sound serious (historical context helps this) but not zealous.

11. It was better to suggest that a new design could feature
written content better. This reassured my colleagues that my pri-
orities were in the right place—Governing is a serious magazine—
as well as aligned with my personal beliefs about the principal
function of editorial design.

12. The publisher’s column always ran the same photograph
of its author every month, the editor’s column ran a realistic
watercolor of its author, “Urban Notebook” ran a cartoonish pic-
ture of its author, and “Potomac Chronicle” ran an antique
painting of the U.S. Capitol under construction. All this meant
that the front of the book was somewhat disjointed, but more
important, nearly anywhere an issue fell open, there was no visual
difference between it and any other issue. The front of the book
looked predictable month to month, rather than lively.

13. And we did (at least that first year), though it wasn’t
always easy. My main priority was more pages. I didn’t want to
make the new design prohibitively expensive.

14. A two-page contents page was the most cherished goal of
the (then-) new advertising director. I had no strong feelings
about the issue, although it aligned with my goal of more space.
Putting a two-page contents page in front of the current over-
stuffed book would have been like “putting a two-story foyer on a
shotgun shack,” I suggested. Hey—humor never hurts.

15. A bit of a dump, this paragraph is intended to get a lot of
the nuts and bolts of what I had been thinking about into the plan.

16. Design has a strategic voice to bring to the table, and
that’s really what this paragraph is about; there was a difference
between what the magazine was trying to do and how it was likely
perceived, particularly by younger readers. Government Executive
was a good comparison because, though not a competitor, it ful-
fills largely the same function for federal employees that
Governing fulfills for state, municipal, and county employees.

17. To any illustrators or photographers who may be reading
this: Yes, I am Satan. Having gotten that off my chest, in
Governing’s case I stand by this suggestion. Governing was
spending nearly half its monthly art budget on its cover. The results
were Newsweek-budget covers wrapping a more austere inside. The
subsequent rejiggering of the budget has allowed the magazine to
treat all visual contributors more fairly. In addition, the magazine
has boosted its art budget annually since that first year.

18. At the end of the meeting in which this was presented,
the publisher asked me if design could really do all that. I
answered him honestly: No, it can’t. However, Governing was and
continues to be a superbly written and edited magazine, often
ahead of other news sources on issues affecting state and local gov-
ernment. To improve the magazine at that time, the design was
low-hanging fruit.
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Edward Leida has been responsible for the look and feel of
Fairchild Publications’ portfolio of glossies and trade publi-
cations for more than decade. As the company’s group design
director, Leida has set the tone and templates for the com-
pany’s flagships, Women’s Wear Daily and W, the current
reincarnation of Details, and an endless stream of mar-
keting material, prototypes, and Cookie, an upscale par-
enting magazine. It wasn’t Leida’s idea to have Bruce
Weber and other brand-name fashion designers shoot ele-
phants wearing Chanel for W—that was his collaborator,
Fairchild’s creative director, Dennis Freedman. And it
wasn’t Leida who collected back-to-back National
Magazine Awards for the design of Details—that would
be the magazine’s design director, Rockwell Harwood. But
Leida is the one who meshes Freedman’s envelope-pushing
visual ideas with W’s typography, and he’s also the one who

laid the groundwork for Details’ pair of Ellies. He’s the
invisible man of magazine design, even though he’s one of
its best practitioners.

What’s on your desk right this second?

Something close and dear to me. I’m doing sort of
a soft redesign of W. There was no mandate or request
for it from [Fairchild chairman] Patrick [McCarthy] or
anyone else. It was something I sort of initiated myself.
It wasn’t a selfish thing—the magazine just sort of
looked like it needed a boost or a little bit of a fresh-
ening. So I commissioned a new slab-serif font to
replace ours. I saw so much of it being used by the half-
dozen magazines knocking us off that I thought it was
time to have something that was a little more personal
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for ourselves. It’s sort of a preemptive thing. I’m not one
to wait around for someone to say “God this looks tired”
or maybe sales start lagging or whatever it is that often
contributes to the mandate to change the magazine.
The alterations sort of happen while I’m working on the
[feature] well with Dennis [Freedman] simultaneously.
Whatever downtime there is I use to reshape it . . . so in
between I’m fitting it in with a little work at home.

How does your relationship with Dennis work, exactly?
The two of you have an unusually close relationship as
far as design directors and creative directors go. And
how do the two of you work with Patrick McCarthy?

Patrick knows that our decision making has never
been flippant or selfish in any way. I think we are
strategic-thinking people, Dennis and myself, and we
are of two minds: business and creativity. We lean
towards the creative side, but we genuinely believe that
creativity is an integral part of a successful business—
especially in our industry.

Dennis and I have worked together for twenty
years. For any work relationship, first you must estab-
lish a mutual respect. You build on that foundation.
Dennis is brilliant in choosing talent to photograph for
W. And he recognizes what I am able to do with those
images. Together we share in the experience. There are
edits that Dennis does that I am ecstatic about, and
some I am not crazy about. I voice my opinions and he
voices his about design. We spend a lot of time together
laying out stories and bouncing ideas off each other, so
it’s a very open exchange. We sit down with [photogra-
pher] Mario Sorrenti and edit a story with him—it’s
not like he just sends a messenger to drop it off. He lit-
erally sits here and we work on it. It’s very organic and
very much about mutual respect. It really is sort of this
“garage” mentality. The business side really is sec-
ondary, but the images we want to run that allow us to
be “artistic” are built into the DNA of the magazine.
So when you establish that, it just feeds on itself, and
it’s easy.

When you’re that personally involved with a magazine,
how do you avoid stepping on the toes of the maga-
zine’s design staff? And how do you propagate your
ideas across Fairchild’s magazines while taking your
designers’ thoughts and ideas into consideration at the
same time?

They are aware of anything I’m involved with that
is going to affect them. We work in an open environ-
ment, and all of the pages I’m working on are being
printed out in our own art department, so they see
them. I debrief them, basically, and tell them, “I think
it’s time to make some changes and I want you to

meet the typographers.” I just show them pages and
text and galleys.

So they are involved, but they are also busy putting
the book out. But a lot of the design decisions are really
made by me. I generate them on my own, and I really
believe often they need to come from one mind. I also
play devil’s advocate where I’ll show people things and
I have them look and I’ll ask them what they think. So
there’s an open exchange that way, but the initial
process is just maintaining focus and cohesiveness in a
singular experience and mindset. The way I have to do
that, given the nature of the way we work here and it
being so noisy, is to just strap on my headphones and
sort of tune out.

How do you juggle all of the projects that come your
way? Besides W, you’re working on internal projects,
marketing materials, prototypes, etc. What have you
done for Cookie, just to choose one—did you take the
lead in deciding what a luxury parenting magazine
should look like?

Well, I was involved in developing some marketing
materials for Cookie. In that case—and this stems from
the general philosophy of this company—we don’t want
it to look or feel like any of the other parenting maga-
zines. Fairchild has always been seen as doing some-
thing clearly different in its approach, with an
underpinning of quality—a little less commercial. Not
that we aren’t commercial, but we don’t try and take
every product and wrap it in the consumer clichés that
everyone is used to. The Fairchild philosophy has been
to create “really good stuff ” and make it appeal to a very
select audience, which I think is the same thing that
was done at Vitals.

It makes me think of when James Truman wanted
to start his art magazine. He wanted to start it outside
of the Condé Nast offices, and I think he wanted to do
that because it creates this “garage” mentality where it
isn’t all about the sales, the marketing, and all the infra-
structure behind it to promote it and blow it out. It’s
really about getting down to what you want to say, and
making it the best thing it can possibly be. And if you
love it and it’s a magazine you can genuinely love, then
the success will come. That’s where great things
happen. Patrick is a great editor and allows that to
happen, but he’s not crazy and isn’t going to shoot him-
self in the foot.

Where do you start when approaching a new project? I
know you’re a type guy—I’ve seen you identify fonts at
a single glance.

I am a type guy. I’m not a type geek. Typically, what
I begin with is text. I’m not even sure right away what
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I am going to use, but I always just plunk down a galley
of text. I have a blank page and I just put a column of
text down it. I was having a conversation with a friend,
trying to explain what type was, and I asked, “Do you
know DeKooning, the painter? He always had this
blank canvas and he would draw one line. After that,
the rest would come.” It’s sort of the same with me. I
take a piece of body copy, and I put it on a blank piece
of paper, and I look at it. I don’t really know what the
process is, but it evolves into something.

I tend to be one that questions most of the things
I do, and rethink them maybe too much. But I keep
doing a series of experiments. You’ll find around my
desk, reams and reams of printouts of sometimes just
body copy, or body copy with a headline, and that’s how
I do it.

What can you possibly see in a single block of text?

I’m looking to get excited. This sounds clichéd,
but I’m always looking for some weird contrast when
all the elements merge and the lights come on. There
will be something about the text and the headline
that immediately creates this little flicker or weird
contrast where I say, “Oh, that’s the way to go.” I may
find that it’s the wrong direction, but I’ll start by pur-
suing that.

Because Fairchild magazines aren’t generally expected
to sell a lot of copies on the newsstand, you have the
luxury of concentrating on typography and a sort of
quiet elegance. Could you do a celebrity weekly if you
had to? Where would you start? Or do you think that
formula—neon fonts and ugly paparazzi photographs—
is going to burn itself out?

I think a lot of that approach comes from the
need to be the loudest screaming magazine vehicle
out there, and everybody is competing to be it. Who
initially started this and which art director said,
“Let’s use Day-Glo green here because it will scream
like hell,” I don’t know. But I’m saddened by the fact
that it happened. It’s a blessing and a curse. The very
freedom that allowed it to emerge was new and
great, but it screwed things up for the rest of us. It’s
just one of many things that is on the cliché list of
what a consumer magazine is supposed to be. You’re
supposed to have raunchy cover lines, Day-Glo
colors, and everything is sans serif, and on and on.
It’s this weird language that I’m completely familiar
with, and it wouldn’t take a whole lot for me to know
how to execute it. If we were going to do it, I think
I’d find some subversive way of using it and still
make it elegant.

So where are you looking for inspiration at this point?
Are there any magazines out there that genuinely
excite you these days?

I am such a classicist and traditionalist, but I’ve
been having this struggle recently because I am also a
modernist. Sometimes I feel like I’m being split in two.
Honestly, I haven’t been looking at a lot of magazines.
I’ve gone to the newsstand, and nothing is really
turning me on. Either you have a whole barrage of
vehicles trying to be modern, which I call the “flatliner”
magazine in which everything is sans serif and nothing
makes your heart race. You’re in sort of a mild coma,
and that’s “cool.” The other is sort of the traditional and
classic look. And then you have some of the hipster
magazines with a convergence of the two. They are
using traditional fonts, and I don’t know if this is by
default because they aren’t commissioning their own
font, but I respect the art directors that are using them.
But overall I can’t say that there is any one magazine
that is doing anything for me.

I’ve become interested in homogenization. It’s
interesting how globalization is creating homogeniza-
tion and how it’s affecting design. I was recently at an
architecture symposium at the architect’s league.
People were talking about globalization. I found
myself sketching a globe. The way I visualize homog-
enization is by picturing anything from the radius cor-
ners on an iPod to the Frank Gehry [Guggenheim
Bilbao] Museum to the way serif typefaces have
become a little bulkier and a little less super thick or
thin. The same thing is happening in architecture and
industrial design. The edges have been ground down—
they’ve literally become rounded. That is something
that interests me a lot more, rather than literally
looking at magazines.

So what are you on the lookout for when scouting for
new talent? Someone who thinks in terms of sharp
edges, I would imagine.

They are of two schools. They might be staunch
type freaks I can immediately recognize. And at the
other extreme is the younger and more naïve recent
graduate who, yes, is a possible future type geek.

But I’m very attracted to someone who has some
fine art tendencies. Someone who draws and is maybe
a little messy. Someone who is clearly a little different
than I am when it comes to designs, but who is more
like I was when I was in school—interested in both the
fine arts and the graphic arts. They may not have
tremendous typographic skills, but something inter-
esting is going on with their drawing skills. I call those
types of people “dangerous,” because when they finally
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master the typographic skills and are able to merge
them with a fine-art talent, they will be very dangerous.
They can reach into their bag of tricks and pull some-
thing out that maybe I couldn’t.

And then the pupil becomes the master? What’s the
skill set and career path that’s led you to what is quite
possibly the most powerful job in magazine design?

I originally studied industrial design. I took one
semester of that, saw guys running around with calcula-
tors and slide rules attached to their hips, and I was out
of there in a heartbeat. I graduated and I starting doing
work for a small boutique-ish ad agency, but I was
always interested in architecture and I always wanted to
work for this design firm in Manhattan called
Whitehouse & Katz. I got that job and got involved in
some very interesting corporate identity work.

Then, in 1985 this job at Fairchild came up. W was
a newspaper at the time and they were looking to
redesign it. My experience in really focusing on type
prompted the design director to try to hire me. He
moved quickly, but I put it off initially. I was scared of
going into the magazine business because I knew
nothing about it. I came from a design office that was
pristine with immaculate cubicles. Then I went to
Fairchild—where they still had rotary phones and it
was an open environment with people yelling across the
room to each other.

I don’t think there is a distinct “Eddie Leida look”
today. I really try to do what suits the editor, and what
suits the magazine best. And I owe that to my educa-
tion at Whitehouse & Katz. It was developing corpo-
rate identities that led me to create specialized
identities for each magazine.

I think people take themselves much too seriously
in a lot of these businesses and I don’t. I really believe
in craft and I am really focused when I am here. But we
do laugh and we do have fun.
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AFTER YEARS AS A FREELANCE MAGAZINE DESIGNER

(I’ve worked for Primedia, the Sci-Fi Channel, and
others) I started to get an itch to do something new—
to start over, to run my own idea up the flagpole and see
who salutes it. In the spring of 2001, that idea became
Harp, a magazine obsessed with alt-country and alt-
rock (and all the alts in between). Having worked for
several niche magazines over the years—and con-
tributing to several launches—I had some knowledge

of what was involved. And I’d also published several
music zines when I was a kid. I wanted to try to make
a magazine succeed on a larger scale.

Music is, and was not, underserved by glossies. At
the time I launched Harp, you could find big boys
Rolling Stone, Spin, and Blender, and a host of smaller,
more specialized titles. A lot of people might look at
the sea of musician portraits staring back from news-
stand shelves and assume there wasn’t room for one
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more. I had to find a void and fill it. I wish I could say
that I did six months of market analysis, but the truth
is that the hole I found was the magazine I wanted.

When I went to buy my monthly fill of music
mags, I found myself buying titles for specific genre
coverage—No Depression for my roots and alt-country
fix, Magnet for indie rock, England’s Wire and Mojo for
their eclectic coverage and mammoth CD review sec-
tions. I read them all, but they all added up to a lot of
money, they each had lots of fluff that wasn’t inter-
esting to me, and none of them, by themselves, covered
everything I wanted. I didn’t think I was the only one
out there with such broad tastes. Why not have a mag-
azine that covered the best of all these kinds of music?
Naïve? Maybe. But in my mind I thought I could
Americanize a title like Mojo—that is, shorten the
bible-length features and offer more information on
the up-and-coming artists that were flying well below
the radar.

I never went after investment for the start-up—I
decided (with the permission of my incredibly sup-
portive wife) to finance it myself and let it grow organ-
ically with a modest initial circulation (under 10,000
copies per month). I’d give myself eighteen months to
make Harp a success. If not, I reasoned, I would have at
least tried, and as a consolation I’d have some nice,
albeit expensive, portfolio pieces to show the employer
I would need in a hurry after it crashed. I’m not much
for spreadsheets and PowerPoint presentations, but I’d
learned a few things about bare-bones marketing over
the years. I knew I had to try to create some interest in
a title destined for a jaded and crowded industry. I
designed and sent out postcards with a mocked-up
cover to all of the record labels and PR firms I could
find, announcing Harp’s impending launch. I also had
a Web site designed with basic information on the
magazine including an editorial mission statement,
mock cover, and ad rates.

The mailing garnered some response, but it didn’t
save me from countless days in my basement cold-
calling potential advertisers. I also spent more time
than I imagined possible recruiting freelance photogra-
phers and writers, schooling myself on distribution,
printing options, mailing, and circulation. In the begin-
ning I was a one-man church and state—the ad man
and the editor. That was a combination I was never
entirely comfortable with—not because of any pressure
from advertisers to trade ads for coverage, but because
it might create the perception that I would. Believe me,
there are countless mags out there that trade favors as a
matter of business. It wasn’t something that I even
wanted to be seen as taking part in and to this day have
never succumbed to.

I decided on the former guitarist for both Rank
and File and for Nuns Alejandro Escovedo for the first
cover. Chosen because of his history in both the roots-
rock and early punk-rock scenes and his stellar new
CD, Escovedo seemed like the perfect choice. At the
time, many fiends and writers suggested Ryan Adams
for the cover—he was reaching the apex of his popu-
larity—and in hindsight, it probably would’ve made
more of a splash, but credibility was paramount to me.

Visually, I knew I wanted original photography
and a bold, yet classic template to set Harp apart. The
majority of readers wouldn’t consist of the ’tween set
or that coveted eighteen-to-twenty-four demo-
graphic since most of what we would cover would
appeal (I hoped) to an older, less musically fickle (i.e.,
over twenty-five) audience. My color palette—earth
tones—and typography was also designed to appeal
to more mature and sophisticated tastes. The body
type alternated between san-serif Din Alternate and
serif Vendetta Medium. Both were modern and yet
easy to read. No Depression relied heavily on an anti-
quated, Letraset look that I didn’t think served their
topic very well. Bold graphics, strong photos, and
contemporary type would give the bands and person-
alities we would cover a frame that enhanced their
cultural significance.

I divided the magazine into three sections:
“Reverb,” consisting of news bits, short Q&As, and so
forth; “Features,” where I insisted on at least four long
features of at least two thousand words; and “Rants &
Faves,” consisting of CD, DVD, and book reviews.
Pretty standard format for magazines—but at the time
Blender and Spin were the only music magazines with
front-of-the-book entry points.

Editorially, I wanted writers with a sense of his-
tory, irreverence, and the ability to get snarky if the
subject warranted it. I wanted Harp to be edgy, fear-
less, and credible to its readers. In a marketplace with
so many similar titles, publishing anything less ends
up reading like a record store ad. There are times
when I’ve felt we haven’t been edgy or fearless
enough, but I do think we’ve cultivated a reputation
for tell-it-like-it-is journalism.

Roughly five months in the making, the first issue
of Harp hit the newsstands in September 2001. It was
a low-key launch, and not just because of what else was
hitting the fans at the time. No champagne or press
conferences, just a sixty-four-page color glossy in lim-
ited distribution to the major chains like Barnes &
Noble and Borders. The buyer at the late Tower
Records dismissed Harp though: “I’m not going to
carry your title because I don’t know what it is.” He was
referring to its title and the lack of clever teasers on the
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cover. My rationale at the time was that anyone who
might buy the magazine would know who the artist
was already, and goddamn it, I’m a designer, I wasn’t
going to clutter up my covers with tons of hyperbole
and type. I was thinking way too small—a byproduct of
having published fanzines—and not seeing the bigger
picture: Newsstands are crowded and you have a finite
amount of time to make an impression before people

move on. It’s a lesson I’ve never forgotten. By the third
issue, that same buyer had requested full distribution at
all of Tower’s brick-and-mortar locations.

Why name the magazine Harp? I was struck by
the word’s multiple meanings. In addition to harps,
mouth harps, and blues harps, “harping” on something
is talking at length about it. I wanted the magazine to
be known for meaty editorial. Ultimately, if you’re
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successful at branding yourself, the title becomes mean-
ingless, but it was a question I found myself answering
a lot in the beginning.

That first year was full of hurdles to be sure, but it ulti-
mately led to a partnership with another music maga-
zine (and former employer of mine), JazzTimes, an
established and profitable niche music magazine. It’s a
partnership that’s enabled Harp to more than
quadruple its initial circulation, double its page count,
and more than triple its average number of ad pages.
We’re now sold in over fifteen countries with sub-
scribers in South Africa, Lithuania, China, Brazil, and
countless other places I’d never be able to find on a
map. With the partnership came the use of JT’s staff of
more than fifteen people and its office space (goodbye
musty basement!). I’m no longer the lone wolf multi-
tasking until the wee hours; I now have much of the
help I so desperately needed in the early days with a
full-time managing editor and several sales reps. Even
so, our editorial staff is skeletal, but we still get Harp
out on time eight times a year. It’s amazing when I look
at the mastheads of larger magazines and see how many
folks it takes to put together an issue. The magazine
industry’s dirtiest little secret is that it doesn’t take an
inflated staff to put together a quality publication.

Our covers have evolved and at times become more
provocative. But I haven’t found a formula for making
hot sellers. One month, I think I’ve done the most

amazing cover ever but the sales are mediocre. The
next issue is off the charts with a cover that’s only OK.
Sometimes I know why—a controversial or polarizing
artist moves issues. Once I hired Danny Clinch to
photograph perennial bad boy Ryan Adams and it
remains one of my favorite covers. I’d come up with a
concept that I thought would knit to a great coverline,
for which I needed Adams to pose Christlike on a
cross. Adams wouldn’t do it (apparently it crossed
some kind of spiritual line with him), but Clinch
noticed a collection of crosses in Ryan’s apartment and
was able to get a shot of him tenderly cradling a bunch
of them. It worked with my original title: “Ryan
Adams: Saint or Sinner?”

I’ve also done a number of gatefold covers over the
years that always sell well. For 2006, we assembled thir-
teen musicians on the cover for an article entitled “Rock
of Ages: Artists and Their Spiritual Counterparts.” In
the photograph we linked younger artists with their
musical influences by having them pose next to one
another. Artists on that cover included REM’s Michael
Stipe with Conor Oberst, Sonic Youth’s Thurston
Moore with Television’s Tom Verlaine, Towers of
London with the recently reunited NY Dolls. Despite
their success on the newsstand, I do these only once a
year due to the headaches that come with planning
each one. Logistically, getting that many people
together on the same day in the same place is no easy
task. And of course, the amount of politics involved is
incredible. All of the publicists and managers want
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their artist to be on the main flap. And no one wants to
think that his or her artist needs to share a cover with
another artist to sell a magazine. It’s equal parts
cajoling, planning, and marketing. In the end I think
it’s worth it because it gives readers (and advertisers)
something to look forward to year after year.

In the beginning, I assigned too many wonky arti-
cles about songwriters’ or producers’ techniques or
studio gear. But I didn’t want Harp to become a maga-
zine for industry insiders. Now, I’m trying to focus
more on the personalities and motivations of the artists
and I think we’ve become a better read because of it.
I’m always trying to think up new ways of approaching
a story rather than the standard Q&A format. One that
I like in particular is called “Joyrides.” We photograph
an artist with his or her car and ask questions like,
“What’s the most memorable thing that’s happened in
your backseat?” and, “What’s in your CD player right
now?” Unfortunately, I’ve never really been that satis-
fied with the execution of the photography. There aren’t
that many photographers who can pull off the guy-
and-his-car shot in a fresh way. The artists Harp covers,
I should add, have rides a few dozen steps down from
the $200,000 Bentley rapper Pimp C drives—there’s
very little bling in the section.

The look of the magazine has certainly evolved
over the past six years, although it retains my basic
emphasis on a clean and bold design approach. We still
use Vendetta for our body text, while Stone has recently
become the sans we use for sidebars and reviews. The

somber earth tones have given way to a palette of bright
primary colors. They’re trendy, but they’ve created a
livelier book overall.

With an ego like mine, change isn’t always easy.
However, if I’ve learned one thing in this business it’s
that you have to be willing to adapt to whatever may be
thrown in front of you. We’ve expanded our online
presence—we now offer every piece we’ve ever pub-
lished, daily updates, and Web exclusive content. The
Internet has changed the way people read and relate to
magazines and has become an integral part of our mar-
keting. Some people have suggested that the print ver-
sion of magazines will someday serve simply as
branding—with the Web site acting as our reader’s
main source of information. Truthfully, I hope that day
never comes because the Web just doesn’t excite me as
much as print does.

Five years have passed quickly. Other music maga-
zines have launched (and some have failed) since Harp
began. Some titles covering the same terrain have bor-
rowed liberally from our design and editorial approach,
and as hard as it might be to swallow, I have had to find
creative ways of staying one step ahead of the competi-
tion. Doing this magazine for a living means there’s
never a dull moment—there’s always a new challenge
to overcome, fires to extinguish, and Jiffy packs with
CDs to open. The day those things become dull to me
is the day I walk away.
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Imagine a conversation like the following:

PUBLISHER TO ART DIRECTOR (AD): “I think it’s
time to consider a redesign for the magazine, and I
want you to work on it.”

AD: “OK, when will it debut?”
PUBLISHER: “End of January.”
AD: “But it’s already November.”
PUBLISHER: “I know, I thought it would be good to

give you several months to work on it, since I know you
are busy with your regular job.”

AD: “Well, I am, but we also have my assistant
starting maternity leave soon, several major holidays,
huge issues preceding those holidays, and a sixty-page
supplement you’ve asked me to design! And our free-
lancer budget has been cut.”

PUBLISHER: “I know you do your best work under
pressure.”

AD: “Will we have new features? New content? Are
we reorganizing?”

PUBLISHER: “Well, I haven’t thought too much
about that. I thought we’d take a look at your proto-
types and go from there for those answers.”

AD: “Well, what kind of look are you asking for?
Do you want something dramatically different?”

PUBLISHER: “Something that will wake up the
market. But not too much. Still, make me stop at the
newsstand and take notice! But remember, I’ve never
liked italics, and the editor doesn’t like that dark red we
tried out three years ago. . . .”

Redesigning a magazine can be a simple task, or a
daunting one. It’s simple if all you do is take your
current templates and switch to a new typeface or
tweak a color here or there. But much more than that
done hurriedly or by unskilled hands may end up
looking like an ill-fitting and out-of-season dress. A
full-fledged redesign—complete with new typog-
raphy, navigational systems, a color palette, story
structures, perhaps a dramatic new logo—is a pretty
tall order.

For many reasons—institutional pride, a tight
timetable, or a limited budget—it’s tempting to redesign

in-house. But the go-it-alone approach has a number of
potential downsides which are described below.

Loss of Staff Time and Energy
Prototyping, project maintenance, analysis, presenta-
tion, press tests, technical testing, and committee work
are all significant commitments that can take months
in a typical redesign. Where’s the time gonna come
from? Some publications are shocked to learn how the
hours add up. The cost of taking an art director off line
for the required period can be enormous: It means
additional work for junior designers, lack of support for
writers and editors, and perhaps temporary labor costs.

If the erosion of the current format is the motiva-
tion for redesign, consider the irony: If your art director
hasn’t been able to maintain and enforce a consistent
design up to this point, he or she may be so strapped
that a redesign would be an insurmountable burden.

On too many occasions, consultants have been
brought in to shore things up only after the loss of
many hours of staff talent that otherwise could have
been devoted to the current product. Add up the salary
costs of days, weeks, or even months of lost staff time
that may result from ineffective prototyping, and you
can see that in the long run, bringing in a qualified out-
sider with experience in redesign project management
may be the more cost-effective solution.

Many editors and publishers find it helpful to look
at the cost of consultants this way: Equate their profes-
sional fee to the cost of hiring a qualified art director or
designer with this expertise for a limited period of time
(say, two to five months). Tally up the goals of the
project, assess the skills required for the job, and ask
how much this change is worth to the magazine. You’re
creating a new corporate identity for your publication
in the form of a look that should last several years. It’s
not a small thing.

Overly Devout Adherence to the Past
Do you want a dramatically fresh new look? Innovative
structures for stories, charts, or listings? It may be hard
to get something truly innovative out of the staff. They
are entrenched in the current fonts, grid, color palette,
and editing styles for forty hours or more each week.
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A production editor or art director is also much
more likely to be bullied by a publisher who “hates
italics.” Of course italic type is not always going to be
suited for a logo or for a main headline font, but for the
occasional headline, deck, or infographic chatter, it (or
any other device on the “I don’t like” list) may be just
the right touch. An outsider has the benefit of not
having heard these lectures delivered by supervisors.
Because the consultant never received the memo pro-
hibiting the use of purple, he or she can look at edito-
rial needs without the institution’s collected baggage.

Overly Devout Adherence to 
Institutional Publishing Missions
As with the ghost of design edicts past, a strict adher-
ence to the “spirit” of the place may also limit what
can be done during an in-house redesign. Even if a
“project goals” statement is put in writing, the staff
may be unintentionally committed to the traditional
look of the publication. The familiar is comfortable.
In-house designs can be timid, both in terms of
design and content.

Consumers of all media are bombarded with a wide
array of visual motifs and editing styles. Even if you put
out a local publication in a conservative market, your
readers can handle change—in fact, they often seek it
out and embrace it. The Web has liberated print design.
Readers are used to seeing so-called conservative con-
tent packaged in bold ways. Conversely, innovative
content is sometimes presented meekly. An outsider
can help find an effective new voice among the myriad
options. A breath of fresh air has side benefits—it can
reawaken, excite, and motivate staff.

Tunnel Vision Related to the 
Look and Flow of Print 
A print art director or editor may not have skills that
translate to the Web and other new-media ventures.
Skill and success in print does not guarantee the
knowledge to integrate print and Web in a redesign.
Do you need new devices (drop-in promotional boxes
or links) to encourage traffic to the Web site? Once
these devices are designed, who will train writers and
editors to use them? How will work flow and technolo-
gies be revised to make it all happen? An outsider with
a bird’s-eye view and experience with other progressive
clients can more easily facilitate training and imple-
mentation because he or she has done it before. The
results of an internal redesign—even one performed by
a cross-departmental team—can be limited by walls,
turf battles, cubicle rot, and other issues.

The Trap of Internal Politics
Does your art director get along famously with
everyone, from reporters to editors to salespeople? Is he
pals with the marketing/promotions department and
the publisher? If so, terrific. If not—and often there’s
another key player who doesn’t see eye to eye with the
art director—there could be problems. While not all
outsiders are a great fit with everyone on your team, a
consultant is at least starting with a clean slate. A his-
tory of animosity can poison an internal redesign before
it starts.

A key question to ask when interviewing consult-
ants and checking up on their references is how they
interacted with previous internal teams. What special
skills do they bring to the table that allow them to com-
municate quickly and creatively with strangers, and
what skills allow them to negotiate across departments?
The consultant will be a collaborator, mediator, and
diplomat—working to develop a look that is just right
for your publication. It’s important that he or she really
click with the staff, and not just the graphics staff but
also the copydesk, pressroom, marketing department,
and boardroom.

Inadequate Skills
Your art director may be quite skilled at putting out your
weekly or monthly publication; working with the word
people; assigning, editing, and coaching freelancers; and
communicating with production. But those skills may
not be enough to pilot you through a redesign.

Consider some of the following concerns: Can the
art director create a complex project timetable with
tasks and assignments? Does she have the authority
and confidence to delegate? How are her communi-
cation skills? Will she keep everyone in the loop? Is
she diplomatic when dealing with touchy situations,
but forceful when you need to move forward quickly?
Does she make solid decisions? Does she understand
multimedia and branding issues (particularly if she
inherited the design you are currently working
with)? Is she aware of advanced techniques with
color, architecture, white space, or special photo
effects like soft drop shadows (if this is something
that interests you)? Does she have an eye for cutting-
edge typography and know how to select new fonts
and combine them into something cohesive and
functional yet unique? Does she have the time and
skill to produce a clear, easy-to-understand design
style guide, or at least usable templates and style
sheets? Does she have the journalistic sensibility you
may need to produce prototypes that are fundamen-
tally better from a content standpoint, rather than
just aesthetically interesting?
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That last one is a particularly important considera-
tion when looking outside: Ask yourself whether your
magazine or newsroom needs a consultant who is
trained and experienced as a journalist, as a designer/art
director, or both. Even some top consultants may not
bring strength in both these areas to the table.

Does This Mean that No One Can
Redesign In-House? 
Of course not. Many magazines have gone it alone and
done just fine. But it pays to be sure of the decision to
keep the design in-house before you get started. In
general, in-house redesigns work better when there is a
consensus on the needs of the publication. If you know
you have a cold, go ahead and take an aspirin. If all you
know is you’re sick, get a doctor.
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SECTION 6 

Brand versus Greatness

Some magazines are formulaic, even cynical, whereas others are consistently interesting,
finding the universal in their subjects so that even readers who are indifferent to their 
specific topics can find something of interest.

But beyond the merely good, a few publications in their brief heydays have managed to rise
above the rest, to find the most exciting stories to tell—and to tell them in new ways. Some
have caught the winds of cultural change and become revolutionary newspapers of sorts, at
the center of a shift in the zeitgeist. The three magazines discussed in this section—Esquire
in the sixties, Spy in the eighties, and Wired in the nineties—have much in common. 
Wired and Spy were new ventures at the time they caught fire. Esquire was a venerable but
foundering title under new editorial management. All were independently owned, all were
daring in subject matter, and all had, at least in some ways, a design that was just as
groundbreaking as the topics they covered. It’s a small group, but to these it would be 
possible to add others—the New Yorker in the twenties and again in the fifties and sixties,
Rolling Stone in the late sixties and early seventies, and a few more. There are also a number
of magazines that don’t quite belong in the group—magazines that for reasons of timing,
topic, or geography never quite had the same impact: Wigwag, Nest, and the seventies 
version of Chicago magazine, to name three. 

It is impossible to separate any of these magazines from their eras. That they captured their
times so well is part of what makes the old issues of continuing interest. All succeeded in
making the reader feel like an insider—at the center of what was hot and important. That
feeling (along with a little added time travel) is still available in the yellowing pages of 
any of them.
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Launched in the 1930s, Esquire, a once-prosperous maga-
zine for men, had faded when Harold Hayes was promoted
to editor in 1961. Realizing he needed outside help to create
effective covers, Hayes turned to ad man and graphic
designer George Lois to crystallize each issue’s content on the
cover. Lois might have improved any magazine, but
Esquire under Hayes was not just any magazine. Esquire
caught the tumultuous political spirit and cultural shifts of
the 1960s as early and as well as any mainstream publica-
tion. Lois’s covers survive as wry comments on that era.

Can you tell me a bit about how you started with Esquire?

I was never an art director at Esquire. I had left
Doyle Dane Bernbach to start my own ad agency in
1960—Papert Koenig Lois. A year or so after that,
Esquire editor Harold Hayes called me up, introduced
himself, and said he’d love to have lunch. . . . I knew the
magazine. It wasn’t doing great, but it was well edited.
When I met Hayes, he had just been made the supreme
editor [after coediting the magazine]. . . . He wanted
some tips on how to do better covers, and that’s what
he asked me.

I said, “Well. . . . Maybe. How do you do them
today?”

He said, “We all . . .”
“What do you mean ‘you all’? Who’s ‘all’?”
“Well, there’s like six editors, four people in the art

department—about twelve people, we all discuss the
most important story and what the cover should be,
and then we all go away for a couple of days, and
everyone comes back and we all have ideas.”

I said, “Oh my god, group grope, that’s horrible!
That’s what you do when you assign a story? You decide
on Norman Mailer and then you have twelve people
tell him how to write it? What you do is get one person.
Obviously you don’t feel there’s anybody on your staff
who’s capable of doing great covers—but if there is,
leave him alone and let him do it on his own. Or go
outside, find an art director who’s got terrific talent, who
understands the culture, politics, who’s literate. . . .”

I started to give him some names of people.
He said, “George, can you do me a favor?” I said,

“Yeah.”

“Could you do one cover so I know what you’re
talking about?”

I said, “All right, one cover. When’s your next issue
coming out?”

He said, “Four days. I’ll give you the one after
that.”

I said, “No, give me the one that has the deadline
in four days—what’s in it?”

He said, “Two pages on Sonny Liston, a couple on
Floyd Patterson. . . .”

I said, “So you mean it’s coming out a week or two
before the championship fight? That’s all I want to know.”

We finished lunch, I went back to the office, and I
called up a photographer I was working with at the
time, Harold Krieger, and I said, “Hey, Harold, I want
to do a cover for Esquire. I want to get a guy who’s built
like Floyd Patterson—I want to shoot it at St. Nicholas
Arena. . . . I want an empty arena, everyone’s gone, and
he’s left for dead. He got knocked out—his handlers
have left him, the refs left him, he’s all alone. It’s a
metaphor for what happens when you lose: Everyone
abandons you.”

A couple of days later I told Hayes I was finished—
done. I had sent the cover over. He called me and said,
“I never saw anything like this in my life.” I said, “Yeah,
thank god.”

“You’re actually calling the fight?” I said, “Yeah.”
“How do you know you’re right?”
I said, “I know I’m right. I mean, that’s the one

thing I’m sure of.”
He said, “If you’re right, it’s amazing, and if you’re

wrong, it’s embarrassing.” I said I wasn’t wrong.
I found out later that when Hayes showed the

cover to everyone at the magazine, they thought he was
crazy. The publisher [Arnold Gingrich] refused to run
it. Hayes made an ultimatum: Either you run it or I
leave. I found this out a year later—Harold never told
me what his problems were. He did all the fighting.

The issue came out a couple months later and the
magazine got lambasted by the press—the sports press
went crazy. Patterson was something like a ten-to-one
favorite. Nobody was giving Liston a chance because
Patterson was faster, terrific left hook, blah, blah, blah.
All the time I knew he was going to get killed.
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Liston knocked him out in the first round. I think
he knocked him down four times—just destroyed him.
It got tremendous publicity. They took the issue back to
press and sold something like an extra three hundred
thousand copies on the newsstand. So boy, wham—
look what a cover can do.

I did them for the next eight, nine years. Every four
or five issues they got into trouble with advertisers,
because we did some really controversial covers. But, in
succeeding months, they’d pick up more than enough
to make up for it.

The covers were fun to do, but they were only fun
because I didn’t have to argue with anyone. I don’t
know if Hayes loved every one, but he always said he
did, which was not what any editor today would do.
Sometimes, I had to do a lot of convincing to get
people to pose for me, but the hard part—getting [the
covers] to go over—Harold did that.

I told him I’d try to make every cover witty, make
it have bite, but I’d only get him into trouble a few
times a year. When I did Sonny Liston posing as Santa,
I said, “You’re going to get into big trouble.” He said,
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“Yeah.” I did Sonny as Santa Claus. This was in the
middle of real racial problems in America—Ali said the
last thing anybody would want to see coming down the
chimney was that black motherfucker. . . .

Those covers nailed down not only the times but
what kind of magazine Esquire was. It was a great mag-
azine before I did the covers, but what happened is,
when I did the covers, people started to notice and talk
about it.

But without Harold, nothing would have hap-
pened—not one cover would have run.

When you look at magazines like Esquire—publications
that really capture the spirit of their time—they tend to
have both strong content and strong design, as if tradi-
tional ways of storytelling and visual storytelling are
inadequate.

Vanity Fair is a great magazine. When you get it,
there’s seven or eight articles you have to read. But then
you see Brad Pitt on the cover. That’s not the magazine.
Sure, there’s an article in there about him and they try
to make it interesting, but how interesting can you
make it? It’s sycophantic. What’s Jane Morris gonna
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tell you, and who gives a shit? Who cares what Tom
Cruise and those people think? The cover doesn’t rep-
resent the magazine—it represents the ding-dong
celebrity-driven culture. I see articles in Vanity Fair and
think, oh, wow, what a cover that could have been.

Do you think that in the sixties, Esquire’s editorial
quality was reflected in the inside design as well?

Inside? No, I don’t think the inside art direction
was very good. Here and there . . . but I think inside art
direction today is much better. It was kind of timid
inside. . . . I wished I could have designed the whole
thing, but I had an ad agency. . . . Jesus Christ, that’s
not the kind of project you can take on with one hand
in your pocket. But with one hand in my pocket and
working passionately, I can come up with a great idea
for a cover. . . .

In the sixties, Esquire was much more text-heavy,
which may have created limited options for the in-
house design staff. 

Oh yeah, but that was one of the great things about
it. Esquire always was a reader’s magazine, and it wasn’t
little sound bites. Today, you open to a spread and you
don’t know what to look at first. You look at New York
magazine—well art-directed, but so busy you get a
headache. There’s no such thing as white space any
more. Editors think readers want to see a lot of stuff.
They don’t want to see a lot of stuff—they want to see
something great.

I’d like to talk about how the Big Idea approach to
advertising—which you helped pioneer—connected to
your covers. It’s conventional wisdom in magazine cir-
cles these days that the cover is an advertising rather
than an editorial page. When I tell my students about
the Big Idea movement, I generally say it’s characterized
by the interdependence of words and pictures, a sense
of humor, a strong visual, and probably a softer sell.

It’s funny about the Big Idea. When I was at DDB
working for Bill Bernbach . . . I’d say to Bill, “You need
two mnemonics—you need a visual mnemonic and a
verbal mnemonic.” And if you have both of them in an
ad—you see a visual and remember a line that focuses
what the product’s all about—it’s better than one single
great idea. It’s “I want my MTV.” I got Mick Jagger to
pick up the phone and say, “I want my MTV.” That says
it all. I always tried to come up with a visual that drove a
slogan. In advertising, you need a great visual, but when
you have a slogan along with the visual, it’s a winner.

But that wasn’t the situation doing covers. Once in
a while I did a cover that required words. When I read

the John Sacks story about a company in Vietnam and
some GI said, “Oh my god, we killed a little girl,” those
words, without an image, became the cover. This was
early in the war when nobody was complaining about
it. There couldn’t have been a stronger cover in the
world, because it seemed so crazy. The reaction was
“You’re saying GIs are hurting people?” Yeah, when
you’re put in harm’s way, shit happens. I was in Korea—
I know.

But with most of my covers—Patterson dead in the
ring, Andy Warhol drowning in a can of soup—those
are visual. They were quick, witty ideas, and they said
all they needed to say visually. Covers need an
economy—not of thought but of communication. The
image can be dependent on the reader’s knowledge—
my cover of Nixon being made-up worked because
everyone knew he lost the debate with Kennedy
because of his five-o’clock shadow—but it needs an
economy of explanation. That doesn’t mean you don’t
think about it.

Readers don’t think about covers now, because
magazines have Nicole Kidman on the cover. That’s the
assignment, case closed. That’s not an assignment—
that’s ridiculous. The way you solve it is you get a ter-
rific photographer, and he does bullshit. Annie
Liebovitz takes a picture of someone with a thumb up
his ass. Who cares? We have so many terrific photog-
raphers now—when you go to the newsstand there are
five or six really good photographers who have taken a
picture of a celebrity that month—they’re competing
with each other. But what are you competing about?
There’s nothing to think about.

I thought of your covers as linking words and pictures,
but looking at them now, I see you’re right. The words
are pushing the concept, but they are not necessary. 

Most times, you don’t need the words. For
Muhammad Ali as St. Sebastian, I have a very small
line at the bottom—“The Passion of Muhammad
Ali”—but you don’t need it. Everybody got it. When he
became a Muslim, everyone was “Ah, screw you—
another reason to hate a black guy.” Then he came out
against the war and they took his title away—he
couldn’t work, and they lambasted him. The draft board
went back, reviewed his status, and drafted him. Nixon,
it later came out, said he wanted to put that black son
of a bitch in jail—he used those words. And so I’m
looking at it and saying, Jesus, he’s a martyr. So I did
the cover. That’s what the magazine was about. And
yeah, I thought that, too. I wouldn’t have done that
cover unless I believed in it, but at the same time, we
helped push the culture.
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Magazines below the top tier—when you look at the
small political magazines or business-to-business pub-
lications, you see a lot of covers that are, in some
sense, trying to do what you did, but they’re using
stock art, or they’re doing stuff that doesn’t require any
cultural knowledge for the reader to get them. 

They’re using stock art, they’re using Photoshop,
they put heads on bodies—they think that’s what it’s
about. They all know what the tools can do, but they’re
not using them intelligently. It reminds me of the old
Spy covers—there were some good Spy covers, but most

of them were too complicated. I tried to do covers that
provided a punch in the mouth—they didn’t need to be
negative. I shot Ed Sullivan with a Beatles wig and a
shit-eating grin on his face a month after he had the
band on his show. Everyone thought he was the biggest
stiff in the world, but he was saying, “You think I’m not
with the culture, you think I’m not hip—I just had the
Beatles.” It was a joyous image.

I’ve read interviews with both Esquire’s current editor
and recently departed art director, and both of them
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said something like “Oh, yes, everyone talks about
Harold Hayes and those George Lois covers, but they
didn’t sell.” 

The only reason I got away with those covers is
because they were selling. . . . Circulation grew from
five hundred thousand to two million while I was
doing covers for Hayes. Hayes was obnoxious to the
management, too—that’s why at a certain point they
tried to kick him upstairs, give him the publisher’s job.
He came to my office—he said, “George, could I
come talk to you.” I knew something was going on.

He said they wanted him to be the publisher. I com-
pletely misunderstood. I said, “Publisher . . . you got
to take guys to lunch and kiss their ass, and besides
who has time to be the editor when you’re the pub-
lisher?” He said, “No, you don’t understand. They
want me to be just the publisher.” A couple of weeks
later he was out completely.

It took a year, but the magazine went back down to
five hundred thousand circulation. It was almost an
immediate dip—next month down, month after that
down again. Readers knew it was a different magazine.
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You quit shortly thereafter? 

Immediately. Hayes said, “George, you got to do
me a favor. You got to keep doing the covers.” I didn’t
want to, but I agreed to try one.

I got the articles, I didn’t tell them what I was
doing, and I sent it—and I got a call: “We love the
cover.” I was shocked.

“Now could you come over and talk about it? There
are some things we want to change.” I said, “Come on
. . . go fuck yourself.” And that was that. Harold and I
laughed about it for about an hour on the phone.

Did they run it? Did they change it without you?

Oh no, no. They threw it away and didn’t even
pay me for photography. I had to pay the photographer
myself.

Do you think covers like yours would sell today?

Absolutely. . . . [T]oday you have this field—this
montage of the faces of celebrities. One cover is just
like another—full of faces and blurbs. If you took any
cover I did back then, or a cover I would do today, and
put it in the middle, it would leap out—even more
than it did back in those days. If you have the right
idea at the right time, it’s unbeatable. A lot of my
covers had celebrities, but I used them in a way that
didn’t look stupid. . . .

A lot of people have flirted with me. They ask me
to come in and tell them about my ideas—they have six
people who all will think about it. I don’t think so! I’m
not going to do group grope. A cover needs just one
mind or two minds doing things their way.
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Kurt Andersen and Graydon Carter founded Spy in 1986
and served as the magazine’s coeditors until 1989.
Andersen continued on as editor until 1991. While Spy was
only briefly profitable, it was revolutionary in content and
design—its hip, smarmy journalistic style and various
graphic techniques have permeated the magazine main-
stream. The magazine folded in 1993.

Jack Shafer, media critic for Slate, wrote that it would
be impossible to revive Spy today—too many maga-
zines have appropriated the Spy attitude and bits of
its vocabulary. Spy was short-lived, but it casts a
long shadow over magazine publishing. What do 
you think are the most important or notable legacies
of Spy?

I think Jack is right. In addition to the proliferation
of Spy’s “memes” in print, the Spy-ishness on the Web
is so ubiquitous as to make a central locus like Spy ever
more impossible. Among the legacies, things we did
that weren’t so common back then, are “point of view”
in journalism; irony and/or satire as a mode of jour-
nalistic and social and political discourse; topical
intellectual analysis that isn’t dry or earnest; regular
and even relentless blog-style reporting on powerful
private institutions (such as, in Spy’s case, the New
York Times and Hollywood’s Creative Artists Agency);
funny sidebars and funny charts of all kinds; and var-
ious graphic gestures.

Could you tell me a bit about your editorial objectives
when Spy was launched? Did you see Spy as a maga-
zine that would be of interest mostly to New Yorkers?
Did you see it as falling within a tradition?

We definitely thought of it as a New York maga-
zine—it said “The New York Monthly” on the cover for
the first two or three years. We saw ourselves in the tra-
ditions of the early New Yorker and the American
Mercury, and Esquire in the sixties and early seventies,
with a sprinkling of Mad and Britain’s Private Eye. I
had written for magazines for ten years when we
started Spy, but never edited anything; my co–founding
editor, Graydon Carter, had published a small literary
magazine in Canada.

The process of creating Spy wasn’t particularly sys-
tematic, and while lots of ideas were rejected, its basic
nature and form were pretty clear and unchanging
from early on. The drafts of an editorial prospectus we
wrote in January 1985 are what the magazine turned
out to be when it launched in October 1986. Particular
certain ideas we or our colleagues had as we went
along, and which we developed—the “Separated at
Birth” feature, for instance, and our column covering
the New York Times—ultimately had a dispropor-
tionate impact in defining the magazine for people,
and the magazine evolved in various ways (as a result
of being able to afford more ambitious journalism and
art direction and of trying to keep ourselves interested
and our readers surprised).

As you say, Spy took on some big issues with its brand
of reporting, but it also took on some very small issues.
For one of the articles I remember, the magazine once
sent tiny bogus refund checks to various New York
celebrities, reporting on just how small an amount they
would regard as worth depositing. It also skewered
people like Ved Mehta. No doubt he deserved it, but
then so did a lot of others. I would guess that articles
like these were critical to the magazine’s relationship
with its readers.

Our mission and motto from the start was “Smart
Fun Funny Fearless,” and that pretty much defined
what we were trying to do. We wanted to do smart, fun,
funny, fearless things that we (and people like us)
would be entertained by, and that nobody else had done
or was doing. Often those things required us to be res-
olutely non-“serious” and unfair and unbalanced.
Although on a case-by-case basis we also constantly
drew lines about what we wouldn’t do, whom we
wouldn’t rag on, what we wouldn’t say, and so on.

Do you think independence is necessary to creating a
great magazine? 

Independence allowed us to put out exactly the
magazine we wanted to—which is an enabler of great-
ness, I think.
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Spy’s design was also quite groundbreaking for its
time. I remember multiple parallel tracks of text in the
front section and articles that flowed in unexpected
ways. There were also, of course, the now-ubiquitous
disembodied heads and info-graphics such as integra-
tion of art and text for elaborate visual storytelling. Did
the design emerge directly from editorial goals, or did
you go about trying to create something unexpected
graphically? How important was it to have designers
who bought into the Spy vision (if in fact, they did)?

It was crucial that our designers bought into the
Spy vision so that they then could help us invent what
that meant in art-direction terms. The design emerged
from an interest in type and playing with various graphic
conventions, lack of money, and the particular whimsies
and tastes of our designers and Graydon and me.

Spy was hugely labor-intensive in all ways, including
as a designed artifact. And we, the editors, worked con-
stantly and closely with our art directors to create it.
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While it’s been long enough that I no longer
remember the day-to-day of putting out Spy, I’ve been
fortunate at Spy and afterward to work with smart
designers who care about words and ideas and who
read—who care about that stuff as much as I do, about
the way things look. With Spy especially we were
always trying to see what we could make ink on paper
do that other magazines weren’t doing—to push the

edge of the design and physical-production envelope,
as the cliché goes. And with designers I always try,
with rare and very particular exceptions, not to pre-
scribe any particular solution, but rather to be as sug-
gestive as I can about the kind of result I want and
then hopefully await their realization of my inchoate
visions in a form much better than I, a nondesigner,
could ever hope to achieve.
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When do you think Spy peaked?

Depends what you mean by that. With something
so fundamentally novel and odd, there’s inevitably an
early “peak” when it can no longer be novel or odd,
because it’s been around for a while and has influ-
ence—and by that measure, I suppose it was about
three years in, late 1989. Which corresponded to when

we became profitable—just before the 1990 recession
began and we reverted to unprofitability. But circula-
tion continued to increase 1990 to 1992, and during
that period we kept doing remarkable, new, singular
things editorially.

I think we did quite good work even after
Graydon’s departure. Spy’s uniqueness was combining
tough-minded, truth-telling journalism with a comic,
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mischievous sensibility. We continued doing mainly
that hybrid for the eighteen months after he left—such
as the “1000 Reasons Not to Vote for George Bush”
package and accompanying investigation of Bush Sr.’s
possible sexual dalliances—but also did some spectac-
ular pure journalism—such as the investigation of a
Palm Beach society murder that directly resulted in the
murderer’s indictment and conviction—and pure
comedy—such as a New York Times parody that we
managed to distribute on the floor of the Democratic
National Convention in August 1992.

What did you think of Spy after you left?

I guess my basic take/conclusion is that Spy, or any
magazine like it, is very, very difficult to do well, and
requires all kinds of luck. And I do think a brilliant,
wise, committed, deep-pocketed owner (like, say, the
New Yorker had) could have kept Spy good longer. . . . I
didn’t much read it after I left.

The total independence we enjoyed for the first
four-and-a-half years enabled us to invent the thing—

it’s during that invention period that such a non-
second-guessed, editorially fearless approach was
invaluable. There are obvious benefits the right rich,
wise owner could’ve brought: an ability to withstand
inevitable financial cycles (e.g., the advertising reces-
sion of 1990–1991) and a more solid, professional mar-
keting/circulation foundation to grow the business.

A publication’s history and internal culture often shape
the form of the publication as much as who is currently
working there. How would you compare Spy’s culture
to that at other magazines you have edited? Was there
anything you were able to do at New York, for example,
that you couldn’t have done at Spy?

A general-interest weekly like New York is so dif-
ferent from a very specifically sensibility-driven
monthly like Spy that it’s an impossible apple-and-
orange comparison. But I would say that I have never
experienced a magazine culture that prized and in-
sisted on labor-intensive excellence to the degree that
Spy’s did.
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Is there anything important to know about Spy that
you think its critics and fans have missed?

Capturing a generational wave, its singular nature
while it lasted, and its ahead-of-the-curve influence
(not just in its satirical/skeptical sensibility and
graphics but in its intense editorial energy) are the basic
things. And that we constantly drew lines for ourselves
in terms of fairness and taste. Plus the fact that, maybe
counterintuitively, such an enterprise was conducted
with such a spirit of collective goodwill and mutual
support internally. Also, my own personal belief that we
are closer to the end of the Magazine Era
(1850–2050?) than the beginning, and that Spy is an
important (mannerist?) example of the Late Period—
and as a corollary to that, that the absence of the
Internet was a prerequisite for doing what we did as
well and with as much impact as we managed.

By alluding to the demise of magazines, do you mean
that what we think of as magazines will be delivered
through electronic means, and the paper products will
disappear, or do you mean that magazines will be
eclipsed by different approaches to delivering informa-

tion? To me it seems that as the Web has evolved it has
certainly become more useful, but it has not gotten
better at the sort of storytelling and text-and-image
integration that magazines do well. Indeed, many of
the newest multimedia capabilities take the Web fur-
ther away from magazine-style journalism. 

I mean that Internet delivery of a lot of informa-
tion and images has and will continue to moot a lot of
ink-and-paper magazines. And that long-form maga-
zine journalistic storytelling of three thousand to ten
thousand words doesn’t seem well-suited to online
reading. And maybe most of all I mean that the highly
circumscribed nature of traditional magazines—a
walled garden of one or two hundred pages, all carefully
architected and arranged—is essential to their beings,
and that “magazines” online, both because they don’t
exist on paper and (maybe even more) because they are
linked (for better and worse) to a vast sea of other mag-
azines and newspapers and blogs and whatevers, are
fundamentally very different organisms.

This interview was conducted via e-mail.
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John Plunkett designed Wired magazine with his wife,
Barbara Kuhr, for the first six years of its existence. While
magazines that reported on advances in technology and
software were common when Wired was founded in 1992,
it was the only publication that looked at technology as a
cultural force. Wired held that berth until the magazine
was purchased by Condé Nast in 1998.

Can you tell me a bit about the very early days, and
your first association with [Wired founder] Louis
Rossetto?

Well, it goes back to before there was a Wired.
Louis Rossetto [who started the magazine with his
wife, Jane Metcalf ] and I met in Paris in around 1984.
Louis was the editor of an investment newsletter that I
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designed, so we became pals. I don’t think I had a pro-
fessional interest in magazines then, but we were both
magazine junkies and we brought magazines back from
the newsstand for each other to critique. We were also
complaining that there wasn’t a great magazine like
Esquire, Rolling Stone, or some of the others that
merged visual and verbal ideas so seamlessly. Wired was
very much Louis’s idea. And the creation of it was very
much what went on between him and myself.

Even back in the Paris days, Louis would say we
should start a magazine, but it was nothing I ever took
seriously. He went on to Amsterdam and started
editing a trade magazine [Electric Word] about language
technology—this was ’86, ’87, and it was about trying
to create voice-recognition software. It was very eso-
teric, but it introduced Louis to this whole range of
people around the globe who were doing all these inter-
esting things with technology. So he came up with the
idea for Wired, and he called me—at the time my wife,
Barbara [Kuhr], and I were working in New York—and
he told me he came up with an idea for a magazine
about computers. Although I was using a computer, it
didn’t sound exciting to me. He said, “You don’t under-
stand. Computers are going to be the rock and roll of
the nineties,” and I said, “You’re right—I don’t under-
stand.” So it was really Louis’s brainchild, as well as his

persistence in finding somebody on the planet to pro-
vide funding. He played the role of the ringmaster,
bringing in people like [managing editor] Kevin Kelly
[who had been at Whole Earth News]. So you have to
give a lot of credit to Louis for Wired. But Barbara and
I do think we had a lot to do with making it real and
making it successful through our design tools.

Barbara and I did a prototype in 1991 in our studio
in New York—it was very small, maybe twelve pages—
that began to give a sense of the look and feel for what
Wired would become later. Then Louis and Jane took
that prototype and walked around the Earth for almost
two years looking for any magazine publisher who was
willing to finance it—they never [found one]. But it was
either at the second or third TED [Technology,
Entertainment, Design] conference where we tackled
Nicholas [Negroponte, of MIT’s Media Lab], who
understood the idea and was interested. He found seed
money from Charlie Jackson of Silicon Valley, and that
gave us what we needed to launch a trial issue in the fall
of ’92. Wired was really very hand-to-mouth for the next
year or so, trying to keep publishing. It was interesting
because I think from the start people assumed—because
it was on the newsstand and because it was unusual-
looking—that we had some massive budget or some-
thing, but we couldn’t have been more broke if we tried.
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Looking at Wired today, you might guess—though it
would be incorrect—that those early layered pages and
the frenetic colors were an attempt to capture the RGB
colors and motion of the Internet. But that was before
the Internet was really there. What do you think were
some of the factors that influenced Wired’s design?

There were three different design problems with
Wired. The first one is the one readers were familiar
with and the one you’re asking about. When we
launched Wired, there was such a thing, in a way, as the
Internet, but it was invisible to most everybody unless
you were at a college or working for the government,
because Mosaic [the first Web browser] didn’t come
along until 1994 or so. What we were aware of was the
notion of electronic technology—almost in a way
Marshall McLuhan was talking about it in the sixties—
that people would be communicating digitally, but we
had no sense of what that might look or feel like. So
most of the decisions that Barbara and I made were in
trying to envision a future that didn’t exist yet, and
trying to use the old medium of print to represent a
new medium that was on its way. That really led us to
fluorescent inks and to the visually complex layered
design approach that we used on some pages that had
to do with envisioning many messages being delivered
simultaneously and trying to contrast that with the tra-

ditional linear feed of the three-column print formula.
It was trying to say there’s an electronic medium
coming, but in the meantime you have to read about it
in print. So that’s what people could see.

The other two things were not visible, but the
second-most-important thing to us was that we did not
have a $40 million launch budget or anything remotely
like that—I think we produced the first issue with seed
money of about $250,000, which probably got us through
commissioning the editorial and paying for the paper but
did not pay for the printing. Anyway, we had no money
to promote Wired—I didn’t know the Spy guys, but I
would guess they were in a similar boat. Because we had
no money for promotion, we had to gain the attention of
the media world and the advertising world. So part of our
thinking was to draw attention to ourselves. If you think
of a magazine as packaging [our unusual design was a way
to] draw attention to [our]self on the newsstand.

The third issue about design: Louis had this idea
that the magazine should be a higher-quality product
than other magazines, and Louis was adamant about
selling it for $5 rather than the $2 or $3 that I think
magazines were then. So another question became:
How do you make a higher-quality magazine that is
more like a book than a magazine, and how do you do
it when you have no money? 
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We were also very interested in to what degree we
could use electronic prepress. High-quality printing
and digital work flow was where my experience in cor-
porate design came in handy. Because of my work with
Pentagram, I had done a lot of early work with elec-
tronic prepress and a lot of six-color printing for annual
reports and so on, and I happened to be good friends
with a fellow named Bill Sherman, who ran Danbury
Printing and Litho outside of New York City, in
Danbury, Connecticut. In the late eighties, they had
bought a six-color Heidelberg half-web press, but by
1992, when we were talking to them, there was a real
dip in the economy in New York, and Danbury had
nothing to print on that press. So Bill and I—we made
a handshake deal with him that they would do the
printing and prepress for Wired for their overhead or a
bit more, maybe, and it would give them something to
print on their fancy new Heidelberg. Now, the other
neat thing about Danbury is that they were one of the
first printers—maybe the first—to use a Sytex elec-
tronic prepress system. They were ideally suited for us
technically, and just by luck in timing we could afford
to print with them. All of that was invisible to most
readers, but I don’t think Wired would have been Wired
without that particular combination. And I think it had
a lot to do with gaining the attention of the media and
advertising worlds. You would look at the magazine
and assume we had deep pockets to do what we
wanted, when in fact it was the opposite.

Looking at Wired’s design legacy today, I think one of
its lasting influences—it was first, or among the first
magazines, to go short and tight with their front sec-
tion. Most people were writing five-hundred-word
pieces in their news sections, but Wired was doing that
collagelike section up front with one-hundred-word or
fifty-word pieces and various nonlinear approaches to
storytelling. Now all of those are pretty standard. Can
you tell me how that section came about? 

Wired was not the first to write short. As I said,
Louis and I were both magazine junkies, and Louis had
a big hand in the structure of the magazine from begin-
ning to end. Louis was an editor who had a very big
knowledge of, and interest in, design, and I was a
designer who was interested in writing and content, so
we really went back and forth as to which hat either one
of us was wearing. But as for those sections in the front
of the book, certain business magazines were using that
format at the time. Off the top of my head, I would say
Fortune and BusinessWeek were using that format,
which also has a lot to do with creating ad pockets in
the front. Vanity Fair was another magazine that was of
interest to us, and I should say part of the interest in

doing that up front is we very much wanted to have an
unbroken feature well. I don’t think that’s any longer
the case with Wired, but we wanted our feature well to
have a beginning and an end and a rhythm to it—both
visually and in terms of content. We really pushed that
idea, even though our ad salespeople were aghast at it.

The collage section—“Electronic Word” [after
Rossetto’s earlier magazine]—I think what we were
trying there was [to] report on what’s happening now.
It was our late-closing section, even though it was visu-
ally complex. There was a gossipy column that ran
through it—horizontally kind of under and over other
short articles—and one thing in our mind regarding
that was the early Spy. They had a feature called “The
Fine Print”—it was six- or seven-point type, you really
had to want to read it, but if you did, it gave you the
feeling of being in on a secret. Our version was written
by [managing editor] John Battelle [who later founded
Industry Standard], and it was probably the last thing
that would close for the magazine, and we would just
plaster it horizontally across that whole section.

It’s funny, there was a period of time when people
would complain that Wired was hard to read, blah, blah,
blah, and that always struck me as kind of funny,
because in any issue of Wired there were maybe half a
dozen pages that were really complex like “EW,” and
the rest of it was a fairly traditional typographic presen-
tation. But those [unusual] pages would really stick in
people’s minds. I think probably those intro quotes that
we did in the front of the magazine [during the first
years Wired ran a lavishly illustrated pull quote over
several pages before the table of contents] combined
with “Electric Word,” for good or bad, gave Wired the
rap of being “that hard-to-read magazine.”

Well, even in the feature well, it had a lot of type on
brightly colored backgrounds, which you usually don’t
see in more conservative publications.

That’s true, and I have to admit that sometimes we
tried a color that appeared great on screen and then we
discovered how wrong we were when we were on press,
so we created a few travesties that were pretty embar-
rassing. But we tried to learn from our mistakes. . . .
[W]e did an article once, a wonderful piece of fiction,
a long story that we printed in black type on blue, and
you literally couldn’t—or at least didn’t want to—read
it, and that was just terrible. People were screaming at
Louis about that, and he would say, “If we don’t fail
once a month, we’re not doing our job.”

Yes, it’s great when you’re working for an editor with
that attitude, who recognizes that if you try new things
some of them are going to be goose eggs. 
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When Wired was beginning and no one knew if it
was going to be a success or not, in a way there was a
lot less pressure on us. It was much more about having
fun and experimenting. But as it became more suc-
cessful, and there were more people in the building, I
think people became worried about it. I think we
started out with a great attitude—almost a naiveté and
a sense of humor about it—and over time we became
more worried and serious. It’s interesting. As I look
back at the content, the first year I see a lot of humor
in the magazine, and after that it’s hard to find a joke
in there.

That reminds me: As I was looking through my old
Wireds, I came across the black-and-white issue, which
looked almost like a photocopy of a typical Wired. It
was really surprising and unexpected for a newsstand
magazine to try something like that, but once you got
over the shock, it was also really in keeping with the
Wired aesthetic.

That was for our first anniversary. We had it in our
mind that we wanted to do something special every
year for our anniversary. We kept kicking the question:
What could we do to surprise people? I think we did
that each month given the context of the last three,

four, five issues, and once a year we tried to push that
even further. The first time we tried that, I’d be hard-
pressed to say whether it was Louis or I who came up
with the black-and-white issue—we may have come up
with it simultaneously—but once we came up with it, I
immediately thought, in terms of the cover, of the
Beatles and the White Album, and I said we should do
a blank cover. Everybody was sort of freaked out by
that, with the exception of Louis. Often he and I were
the only ones in the room who thought half of what
Wired did was a good idea. But we did it and at least at
that time it ended up being our biggest-selling issue. It
really caught people’s attention.

What do you think of Wired these days, if you’re still
reading it? 

Oh lord, I think editorially it just went to hell for a
few years there after Condé Nast bought it. The editor
that came in after Louis—I don’t know that she ever
had a vision for what Wired could be, I know she had a
vision for what it had been, and that it shouldn’t be that
any more. So I would say she was more interested in
dismantling both the content and the visual language
that Louis and I had built. I wasn’t too thrilled with
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that period of Wired, I kind of gave up on it. I think
Chris Anderson, the current editor, has been great for
taking Wired back to its roots editorially.

I wish the design of Wired, and especially the pho-
tographs, were a lot more interesting. I think it’s
become a good magazine from a contents standpoint,
but visually it’s often less interesting than Newsweek.
It’s become a very conservative visual product.

After Condé Nast came in, it seemed as if Wired quickly
turned into a business magazine. I don’t know if that
was the allure of the Internet boom or whether it was
the result of a new editorial strategy. 

I wasn’t there, but I’m sure they were chasing all
those business dollars that were flowing—we sold it in
’98, so they had two years before the Internet started to
go to hell, so I’m sure that had something to do with it.
My memory of the magazine at that time, our initial
edition of Wired was maybe a bit more than a hundred
pages. Under Condé Nast it became a phone book for
a while—three hundred to four hundred pages, with an
insane number of ads, but then the ad boom disap-
peared when the dot-com crash happened.

It was interesting for me to work at a magazine
after doing corporate publications because at Penta-
gram, we would agonize for hours if not days over a
typographical decision. At Wired, I realized after a
while that the things I spent two weeks doing at a cor-
porate studio, I would do in two hours or maybe two
minutes on a magazine. The other thing with the cor-
porate design world is you’re always working on a fin-
ished product—it would have a start and a finish, and
then you’re done with it. At a magazine, it took me a
while—in fact I think it took a lot of us a while—to
realize that you’re never done with it, and you’re always
late. I would like to think it really improved my ability
to solve a design problem, because you have to solve
them quickly and then move on. Periodicals tend to
loosen up a designer in a good way.

You never did another magazine.

No, not yet anyway. People have talked to me and
I’ve thought about it, but to tell the truth, Wired was so
all-consuming—and maybe I would feel differently if
Wired had just been the magazine, but once the Web
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site came along, we decided we could not ignore the
Internet. So we went from being a magazine that
reported on technology to being a company that tried
to invent technology. . . . [F]or the launch issue, there
were twelve of us. A year later, for the magazine there
were fifty of us, and at the end of the second year we
had maybe one hundred and fifty people, but then the
Web hit and we went from one hundred and fifty
people to three hundred people, and half of them were
involved in trying to invent a publishing medium that
didn’t exist yet. None of us saw it coming, but we actu-
ally ended up with this 24/7 lifestyle that Wired was
writing about—we actually were living it, and not nec-
essarily because we wanted to. For Barbara and me, it
was really eight years where we rarely had a day off and
usually did work sixty to eighty hours a week.

Our home and office is and was in Park City, Utah,
so every three or four days we were getting on an air-
plane to Wired’s San Francisco office or somewhere,
and then there was this awful period of time when we
had foreign editions in the U.K. and Japan, so for a
while I was orbiting the Earth trying to help these for-
eign editions. Even for workaholic designers like my
wife and me, it was the ultimate burnout. Gosh, I don’t
know what it would take to get me to do a magazine.

I think Wired also kind of spoiled me because it was
such a magazine about ideas that I really got hooked on
that aspect of it. To do another magazine—I’d want it
to be something that could have the kind of impact that
Wired did, and maybe that just comes along once in a
while. We all think back to the wonderful covers that
George Lois did for Esquire, and I bet he thinks back
to those, too. It’s not that often that you get an editor
and a designer that see eye to eye and are willing to take
a chance and enjoy it while it lasts.
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SECTION 7

After the Launch

Successful redesigns accomplish any of a number of things: sprucing up tired pages, imple-
menting substantive changes to a publication’s approach, and making a splash with readers
and advertisers. But for a magazine’s staff, a redesign is not a thing you see—it is a tool you
use. It’s there to facilitate the business of magazine making—storytelling in all its various
forms. Between redesigns, editors and art directors come and go, new features are intro-
duced, and old features are eliminated. The format must somehow accommodate all of the
clamoring voices of the institution and the people who work there. 

This section looks at designs in use. Every redesign looks like a winner before the launch, but
nearly all of them require adjustments small and large. Experiments fizzle, readers make valid
complaints (readers nearly always make some complaints . . . ), life goes on. 

A design is not judged a failure because it has to adapt; it is the mark of a good design that it
can adapt. A good design is based on visual ideas interesting enough to accommodate the
vicissitudes of publishing in the real world. 
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EVERY GENERATION PRODUCES A MAGAZINE THAT

defines the age, and a “lifestyle book” called Wallpaper*
(“*The stuff that surrounds you”) has found a snug
berth as the magazine of the late nineties. Wallpaper*
projects an au courant attitude and proffers a distinctive
air, much of which comes through the magazine’s
stylish typography and photography. From the moment
the British magazine (now published by Time Warner)
arrived in the United States in late 1996, the buzz in
publishing circles was that it would capture the demo-
graphic of an ostensibly white, upwardly mobile, twen-
tyish-to-thirtyish, post–Gen X audience whose
primary interests are (according to a cover line) “inte-
riors* entertaining* travel.” And true to this promise,
Wallpaper* has delivered the goods through a plethora

of catalog-style flacktoids (aka advertorials) and easily
scannable features about hip habitats and daring desti-
nations. Likewise, as a touchstone—indeed, as the next
stylistic wave—of contemporary editorial design,
Wallpaper* has earned plaudits from design juries and
proudly announces on every cover the receipt of the
Society of Publication Designers’ Gold Medal for
Overall Design ’97. “The format is lively and original,”
one juror told me. “I’m just so pleased it’s not another
RayGun clone.”

Given the excessive mimicry of David Carson’s
designs, it is refreshing to find a magazine that is a tad
reactionary—where type is used as type, not as an
abstract pattern. While many magazines slavishly
follow the youth culture code of illegibility and dis-
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torted layouts, Wallpaper* has turned away from this
early nineties style, offering instead a kind of late mod-
ernist sensibility with bold, crisp Gothic type framed by
generous white space and skillfully styled tongue-in-
cheek photography. And there’s never more than one
piece of overlapping type in each issue’s headlines. Just
consider the implications of that.

Unlike the designers at various contemporary
monkey-see-monkey-do magazines, Wallpaper*’s art
director, Herbert Winkler, has not apparently down-
loaded a template off the Internet in a vain attempt to
simulate multimedia. In fact, he has assiduously
avoided the “end of print” aesthetics of chaotic design,
instead following magazines’ traditional pacing, with
their highs and lows modulated to keep the reader
moving sequentially through the feature wells.
Maintaining the semblance of an editorial well is an
achievement in itself, as ads increasingly encroach upon
this territory in many magazines.

But for all its virtues, Wallpaper*’s format has limi-
tations. The magazine is divided into several thematic
sections, and although it has editorial wells to accom-
modate them, it also runs many single editorial pages
facing ad pages. Wherever text and images are bal-

anced, these pages are easily distinguishable from the
ads, but usually the editorial pages are so colorfully
visual that, save for an identifying kicker (e.g., “In
House,” “The Space,” or “The Event”), the editorial
and ads blur the line of church and state.

Wallpaper*’s format, although unified by its close-
fit sans-serif typography, is dominated by choppy, inco-
hesive pagination, a seemingly avoidable flaw. The
catalog nature of many single pages—with as many as
six boxes, each containing a picture of merchandise—
has become so accepted in magazines that one easily
forgets that it encourages bad design. In Wallpaper*’s
case, this design includes variously colored, overlapping
one-point-rule boxes with tight-fitting type, resulting
in a cluttered mosaic. Now don’t get me wrong—each
is perfectly readable, but on the whole, the page is little
better in quality than Pennysaver.

Each thematic section also is introduced by a
single-page “billboard” announcing the stories therein.
Although this concept is designed to aid navigation and
prevent an abrupt switch from ad to editorial, the bill-
boards in fact take on the appearance of ads, and in a
magazine so fraught with them, this “solution” does not
have the desired impact.
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Despite its flaws, Wallpaper*’s design is excellent.
But for all its departures from accepted youth codes, it
should be seen less as innovative and more as a syn-
thesis of various magazine ideas from the sixties and
seventies (including ideas from Hearst’s late-sixties
lifestyle book Eye, which combined psychedelia and
modernism in a hybrid form).

Compared to a new upstart “shelter” book called
Nest (“a quarterly magazine of interiors”), Wallpaper* is
fairly conventional. Nest, however, is radical without
being absurd. In fact, Nest, art-directed by founding
editor in chief Joseph Holtzman (with assistance from
“design technician” Tom Beckham and typographer
Michael Zöllner), is a perfectly readable yet remarkably
unconventional portfolio of features. Granted, it lacks
the cachet and circulation of Wallpaper*, but it’s still a
slick, glossy, full-color newsstand magazine that
attracts the same kind of advertising (if as yet not as
much). From a design standpoint, it is much freer and
more imaginative than any similar magazine in its class.

Nest avoids Wallpaper*’s pitfall of editorial blurring
with ads simply by not publishing a front-of-the-book
section. Following a number of pages of uninterrupted
classy ads, issue 2 leads off with a classically designed
black-and-white page of introductory text, printed on
translucent rice paper. The features are on glossy paper,
printed mostly in color, modulated by some black-and-
white imagery. And each feature is so uniquely
designed that it does not reflect an overall standardized
format. While this variety may seem disconcerting, the
spreads fit together perfectly in the editorial flow. Nest
does not permit advertising in its expansive editorial
well, and if it did, these feature spreads might not hold
up as a unified whole. But it takes some risk to design
a section of posed full-color photographs depicting
how female prisoners decorate their cells, with minimal
accompanying text, followed by an odd feature on the
full-page color advertisements of upholstery designer
Hasi Hester, which look as if they came from an old
trade magazine. Not every feature works, but there’s
magic in some of the juxtapositions. And Nest’s unique-
ness is enhanced by its upper page corner, which is
curved like that of a school notebook.

Wallpaper* and Nest are two ends of a fascinating
spectrum of contemporary magazine design. Both
reject the early-nineties obsession with “deconstructed”
typography—for one, by means of a return to tradition
through synthesis of older ideas, and for the other, by
an attempt to have fun by matching interesting content
to unfettered design.
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I BELIEVE MAGAZINE DESIGN CAN EMBODY LIBERAL

principles. I don’t know how design might express
underdog sympathies, cultural tolerance, and the
expansion of individual rights. But I do have the
impression that not a single liberal magazine is giving
it a go. Why are liberal magazines so conservative?

Three reasons. Lack of money. The desire for sta-
bility. And design-phobia.

“No political magazine in America has ever made
money because advertisers don’t want to be in con-
tentious magazines,” says Milton Glaser, who worked
on redesigns of the Nation. “It’s important for these
magazines to look frugal.”

The humble look of liberal magazines—such as
the Progressive, the American Prospect, In These Times,
Dissent, and Washington Monthly, among others—
presumably evokes ascetic intellectualism. Many
political magazines are thin, printed on cheap paper,
and obey a structure familiar to anyone who has
marched through the Marine Corps Gazette: page
after page of two-column layouts of dense, if not
crammed, type and one or two inset photographs,
typically of talking heads. Serious photojournalism is
rarely featured. Controversial photographs are
avoided and illustrations are restrained, if they exist
at all. A Danish newspaper will take the heat for
printing satirical cartoons, but an American political
journal won’t. Layouts are uniformly plodding,
respecting rules more than the reader and loyalty to
repetition more than legibility. The more you survey
the design of these magazines, the more you imagine
even the typesetters grinding their teeth. Writers
may be taking stands on issues but the design has
been told to take a seat. Liberal American editors
must believe that even though stories look like frogs
on the page, when kissed by the reader, they become
princes in the mind. But a reader has to work up the
appetite to kiss a frog.

Money is always a concern, of course, but it
shouldn’t be an excuse. Cheap paper may be a fact of
life, but not even cheap paper deserves coarse design.
A lack of money doesn’t excuse lazy design any more
than it would excuse lazy journalism. “Money doesn’t
always give you results,” argues Mirko Ilic, who has

illustrated covers for the Village Voice and, with
Glaser, wrote the book The Design of Dissent. “A
designer with ideas, passion, and very little money
can do it.” And there is a cost for insisting on posing
in a shabby suit. “Many liberal magazines take trans-
formative aspirations and render them lifeless,” says
Brian Awehali, editor of the low-budget, radical-left
Lip Magazine.

In their defense, liberal magazines might be
resisting change in order to express ideological com-
mitment through design stability. “It’s in the nature of
ideological magazines to suggest constancy,” says
Glaser. “Magazines have specific historical references,
and they serve their readership. The Nation is polemic,
less elegant, with lower production values, and it has a
sense of being noisy and aggressive. My struggles with
redesigning the Nation through the years have always
been with the prospect that anything that changes will
be deeply resisted. Trends change, but they want to tell
you that their ideologies don’t.”

Editors may not want to change their minds every
week on political issues, but surely liberalism will sur-
vive if they at least try to support their arguments with
fluent design, which might include photojournalism,
incisive illustration, and intelligent typography.
Framing liberal ideas within a stagnant structure, how-
ever, sends the wrong message, so that you sympathize
with Ilic when he says, “There are no liberal magazines.
Left-leaning media bend over backwards to please the
center. I was born in Bosnia, and I know you can never
please any extreme group, left or right, until you are 100
percent with them.”

Editors may devalue design because they don’t
trust what they don’t understand. Resistance to the ben-
efits of good design may be due to their narrow under-
standing of design—in essence, a prejudice against the
visual. Design-phobia clearly afflicts even the best edi-
torial minds. The staff may have strong journalistic
skills, but the art of magazine making—clarifying infor-
mation, supporting stories visually—is not particularly
valued. Ilic is blunt: “Change is hard, and in the mean-
time they are all crying out for change of government,
of country, but they are not starting with themselves.
People from inside the magazine are so bogged down
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fighting bureaucratic crap, they have no outside per-
spective. If liberal magazines cannot be revolutionary,
then who?”

Editors of these magazines tend to come from
other liberal organizations, some academic, some lit-
erary, and some journalistic, and with their back-
grounds, they often distrust contemporary visual
media, if not graphic design itself. “We have to be
careful, those of us coming from the design commu-
nity, because we have different values,” warns Glaser.
“But I disagree that these magazines are susceptible to
one illness. Each is reflective of [a] single editor with
an attitude.”

While editorial personalities influence individual
magazines, readers may still notice design trends
among the magazines taken as a whole. Even a brief
examination reveals that editors of liberal political
magazines (possibly all political magazines) regard the
real estate of the blank page as too valuable to surrender
to what they consider “gratuitous” imagery. But what’s
gratuitous about photos of Abu Ghraib or the first Iraq
war’s so-called Highway of Death?

“Life magazine had the most profound political
effect on my life,” says James Petersen, former editor of
“Playboy’s Forum,” an eight-page op-ed insert modeled
on political magazines. “The evolution of man, the
antiwar movement, the burning monk, the girl running
in Vietnam, the police chief executing the Saigon pris-
oner: those photos are what move your conscience.
That’s what’s missing from all these liberal magazines.
I wanted to run, in the pages of Playboy, images from
the Highway of Death during the first Iraq war,
showing what America did to those people, but I was
overruled. No one I know ran those pictures.”

“Editors are nervous about the introduction of
visual ideas. They are afraid that visuals misrepresent
facts,” explains Glaser.

“A picture of Abu Ghraib is worth more than ten
thousand words,” adds Ilic.

Reintroducing photojournalism was part of
Rhonda Rubinstein’s redesign of Mother Jones in 1999.
“Up until then, Mother Jones was couched in nice, polite
design. I wanted to make it more visible and relevant,
appealing to the next generation’s visual literacy.”
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As for today’s generation of upstart magazines,
many of them deny the liberal label. “I take ‘liberal’ as
an insult,” says Awehali. “Lip is not in that category.”
Awehali is in good (and venerable) company, as even
art director Stacey D. Clarkson says, “We at Harper’s
don’t consider ourselves a ‘liberal magazine’ but,
rather, a vehicle for critical thought and fine writing.”
And Jason Kucsma, founding copublisher of [the now
suspended] Clamor, concurs: “I don’t consider Clamor
to be a liberal magazine. I consider it to be a radical
leftist magazine that appeals to a wide range of left-
leaning individuals, from academic liberals to direct-
action activists.”

Today’s activist magazines are less concerned with
the great American liberal experiment than with
expressing an anticorporate critique and satisfying a
civic-minded, not necessarily political, youth culture.
But they take design seriously. “I grew up reading the
Nation, the Progressive, and Z Magazine, and I was dis-
appointed,” says Kucsma. “I was disappointed by their
utter lack of attention to creating something that is
even remotely visually engaging. I wanted to work on
a magazine that was politically radical and aestheti-
cally engaging.”

Timid political art. Stale design. The money excuse.
The market dynamic, in which political speech is toned
down for a presumably thin-skinned public. Artistic
cowardice masquerading as commercial sensibility.
These are the charges, but what is the role of design
and art in political magazines? Is it to perpetuate a tem-
plate? To signify stability?

There are always excuses for the status quo, and
while they might rationalize, they don’t really justify. If
editors took design seriously (and deferred to the
designer’s expertise), then why shouldn’t the magazine’s
design embody liberalism’s principles? That is: change,
progress, growth.

“Design is order, economy, teaching people
beauty, creating individuals,” says Ilic. “Good design is
subversive. And because it’s subversive, good design is
left wing.”

The design of a political magazine could put form
in service of content, and if the content is liberal or pro-
gressive, then the design (over the life of the magazine)
could express in some measure, liberal ideals and prin-
ciples. Most political magazines refuse to allow that
design can be more than Photoshop tricks and weird
fonts. They deny, by virtue of their bland design, that
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good design can contribute to meaning. They deny, by
virtue of their stagnant design, that design can convey
a message of strength and growth. Their resistance to
accepting design as a valuable tool in their progressive
mission suggests that political magazines are in
essence conservative: that is, resistant to progress and
resistant to the idea that form should be taken seri-
ously. If the magazine merely preaches to its choir,
then its mission is not so much a liberal one as a tribal
one. It devolves into an insular community newsletter,
defying the very principles—expansive tolerance and
respect for all individuals in this country—it purports
to espouse. The whole idea of a liberal magazine in
this context becomes frustratingly paradoxical—the
sober, timid, dense, inflexible design turns off readers
who share their ideals—not because these readers are
young, but because they’re tech savvy, design literate,
and ad aware. Even readers of political magazines can
stand in front of a newstand and see the stark differ-
ences for themselves.

Readers deserve to be challenged, not tasked with
“deja view.” Of course, some people only trust the
familiar. Perhaps a conservative resistance to change is
an expression of the American style of governance, the
balance of powers keeping political change behind the
curve of culture. The job of the liberal magazine may be
to mark a symbolic place, to mimic a community
without asking its readers to incur the cost of partici-
pating in one.

But liberal design could yet invigorate a liberal
magazine. Directed evolution, rather than stagnation or
revolution, could shape the magazine’s identity over
time, like a personality or a government, working for
political change while grudgingly admitting to a
change in themselves. Maybe I’ve composed a mission
statement for a magazine that doesn’t yet exist. In the
meantime, liberal political magazines champion con-
servatism by design.
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FOR MORE THAN TWO YEARS I’VE WRITTEN THE

weekly “10 Things To Do This Weekend” column for
the Web site for Crain’s Chicago Business. Each item
starts off with a verb, emphasizing the “do” part of the
thing. I try to mix it up, highlighting all the active
things one can do in Chicago, from canoeing down the
Chicago River to rollerblading along Lake Michigan.
As much as I strive for diversity, there’s one verb that
shows up week after week, regardless of season: “Shop.”

While other countries (France and Italy come to
mind) are known for being shoppers’ paradises, only in
America does shopping qualify as a sport, a verb, a pas-
time that requires loads of how-to advice. Traditional
fashion and shelter magazines are aspirational, often
showing goods that aren’t affordable, or even available,
to the general public. Women’s magazines and others,
like the celeb-obsessed InStyle, offer page after page of
things that real people can buy, wear, and integrate into
their homes.

Such advice cannot be provided by short mentions
in entertainment columns like my “10 Things” text.
Enter the shopping magazine, the how-to guide for
those who are idea-challenged when it comes to where
to find the best handbags, home decor, and chocolate-
dipped honeycomb.

When Lucky magazine arrived on newsstands and
in mailboxes in late 2000, there was much hand-
wringing. Some felt this Condé Nast publication
resembled a catalog more than a magazine—hence the
snide moniker “magalog”—with high production values
and a wealth of options. Not to mention little sticky
notes enclosed so that you could flag all those things
that suddenly became your heart’s desire because you
saw them in the glossy pages. Wasn’t this just a yuppie
version of the boatload of catalogs most women receive
in their mailboxes each year?

No, this little magazine (not so little, in fact, with
1,005 pages of advertising in 2002, a 37 percent
increase over its first year, according to Advertising Age)
didn’t look like traditional journalism: There were no
narrative features, and sidebars and boxes were
designed to look like notes one would write to oneself,
such as a thumbtack holding up fashion favorites of
painter Jenna Gribbon. Photo captions took on an

above-average importance, with more details on the
goods depicted, as well as how much they cost and
where they can be found. Until Lucky, most magazines
relegated such details to a back page, littered with small
type. But like shopping itself, reading a shopper is an
inherently interactive experience. The pages invite
readers to explore the nooks and crannies of one choc-
a-bloc layout after another or to rip color chips off the
pages to accompany them on a buying expedition.

Lucky unleashed a slew of competitors, as well as
additional creative gift guides and shopping sections in
more traditional magazines, including Newsweek.
Other Lucky spawn included the now-defunct short-
lived Cargo, Condé Nast’s answer to a Lucky for men,
and Hearst’s Shop, Etc.

As a journalist with a master’s degree specifically in
magazines, I was conflicted. Nowhere in the pages of
Lucky were the eight-thousand-word opinion pieces we
were taught to write but had few places to sell. And I’m
not much of a consumer for consumption’s sake. (My
Visa credit card is wrapped with a list of eight questions
from the folks behind Buy Nothing Day.) But as I
started to look deeper, I saw that these magazines met
many of the criteria of a “good” magazine. They had a
cohesive voice that was easily discernible from that of
their competitors. They answered questions their
readers have that are not answered elsewhere, such as
how to set up a guest room if you’re really hesitant to
have folks share your living quarters. And, really, how
were their pages of editorial designed to complement
said advertising different from those in the women’s
magazines? As many as 80 percent of brides say they
choose their wedding gown based on a picture in a
magazine. It’s hard even for a professional to discern
when those pictures are advertising and when they’re
editorial. Sure, the focus was on shorter blocks of copy,
but was that a significant difference from Real Simple,
InStyle, or even Maxim? Women’s magazines like
Glamour mastered the “one dress, four ways to wear it”
story long before Lucky.

Despite the on-paper legitimacy, I still felt guilty
about one of my favorite new magazines, Domino, the
shopping magazine for those who crave wallpaper more
than wallets and chandeliers more than shoes. I loved
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stepping into cluttered, comfortable homes—often
tiny New York apartments—in the pages of Domino
and seeing stuff that I covet. I purchased a wedding
gift for a friend thanks to the cover of a summer issue
(a limited edition silkscreen poster that reads, “For
Like Ever”). I felt simultaneously flattered and hope-
lessly pedestrian when the color scheme of my office
showed up in Domino’s palette.

Despite the fact that I write for (and read) more
“serious” arts magazines such as Arts & Antiques, I
cited Domino’s article on collecting art multiples as
some of the best consumer art writing I had seen all
year. Still, I felt like I should hide my issues of Domino
like the journalism porn they are before I had peers
over for drinks.
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My hidden stash of Dominos (along with ReadyMade
and my Rejuvenation catalogs) started taunting me
when I was asked to edit 2006 Chicago Shops, Chicago
magazine’s annual shopping magazine. Could I helm a
publication in a genre about which I had been known
to be embarrassed? I had written for the magazine in
the past, but didn’t think about how the pieces I wrote
fit into the larger whole. As the editor, I realized that
while what Shops was doing may look like a listing of
goods that competed only with a classified section,
what we were doing was creating the ultimate service
magazine. We helped people know where to go to find
what they need and whether or not they’ll be able to
park and pay with a credit card when they get there.

Readers wanted to know that there were quirky
shoe boutiques and tea houses on the South Side. I
took pride in hiring writers to search out what was
unique about those neighborhoods, so that locals could
have options other than those touted in the tourist and
travel magazines. While those who shop as sport may
already know every place in town that carries Skip Hop
diaper bags, those who are childless and need the “it”

baby gift of the month don’t. And they don’t want to
spend hours searching like a recreational shopper. A
quick flip through a shopping magazine tells them
where to go. Why does that seem less legitimate than
the travel magazine that recommends a spa in
Barcelona or a women’s magazine that offers five tips
for reducing the risk of gum disease?

These magazines are different than the “we think
these shoes are pretty, buy them” attitude, which is what
everyone—including myself—assumed a shopping
magazine would be. Instead, they offer an egalitarian
approach to shopping. A recent issue of Lucky featured
a $1,595 Michael Kors dress just a few pages away from
a $25 number from Forever 21. Few traditional fashion
mags offer such diversity.

In addition, the shopping magazines are designed
to be easily cross-referenced, with easy-to-find things
(with or without the sticky tabs). They have an empow-
ering “you can do this” vibe, whether it refers to over-
hauling a wardrobe or repainting a bedroom. Because
they have so many pages to fill and are trying to high-
light looks not on the pages of other mags, the shop-
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pers give young fashion designers a chance—other than
scoring a slot on Project Runway—to show their stuff to
a national audience.

Even as the shoppers have evolved—after two
years on the stands, Lucky began showing celebs on its
covers instead of everyday consumers—they remain
devoted to the shopping credo of retailer Marshall
Field: “Give the Lady What She Wants.”

With attention spans getting ever shorter and sav-
ings rates continuing to decline, what the lady wants is

a magazine like Lucky. The format may change—shop-
ping podcasts and content delivered to your cell phone
based on your proximity to a store is just around the
corner. But advice about shopping, whether it is Field
and Stream offering tips on the best hunting and fishing
equipment or Lucky helping you find an outfit to wear
should you want to get lucky, is here to stay.

After all, Americans shop, therefore, we are.
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I SPENT SEPTEMBER LITERALLY LIVING IN AIRPORTS.
I was on assignment in “Airworld”—the limbo on the
far side of the metal detectors—and during what was
essentially a three-week layover, I toe-touched a dozen
cities from Los Angeles to Singapore (the long way
around), flew twenty-six thousand miles, and once
spent eighteen consecutive hours in the air. But it
wasn’t until a few weeks ago, after I had missed my
American Airlines flight to San Francisco and had to
fly standby in a middle seat, with no live satellite tele-
vision, no movies, and definitely no Wi-Fi to keep me
occupied, that I bothered to crack the spine on an in-
flight magazine.

It wasn’t that I had failed to notice them during my
three weeks in the air. On the contrary, I had dutifully
swiped copies from every airline and schlepped them
around the world—United’s Hemispheres, Delta Sky,
American Way, Southwest’s Spirit, Frontier’s Wild Blue
Yonder, British Airways’ High Life, and even Singapore
Airlines’ Silver Kris.

Your standard-issue in-flight magazine is an exer-
cise in licensing. Editing, production, and ad sales are
farmed out by the airlines to one of a handful of custom
publishers who edit, produce, and sell ads for the mag-
azines in exchange for the lion’s share of the revenues.
In exchange, the airlines receive a royalty fee and a cut
of the profits. It’s a mutually beneficial relationship that
flies in the face of the airline industry’s otherwise bleak
financial picture. Pace Communications, for example, is
solidly profitable even though two of its largest
clients—United and Delta—are in Chapter 11, while a
third (U.S. Airways) only recently emerged. American
Airlines, meanwhile, is one of the few that produces its
own magazines in-house. Its four-title stable, which
includes American Way, Spirit, and separate first-class
and Spanish-language titles, has been more steadily
profitable since 9/11 than the airline itself.

In an effort to get the word out that his own mag-
azines were flying high, even if United and Delta
weren’t, Pace’s chief marketing and sales officer Craig
Waller tracked me down. “We have the very unique
distinction of being the publisher for three bankrupt
airlines,” he joked at the time. “We’re a very underap-
preciated sector of the media. When you’re in Europe,

you’ll see that the magazines there are much more
upscale. There’s the same commitment to editorial
excellence here, but if you talk to anyone who doesn’t
travel, or a twenty-four-year-old media planner, there’s
nothing to read. We had a meeting with someone at
[the advertising agency] Mindshare not long ago, and
she was surprised to learn we weren’t just recycling edi-
torial from other magazines. The reality is, we make a
huge effort.” As proof, he offered the example of Delta
Sky, which relaunched this fall with a fresh look by
Robert Priest (the David Childs of magazine design)
and a splashy party at MoMA that would have made
any Condé Nast publisher proud.

Speaking of Condé, the median household income
of Pace’s readership is $106,731 according to MRI, a
touch higher than Condé Nast Traveler’s $101,102, the
highest of any mainstream magazine. Add that stat to
Pace’s combined readership of seven million per month
(a figure calculated with the help of the dark art of pass
around) and it’s no wonder that ad pages in
Hemispheres, Attaché’, and Sky were up 30.8 percent, 24
percent, and 12.2 percent, respectively, through
October 2005. American Way’s ad pages have risen 17.7
percent and Southwest’s Spirit’s 26.8 percent. And
these gains are on top of double-digit percentage
increases last year.

And yet, despite that resolutely rosy outlook—the
planes are full, the passengers are rich, and we’re every-
where—my gut feeling is the opposite after my time in
“Airworld.” Perusing these magazines at home only
confirmed it: They’re on the brink of a long fall back
into irrelevance and possible extinction if they don’t
stop coasting and overhaul themselves right now.

Easy to Ignore
How did I manage to avoid them altogether for three
weeks? It wasn’t hard when I had twenty-four channels
of live satellite TV in my seatback on both JetBlue and
Song, plus even more elaborate diversions when flying
abroad—an actual bar in Virgin’s Upper Class, or the
Mandarin Chinese language instruction available
through Singapore Airlines’ entertainment system. I
never accepted Frontier’s invitation to sample its own
in-flight TV, nor did I have the opportunity to Web
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surf with Lufthansa’s and SAS’s on-board Wi-Fi. And
when the FAA inevitably relaxes rules on cell phone use
during flight, it may become impossible to even con-
centrate on a magazine.

The fracturing of media consciousness that took
decades down on the ground will happen in the air
within another five to ten years. That should be enough
time for advertisers seeking the road-warrior demo-
graphic to investigate the airlines’ and airports’ own
efforts to steal a slice of the advertising pie. Those
include everything from tray-table ads on U.S. Airways
flights (courtesy of Sky Media) to competing magazines
like Washington Flyer, a city title sponsored by the air-
port authority of Washington, D.C. for travelers passing
through the city’s Ronald Reagan and Dulles airports.

Collectively they suffer from the same genetic defi-
ciency that killed a generation of giant-circulation, gen-
eral-interest titles like Life and that afflicts Reader’s
Digest and TV Guide today, which is to say that they are
sans edge in an era that prizes knowingness and snark-
iness above all.

A quick tour of the latest issues produces the fol-
lowing: American Way’s cover subject, B-lister actress
Mariska Hargitay, walks the interviewer through her
very favorite places in Manhattan as part of the maga-
zine’s usual conceit (although with different cities each
time). What did she choose? You know . . . Nobu.
Babbo. The SoHo Grand. Barneys. The usual.

Over at Hemispheres, there’s a pair of features
ripped straight from the headlines of Food & Wine—a
lament against Robert Parker, the emperor of wine, and
an anointing of America’s best new chefs. At Attaché,
there’s an excursion to the Yucatan, a golf column, and
a shorter piece on great pizza. And in Delta Sky—
which now looks gorgeous—there are stories on
Atlanta’s up-and-coming neighborhoods, writing chil-
dren’s books, grizzly bears, margarita recipes . . . and
about a million other disconnected pieces strung
together in the name of general interest.

The problem with these stories and their presence
in the mix isn’t that they are bad, but that they are safe.
They’re the same stories on sale at the airport’s news-
stand, and in most cases, they suffer by comparison. I
blame the clients—the airlines—for this, because if
there’s one thing they’re obsessed with, it’s safety. But
it’s up to the publishers to give their readers—the pas-
sengers—a better reason to read their magazine than
simply being there.

Experiment, Experiment, Experiment
You may compete with satellite TV, but you’re not
being sold on newsstands and you don’t need celebrities
on the cover. My favorite in-flight magazine is Carlos,

created for Virgin Atlantic’s Upper Class passengers by
the British custom publisher John Brown Citrus
Publishing. Carlos is more of a quarterly curio than a
typical magazine with an FOB (front of the book), fea-
ture well, and back of the book.

It’s pamphlet sized, printed between cardboard
covers, and illustrated entirely with pencil drawings,
and the subject matter matters only to the media-savvy
“jetrosexuals” that populate Upper Class (at least in
Virgin’s imagination.) One of the copies I begged
Virgin for two years ago had an illustrated Kate Moss
on the cover and contained an extended meditation on
the personal style that launched a thousand knockoffs
at Topshop and H&M. Other features in that issue
included a piece on digital music piracy and a vintage
Tom Wolfe profile of Phil Spector from the sixties.
Carlos neither looks nor reads like any magazine you’d
find in a seatback or on a newsstand, which is how it
manages to distract its media-savvy audience from the
on-board bar just long enough to peek at the full-color
inserts for Marc Jacobs, Paul Smith, and Mulberry.

The general rules of magazine making don’t neces-
sarily apply at forty thousand feet. If we’re starting from
the assumption that these educated, affluent readers are
trapped in aluminum tubes with hours at their disposal,
why not make in-flight magazines the final preserve for
long-form journalism, publishing the same sort of
megafeatures as the New York Times Magazine’s recent
retelling of last December’s tsunami?

Considering the lower cost structures and surging
profits, there should be plenty of cash on hand to lure
A-list writers into the magazines, thus raising their pro-
files (by republishing these stories on their Web sites)
and inspiring every other freelancer out there to bring
their A-games when fulfilling assignments. If there’s
one thing that’s hurt the reputation of in-flight maga-
zines, it’s the perception that no one is reading them, or
at least no one the writers know. (I had the same feeling
when—full disclosure—I wrote a piece for another one
of John Brown’s magazines earlier this year.)

Or why not try the reverse—a magazine filled with
nothing but news readers can use, with the centerpieces
being stories in which everything—airfare, hotel, skiing
lessons, and so forth—is bookable at a click on the
magazine’s Web site. It’s published by an airline, after
all. Where’s the integration? Where’s the added value?
Give me something more than what I can find on the
newsstand . . . or on TV.

Remember the Ladies 
Women read these magazines, too. The advertising
should reflect that. The road warrior cliché—the
middle-aged guy’s guy predisposed toward Dockers,
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Samsonite, whiskey, and a fine cigar—is true . . . up to
a point. The audience research firm Arbitron released
a study last year confirming that the seventeen million
or so frequent flyers in America are three times more
likely to make $100,000 a year than the general pop-
ulation, that they skew about 60-40 male, and that
they comprise 60 percent of all advertising impres-
sions in “Airworld.”

So it should be no surprise that ad sales staffs have
locked in on this demographic, to the annoyance of the
seven million women plying their trades in the sky. I
met up with one such road warrior, Jennifer Moody, at
O’Hare. When she isn’t jetting all over the country as
cofounder of her own consulting business, she’s the
moderator of the “Women Travelers” forum on the
online frequent-flyer community FlyerTalk. Over
drinks at the Red Carpet Club, Moody expressed her
irritation at the publishers’ obsession.

She once discovered a job posting on American
Airlines’ site for an editor at American Way. The posting
described the magazine’s readers as “upper-middle-
class affluent males in their forties,” she said.
“Apparently they’ve made some determination that
these are their readers. Not that I even flip through it.
It gets boring looking at ads for matchmaking services,
cigars, and condos in Miami.”

She forgot to mention the steakhouse chains, mail-
order dress shirts, and gadgets of every persuasion. But
she’s right to be annoyed, and—are you listening, pub-
lishers?—she owns her own business. Isn’t she someone
worth pursuing? The ads say just as much about your
magazine as the editorial does.

To his credit, Pace’s Craig Waller already seems to
get all of this. He pitched JetBlue on a magazine and
was shown the writing on the wall when the airline
turned him down. He knows Carlos well, having pub-
lished magazines for BA, Virgin Express, and another
low-fare carrier during his publishing career in the
U.K. And he’s doing his best to win more upscale
advertisers for his titles.

“Why is it,” he asks rhetorically, “if we have the
readers with the highest incomes out there, that we
have a bunch of direct-response ads in the magazine?
We’re only just embarking on a concerted campaign to
fix that now.” He added, “I think we need to be inno-
vative, and I don’t think this generation is print
adverse. In-flight Wi-Fi is going to be held back by
the costs, and print, for the time being, is the delivery
vehicle of choice.”

But for how much longer? You’ll know the answer
yourself the next time you fly.
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SECTION 8

Structure and Subject

A lot of what’s involved in redesigning a magazine is strategic—finding a visual voice to
match the editorial voice. But, in another sense, a magazine is very much a physical object,
made of specific sections—pieces and parts that must function together as surely as gears in
a machine. Each of the pieces has to do its job, and the whole has to work together. 

Every design, every budget, every editorial approach, every topic imposes limitations and pos-
sibilities on the form the magazine’s pages will ultimately take. When those boundaries are
not respected, problems arise. Perhaps the designer imagined an art-intensive format for a
low-budget magazine and the pages end up looking sparse. Perhaps editorial staffers are
unable to keep themselves to intended word lengths and text is spilling out of its space.
Perhaps the organization of pages suffers because there are no rules for the placement of
advertising, or perhaps there simply aren’t enough ads. The shelves are full of publications
that unwittingly exhibit a disconnect between the magazine as it was imagined and the mag-
azine as it exists on a month-to-month basis.

The mechanics of editorial design, what to do when you lift the hood and start fiddling with
the engine, is perhaps the most time-consuming part of magazine redesign—time spent
away from colleagues at the sketch pad or computer. Its importance should not be forgotten,
as the brand and voice of the publication is manifest in the physical and visual decisions the
designer makes.
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FOR MANY READERS, THE HEART OF A MAGAZINE

is not in the middle—the well, filled with long fea-
tures—it’s at the edges. Busy readers are drawn to the
FOB (front of the book), which typically contains
shorter items such as columns, reviews, letters pages, and
one or more sections of brief items, as well as more util-
itarian material—the table of contents and masthead.

The most important part of the FOB is unques-
tionably the “briefs”—essentially a little newspaper
within a magazine. Briefs pages often have a newspa-
pery layout, with multiple unrelated items on each
page, but to different effect. Unlike broadsheet news-
paper pages, which can hold several in-depth articles
(or, in the case of a section front, the beginnings of
multiple stories that jump to later pages), magazine
briefs pages carry text in demitasse portions. These
pages are most suited toward light, breezy, or even
humorous articles. They are loved because they are
grazable, offering a lot of information (or yuks) in
quick-reading spoonfuls, and because, despite the
diminutive size of the text and pictures, they are
highly visual.

Most magazines have a second section of short
items in the back of the book (BOB), following the fea-
ture well, although others have eliminated the BOB
(traditionally more briefs, columns, and reviews),
choosing instead to front-load shorter items.

The explosion in briefs sections has occurred over
the past fifteen years. The so-called lad magazines that
have come to prominence in that time—Maxim, FHM,
and so forth—are, in fact, little more than a long,
snarky briefs section with a few naughty photos added
for good measure. But nearly every magazine has seen
its briefs section grow in size, the number of items per
page increase, the amount of art in the briefs section
increase, and the average word count per item decrease.
These changes have been across the board. Issues-ori-
ented Mother Jones had four pages of briefs in 1982, five
in 1992, and seven in 2006. Wired had eighteen pages
of briefs in 1997 and twenty-nine in 2006.

Briefs sections tend to be more time-consuming to
edit and design than feature stories. Multiple items
require a boatload of ideas, reporting, and fact-
checking to fill. Most briefs sections impose strict word

lengths (articles are rarely jumped), so tight and careful
editing is essential. They can be a frustrating puzzle just
to fit together, but designers are required to look
beyond the mechanical challenges and find ways to
offer graphic variety and visual surprises over what can
be thirty pages or more of itsy items.

Briefs pages also require more rounds of page revi-
sions than features, both because changes to one piece
may affect other elements on the page and because
many of these sections rely on alternative story forms,
or ASFs (see chapter 29)—word tables, maps, time-
lines, stand-alone pull quotes, and charts. ASFs often
depend on surprising juxtapositions and the visualiza-
tion of nonspatial relationships. To pull off, they require
substantial production time—particularly in cases
where data serve as art on the page—and careful
editing for clarity and accuracy.

Before Beginning
Like all magazine design structures, briefs pages
emerge from the editorial goals for the section being
developed. The designer should, at a minimum, be able
to answer the following questions before undertaking a
new design for a briefs section. The tricky part, partic-
ularly at magazines with fewer resources, is making sure
the answers are realistic. A redesign is an aspirational
exercise in addition to a practical one. Briefs are a par-
ticular danger spot—editors are likely to aspire to more
than they can realistically achieve in production.

Is the primary purpose of the briefs section to
entertain or inform?
All magazines aspire to do both, but knowing which is
most important helps determine the visual tone the
section will have and how important words and pic-
tures will each be. Newsy sections like Mother Jones’s
tend to have longer pieces; entertaining sections like
Wired’s are more visual and graphic.

How long will articles be allowed to run? Will the
section have to accommodate jumps?
Jumps are often deadly on news pages—they can lead
to gray zones and are out of sync with the goal of cre-
ating a quick read. However, some publications treat
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their news section as a dumping ground for articles too
short or trivial to run elsewhere. These publications
require a design with lots of flexibility.

Will there be regular branded items? 
Most briefs pages, even if they have relatively long arti-
cles, also accommodate shorter, branded items. Wired
does “Jargon Watch,” which lists and defines new slang;
Time does “Verbatim,” a collection of quotes, and
“Numbers,” a look at the week’s news through statistics.
These regular features can be the designer’s friend; they
help give pages within the news section a distinct per-
sonality. Pages can be built around these “destination
features” if they are so planned from the beginning, but
branded items should not be tacked on as an after-

thought. Ideally, they should always appear on the same
page within briefs.

Does the real text support stated editorial 
objectives?
It’s important to design a prototype news section with
real text and art that is at least a fair representation of
what the finished section will contain. Some publica-
tions hope to achieve an exciting, layered, information-
rich look but do not have the resources to support the
amount of reporting required to achieve it. A frank eval-
uation of what is editorially possible before the section
goes “live” is in everyone’s best interest. This is often a
time when the designer has to show serious backbone—
who knows, they may even be thanked for it later.
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Will the news section have an art budget? 
It’s difficult to build an engaging section month after
month with handouts and stock art—as is proved
monthly by the many magazines that try. Some editors
believe—perhaps rightly—that their budgetary priority
should be the feature well, but because news sections
tend to be what’s looked at first, they often make the
first and most lasting impression. Without at least

some investment in the front of the book, that first
impression will be a bad one. It’s possible to design an
attractive and engaging news section around a few
strong illustrations or photographs. But, as with the
text, the briefs prototype must be designed based on a
realistic assessment of what will be possible on a
monthly basis.
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Will the news section accommodate fractional
(partial-page) ads? 
Small advertisements can be a kiss of death on news
pages. Very short stories are easily overwhelmed by ads
that would seem small and inoffensive in another con-
text. Some magazines keep ads out of their feature well as
a matter of policy. In fact, the last few pages of a feature
story—when the reader is hooked and happily reading
along—are the best place to put smaller ads. Magazines
that lard news pages with fractionals are demonstrating a
disconnect between what is most important to readers
and what is most important to editors.

Raising these questions and concerns before begin-
ning a redesign accomplishes several goals: It gives the
designer a realistic sense of what the priorities for the
section are; it reveals roadblocks to creating a successful
section early in the process; and it encourages editors
and publishers to consider their own views about what
the briefs section should be. The first meeting about the
briefs section should not establish lines that the designer
will not cross, but an informed designer will start with a
better understanding of where the news section likely

can and can’t be taken. As always, designers should not
ask questions if they don’t want to know the answers.
Color schemes, typefaces, and other specific visual
issues are best discussed, if at all, after the first proto-
type(s) and in a context of what will accomplish edito-
rial goals, not what pleases personal tastes. A designer
can lead a magazine to a better approach through dia-
logue and the creation of a compelling prototype.

Building the Briefs
Briefs pages generally follow one of a few standard
structures. There is variety within each, and, in practice,
many magazines mix and match, resulting in some
pages that are more image-driven and others that are
type-dependent.

LAYERED. A risotto requires the adding of more
and more liquid to cooking rice until each grain is
nearly bursting. So it is with the “layered look,” which
adds more and more small elements to a page until it
virtually can’t hold any more. Esquire has stepped back
from this approach, but this example from 2001, which
holds eight separate stories, shows just how compelling
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an overstuffed page can be. The designer hewed closely
to a twelve-column grid, and editorial staff wrote to
tightly proscribed length to achieve the sense of order
and balance.

NEWSY. Newsy sections look and read like news-
paper pages because, editorially, they are trying to accom-
plish news goals. The articles tend to be longer—they
may even jump—and they succeed in putting a lot of text
into a small area. Despite their relative unattractiveness,

newsy pages are time-consuming; it is a challenge to get
fewer, longer stories to interact effectively. And, if there
are jumps, even minor changes in text length in a single
story can affect two or three other stories.

LINEAR. A linear layout, in which one story flows
into the next in a continuous stream of text, represents
probably the most efficient and attractive way to design
a text-heavy section. It allows the production designer
to treat all stories in the chain as a single big story—but
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with a few wrinkles. Headlines cannot break across
columns, so art must be inserted or items reordered to
achieve an attractive flow. Linear layouts also demand a
significant investment in art, or at least the inclusion of
visually compelling freestanding destination items
within the section. Without these additions, linear sec-
tions can (and often do) become visually drab.

COLLAGE. Collage layouts use art and text as equal
partners, with more art per item than newsy or linear

layouts. It is usually best to separate items with white
space rather than architectural elements so that dif-
ferent items stay distinct. While collage pages most
often use a grid, for organization they rely on balancing
the two or three separate items per page and on putting
text and image in proximity to each other.

ART-DRIVEN. An art-driven layout can make for a
very luxurious-feeling briefs section. Such an approach
is characterized by one-item-per-page layouts. In
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art-driven sections, text is largely ancillary, but they can
be a challenge for the designer who must still build
graphic variety into the section through page arrange-
ment. Many magazine staffs incorporate one or more
art-driven pages into their briefs sections because they
add visual impact to a section otherwise dominated by
small items.

ALTERNATIVE STORY FORM. Alternative Story
Forms (ASFs)—in which information is presented in
the form of a graphic, map, chart, or table—have taken
over magazines and newspapers in the past few years,

particularly in briefs sections (a few briefs sections even
rely exclusively on ASFs). ASFs are time-consuming
and hard to do well. (Pie and bar charts can be auto-
mated, but offer little that isn’t conveyed more effi-
ciently in text form—they’re also visually boring.) A
commitment to ASFs can tempt editors to select sto-
ries based on suitability to an alternative format rather
than merit, but at their best, ASFs do quickly what nar-
rative writing does slowly or not all. They can be visual
and intellectual “toys,” inviting the reader to explore
them rather than merely read them.
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IT WASN’T GOING TO BE THIS WAY. WHEN I GRAD-
uated from a BA design program just over a year ago, I
thought I would, like most of my friends who gradu-
ated with me, spend a few years in a junior position at
some design firm or ad agency before moving up to a
fancier title and fatter salary. Those first lean years
would come with some consolations, however. When
you’re a freshman designer, mistakes don’t cost that
much because nobody expects that much from you.

Instead, as design director of Northern Virginia
Magazine, an upstart regional monthly, I have the job
I was hoping, with luck, to get five or ten years from
now. I’m glad to be here, but I’ve had to create my
own Rome, and quickly. At twenty-three (now
twenty-four), I’ve carried the weight of our maga-
zine’s uncertain future on my shoulders for its first
few months, careful not to let my publisher and the
rest of the staff down.

I’ve missed out on a lot of mentoring. This was
never so embarrassingly apparent than when I coor-
dinated my first formal photo shoot. It was with
Miss Virginia 2006, Adriana Sgarlata, who was the
cover model for our “Top Salons” issue. A tony local
salon agreed to do her hair and makeup in exchange
for the publicity—that’s how we roll here: lots of
trades and deals.

Looking at those photos now, I can’t believe how
well they turned out. The trouble with paying the
lowest rates in town and working with volunteers is
that, in the absence of money, both the photographer
and the stylist were concerned with getting what they
wanted out of the shoot, which wasn’t the same thing.
The photographer was clearly trying to plump his
portfolio as he marched poor Miss Virginia to four dif-
ferent locations for photographs that I wouldn’t have
room for. The stylist wanted her work to come off as
perfect, not mussed in a whirlwind trip around the
state. Both thought their discounted involvement enti-
tled them to run the shoot. The needs of the magazine
seemed to have been forgotten. I’ve learned that I have
to be a leader in these situations—spell out exactly
what is expected to all parties and how the day is going
to go. We all look good, or none of us does. Instead, I
heard complaints from the photographer and the

stylist for two weeks afterward. Miss Virginia, at least,
was the perfect lady.

People skills aren’t just for the phone. I’m grateful
to be working with both of my current designers
because we share high expectations and strong commit-
ment. For a while I had a designer—hired to create
advertising and to maintain the restaurant guide—who
didn’t carry his weight. He might have been fine at an
established magazine, but startups require staff willing
to put in more and get back less. It didn’t help that he
was older than me and clearly resented reporting to a
kid. He tried to work around me, going with his work
directly to the publisher, who, after a while, started
sending him back to me. We ended up arguing a lot,
which, along with his short (by our standards) days, was
harming design department morale. I had a few long
heart-to-hearts with him, which was hard for me, as I
found it difficult not taking his attitude personally.
Eventually even the publisher, who tries to keep his
hands out of department issues, was complaining about
his work. Although I can urge, I cannot force my will
on those who demonstrate little commitment. I have
learned that hiring is about the person as much as the
portfolio.

Despite challenges like these, I’m still here. Why:
Talent? Risk-taking? Trust? A mix maybe. I owe my
deepest gratitude to Sang Yang, my publisher, who saw
my potential and “took a gamble” as he puts it. He
knew I lacked experience but trusted that my talent,
still fresh and malleable, could be shaped into some-
thing stronger. I had a little time to build that trust
before the magazine came along. He first hired me as
the solo designer of a free advertorial circular with a
print run of three hundred thousand, which he had
published for five years before launching the magazine.
I had only been around for two months when he
decided to change directions in favor of the glossy we
now publish.

One of the biggest challenges for me has been
finding my place within the hierarchy of the maga-
zine—supervising staff designers and freelancers as well
as becoming a part of the management team. Design
school teaches design, but does little to help students
with those soft skills, especially the ability to convey
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visual ideas in language that makes sense to word
people, and to find compromises that don’t, when
printed, look like compromises. I also ask with every
layout whether I am upgrading or downgrading our
reputation with the design choices we have made.

Working with the designers in my department, my
role has grown into a hybrid of counselor and super-
visor. It is important that my designers enjoy and are

proud of what they do—they could be somewhere else.
We are individual yet parallel thinkers who share the
same goals but may approach each design problem dif-
ferently. My design team is smart and can sense how
much consistency means to my vision. I like to unify
the design of our magazine through the use of tem-
plates, typefaces, and small graphic elements. I’ve
recently redesigned our front of the book section
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(FOB), “Events and Restaurant Guide,” to keep up
with modern trends and to decrease production time.
Though these sections stay true to the integrity of a
template, I’ve created multiple versions to accommo-
date larger or smaller images and word counts. I allow
the most freedom for features, limiting only type choice
to our signature fonts. This way, the design of our mag-
azine is unified but also offers visual variety. I like to
discuss concepts with designers before the pages are
laid out, especially with major features, so that my
expectations are known ahead of time. I’ve learned that
establishing goals at the beginning of the process works
better than criticizing at the end. I listen to staff ideas
first and then help refine them. When I assign features
to my designers, we discuss type and the number of
illustrations (which I assign) that they will have.

When we have disagreements, I usually give my
designers a chance to develop their ideas. When I
redesigned our FOB and the back of the magazine
(BOB), one of my priorities was to keep our events sec-
tions consistent with our restaurant guide. My designer,
Daidra, thought that the small articles within the

restaurant guide needed more flexibility, so I gave her
the go-ahead to create a mock-up. Her layout had
merit but wasn’t built on our template. She changed the
background color to white and added decorative
graphic elements like colored circles and text boxes.
Although I could not approve her work, her approach
showed me that my initial layouts were too conserva-
tive. We incorporated several of her ideas—text wrap-
arounds and silhouetted images—into the final, which
will add visual variety. That’s the difference between
being a designer and a design director. Designers are
free to innovate, but when you’re in charge, your out-
look is colored by the necessity of maintaining the
brand and keeping the schedule. The designers in my
department are not mini-me’s—we need each other.

My goal for the years ahead is to close the gap
between what I can imagine and what I can implement.
Because of our tight deadlines and small staff, I find
that our covers do not receive proper attention. The
week our magazine is due to the printer is always dis-
orderly because I am trying to finish the magazine and
design the cover simultaneously. As a result, we’ve
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rarely been able to coordinate and execute formal photo
shoots, relying instead on stock art and typographical
solutions. We have to do better.

Budget and scheduling concerns have not stopped
me from finding talented artists. While I’m a long way
from being able to hire Annie Leibovitz, every posting
I’ve placed has yielded several dozen interested local
freelancers who are like me—young, hungry recent
graduates more interested in clips than cash. I hope we

all make the big time together. I look for versatility in
my contributors—something a lot of younger talent
doesn’t yet have—but I’ve been given a break, and I
want to share that opportunity. Although working with
a low budget is a challenge, I stretch my bottom dollar
by using stock images for some stories. And what my
art budget lacks, my team’s typographical skills can, to
some extent, compensate for. September’s “Home”
article, “Cool Designs,” was flat on art but high on
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design. Eunice, one of our designers, had the daunting
task of working with mediocre builder-supplied
images. She made the best choices she could and then
took inspiration for page composition, color scheme,
and type choice from each picture; the photos and the
design both looked better as a result.

Budget is a challenge in other ways. Unlike more
established magazines, our deadlines are only sugges-
tions. Our ad pages fluctuate until the very end as
advertisers come in—we don’t say no, as we need the
money—and drop out. But it’s a hardship for the
design department who must accommodate this insta-
bility. Revisions are common. We’ve learned to design
for the tightest possible layout and expand later on if
needed. That way we don’t face the heartbreak of
shrinking a beloved photo down from a page to a few
inches. The editorial team also helps out. I request cuts
when I can’t find another route to take.

My team and I have gotten used to fifty-hour-plus
workweeks as we put out a 164-page monthly with a
design staff of three. We gobble down our lunch at our
computers and stay late. Our dedication doesn’t go
without recognition: the designers (all women) are
rewarded with a day at the spa now and again and
rotating comp days once a month. I realize that we can’t
maintain—we must grow. However, I do ask myself
how much is too much. We are relaunching our Web
site early next year—a major renovation—which we
hope will have the quality of much larger regional mag-
azines’ sites. We have a few months before our first
print deadline of the new year to concept the site while
the editorial team figures out the content, all the while
planning our issues. It’s a struggle to get it all done.

I once saw a job posting for a magazine designer
that specified the ability to hold up the editorial wall. I
giggled because now I know exactly what that means.
At times, the editorial department is very set on how an
article should be packaged. I discourage discussions of
visual concept and layout between the editorial and
design teams in favor of tone and goals. I do, however,
always listen to writers’ and editors’ suggestions because
they sometimes have value even if I choose not to use
them—no one understands a story better than its
writer. I also work closely with managing editor Karen
Chaffraix, but at Northern Virginia it’s clear that we
manage separate departments. Unlike many magazines
in which the design director reports to the editor, I
report to the publisher, which gives me a freedom many
more experienced design directors don’t have. Sang
knows that design has the potential to make or break
the magazine. Through a year of proving myself, the
editors have come to trust my instincts, and they know
that I won’t let them leap over the wall.

As I look back on my first year at Northern
Virginia, even the brutal first half, I can’t help but
smile—I’m lucky to be here and proud that we’ve been
successful. I’m in the middle of it—the little girl with a
shiny red cape and a tight, itchy leotard, longing to be
Super Girl. I can’t fly, but I can design a magazine I’m
proud of.
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MOST MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS ARE DESIGNED

on a grid—a prearranged guide that defines margins,
the number and width of columns, and, in some cases,
horizontal positions for placing advertisements and
modules of information. Why do editorial designers
use a grid? It’s tempting to blame Gutenberg. He
invented a technology that facilitated grid-based
design. The chase, or rectangular frame that held hand-
set type in place, the blocks of “furniture” used to fill
that frame out, and the square bodies upon which let-
ters were cast depended on structure and precision to
stay in place under a press. However, the grid long pre-
dates the invention of movable type.

Gutenberg’s series of inventions was used to imi-
tate handwritten models. With few exceptions, scribes,
who could put letters in any size anywhere on a page
with as much facility as a designer with a Mac
DuoCore running the latest version of the Creative
Suite, instead opted for regularity, standardization, and
predictability—one layout was usually used for the
entirety of an ancient scroll or medieval codex.

If regularity had been an artifact of mechanization,
it could now, presumably, be abandoned, because
modern tools permit infinite flexibility. The truth is
that readers take comfort in standardization and famil-
iarity. Structure also aids function—predictability
allows the reader to read rather than decode each layout
as she comes to it.

If the grid serves readers, it has also survived
because it is an invaluable production tool for medieval
scribe and modern magazine designer alike. It is pos-
sible to design spectacular pages—particularly feature
spreads—without a grid. But a regular column struc-
ture frees the designer to focus on the substantive goal
of storytelling rather than structural or interface
issues. The grid is an excellent tool for two common
tasks: the organization of information composed of
lots of separate small components, and the organiza-
tion of information composed of a few large compo-
nents and white space.

Grid Basics 
Grid structure can vary throughout the course of a
magazine, as long as it does so in a logical way.

Generally, short articles can tolerate a narrow column
width, which is why front-of-the-book (FOB) sections
such as letters and briefs are often put on a four-
column grid, whereas feature stories and columns are
more likely put on a two- or three-column grid.
Margins, however, must be consistent throughout.

The designer need not put an element against all
four margins on every page, but if an element is in
proximity to the margin, it must snap to it. Otherwise,
the result is content that seems to float around the
magazine like a balloon, never quite anchored to any-
thing. This minor unpredictability can make reading
unpleasant or even stressful. It can also subtly under-
mine the authority of the words. If the layout is lack-
adaisical, can you expect better from the text?
Generally, designers should apply the “if it’s close, it
must be exact” rule to all grid guidelines.

The more columns the underlying grid has, the
more design flexibility is built into the structure,
because more columns give more standardized ways to
divide the page. Following a one-column grid requires
that all columns of text and pictures be the same width.
A two-column grid allows images to take up half the
width of the page or the whole page. A three-column
grid allows an image to take the width of one-third,
two-thirds, or the entire page.

The designer may occasionally decide to “break”
the grid—for example, by allowing pictures to cut into
a column. This can be an effective technique if used
sparingly, but breaking the grid requires care. The
skinny columns of type that result from text wrapping
around a picture can be unattractive and unpleasant to
read—resulting in too many or incorrect hyphenations
at the end of lines (bad breaks) and “rivers and gullies”
(several lines with unattractively large gaps between
words in a justified line).

Gutters 
In addition to columns, most grids provide space, called
gutters or alleys, between the columns. Most publica-
tions use one pica (approximately one-sixth of an inch)
for this gap, in part because most software defaults to
that width and in part because a pica is the minimum
reasonable distance between columns—closer than that
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and columns feel claustrophobic. A wider gutter can
often make a publication feel airier and more open
without a large sacrifice in usable space; compare
Harper’s, which has an elegant two-pica gutter, to
Entertainment Weekly, which uses the standard one
pica. Some designers prefer a graph-paper-like square-
block grid without gutters, but these are not suited to
periodical design.

Grid Elements
After a number of years in which clean, uncluttered
layouts were the rule, a number of magazines are
becoming increasingly ornate. Custom Oxford rules—
parallel lines of uniform width—and Scotch rules—
parallel lines of contrasting widths—along with boxes
and textures are again becoming part of page architec-
ture. While these decorative flourishes hark back (at
least most recently) to the sixties and seventies, in
modern layouts they do not have quite the same visual
effect. Contemporary pages that combine information-
dense layouts and decoration seem at once daunting
and inviting. The clutter promises substantive content,
and various decorative doodads can make pages look

lush. They can, however, also clutter up pages without
a payoff in information. Also, they offer the practical
disadvantage of putting a lot of little elements on a page
that may need to be fussed over during page produc-
tion. Designers who use them must carefully plan the
grid for their incorporation. Extra rules, boxes, and
frames reduce usable text and image space.

Modular Design 
All grids provide a vertical column structure. A number
of magazines and most newspapers also divide their
pages into regular horizontal increments. For newspa-
pers, the resulting modules have the twin production
advantages of accommodating standard ad sizes and
providing vertical placements for editorial matter.
Aesthetically, modules provide the same pleasing regu-
larity and order down the page as columns provide
across the page.

The Twelve-Column Grid 
Most magazine designers, knowingly or not, use a
twelve-column grid. Of course, a standard-size page is
never laid out with twelve actual columns—the result
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would be unreadable. But, at its most basic, a twelve-
column grid provides twelve units from which the
designer can derive most standard magazine layouts.
Six units plus six units renders a two-column layout,
three-unit columns provide a four-column layout, and
four-unit columns provide a three-column layout.

These can sometimes be mixed on the same page—it’s
not uncommon to see a sidebar use a different grid
structure than the main story.

One of the strengths of the twelve-column grid
comes from its use to organize space in open layouts.
Using this grid might allow the expansion of gutters to
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This page from Black Book reveals the use of a twelve-column grid and horizontal organizational lines to balance
white space, image, and text. Even the curve of the photograph and the gray ring respect the guides. Despite its 
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one-twelfth of the page, or precise placement of pull
quotes or sidebars, or integration of white space in a
pleasing ratio to other elements on the page. I tend to
think of a grid as similar to the beat in music—the
twelve-column grid provides a rhythmic structure to
support an orderly page, but it also allows freedom 
to improvise.

Asymmetrical Grids 
Some designers prefer asymmetrical grids because they
encourage dynamic page layouts. A common choice is
the seven-column grid, which permits a three-column
layout (two units for each column) with an extra unit
for a “wing”—a skinny column for marginalia or white
space. The extra unit can be placed on either side of the
page or between columns. The ten-column grid is sim-
ilar to the seven-column grid, with three, three-unit
columns and a one-column wing. It is usually used on
larger-than-standard-sized pages; the wing of a ten-
column grid would be too skinny to be useful for all but
the tiniest text on an 81⁄2 × 11 sheet.

Irregular Grids 
A few designers use irregular grids, which replace the
structured cadences of a sonata with the syncopated
rhythm of ragtime. Irregular grids require extra effort.
All layout programs offer plenty of flexibility for basic
grid creation, but irregular structures must be created in
a drawing program or on paper. Used well, these odd-
ball grids provide what I imagine you might get if you
put David Carson on Ritalin: a slightly more structured
and consistent free-for-all. Nontraditional grids are
rarely used for periodicals because they increase pro-
duction time and are not suited to linear storytelling.

Designing without a Grid 
Speaking of David Carson, it’s possible to design a
magazine without a grid at all. His best pages in Beach
Culture shimmered, even as they seemed antithetical to
normal magazine design goals—many critics perceived
the articles as ancillary to the visual statement. Even if
a designer finds a magazine willing to entertain the
gridless approach, such an undertaking is not to be
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tackled lightly. Grids help establish a “family resem-
blance” between pages—the grid relieves part of the
burden of making different parts of the magazine look as
if they belong together. Without a grid, every photo-
graph, every illustration, every word of type must work
extra hard to communicate the publication’s personality.

For this reason, most gridless publications have
been in the hands of a single designer with a single
vision. To return to the music analogy: The beat of the
grid (and style sheets) keeps everyone in time. Gridless
design is closer to freeform jazz. It’s possible—just—for
it to be music and not noise.
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This FOB page from Esquire Magazine (see page 134) hews closely to a twelve-column grid to accommodate eight
separate stories on a single 8.25 × 10.45 page. Even though every column is a different width, they have a propor-
tional and pleasing relationship to each other across the page. The leftmost column uses three units, the middle column
uses four units, and the right column uses five units, adding up to twelve. The designer respected the grid in myriad
small ways.
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Using the Grid to Structure Layered Pages 
Just as twelve-column and other highly flexible grids
are invaluable for incorporating white space into an
open layout, they are also useful for structuring very
dense, information-rich pages as exist in a typical mag-
azine news section. When one article flows into the

next—as they do in the “Talk of the Town” section of
the New Yorker, for example—almost any grid will do.
Pages that seek to put a lot of different elements on 
a page need a newspaper-style multicolumn grid. For 
a standard-size magazine, that often means four or
more columns.
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friendly clutter, the CSO page feels open and airy even though there are five separate short articles.
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A Last Word 
While grids are a valuable production tool, they do not
come with papal infallibility. There are times when,
perhaps due to an oddly shaped or overly long head-
line or another element, the grid hinders rather than
helps a solution. On these occasions, judgment should
dictate that visual considerations must win. However,
if judgment overrides the grid with too much fre-
quency, odds are that the problem is with the specific
grid in use. On such occasions, the grid must be
changed to reflect the needs of the publication. Grid-
based organization is inviting to readers, increases pro-
duction efficiency, and improves the perceived
authority of the text. These benefits should not be lost
to too many ad-hoc modifications.

This essay seeks only to introduce the topic of grids,
a subject about which books have been written. More
information can be found in Grid: A Modular System for
the Design and Production of Newspapers, Magazines, and
Books, by Allen Hurlburt, and Grid Systems: Principles of
Organizing Type, by Kimberly Elam.
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MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT THE WAY GRIDS

are used to structure magazine pages. While consistent
margins and a logical column structure help pages look
rational in and of themselves, and consistent over the
course of the magazine, the cohesion of a publication
can still be undermined by a poorly considered or
missing “temporal” structure. In other words, a maga-
zine or newspaper must continue to make visual sense
over the period of time you read it. Unlike grid struc-
ture, which can be divined by anyone with a straight-
edge and a pencil, the overarching structure of the
magazine—why articles appear where they do—is less
immediately apparent, at least consciously. Neverthe-
less, readers are dependent on it to happily navigate
most publications.

It is true that many magazine readers are skim-
mers—they skip around, read from back to front, or
open the magazine at random. Nevertheless, even they
look to the macro structure of the magazine to tell
them where they are in the “book” and to help them
find the sort of material they are looking for. Feedback
from the physical object helps—one knows roughly
where one is because the stack of pages on one side is
fatter. But without structure, this feedback would be
close to useless. It’s possible for most readers to look at
a spread from a well-designed magazine and know
roughly where they are in terms of location and con-
tent. Visual feedback, the result of good structural
planning, reinforces physical feedback.

Because pacing is so important, those undertaking
a redesign or a launch ignore it at their peril. This may
mean that the redesigner is advocating editorial
changes—the creation or destruction of sections, the
rearrangement or reshaping of the publication—a
process that can be fraught, particularly when working
with an editor who is excited about getting a feature
into a publication that doesn’t have an appropriate place
to put it. Nevertheless, these sorts of considerations are
arguably more important than type choice or a color
palette in creating a positive user experience. The struc-
ture of a publication affects both content and design. In
a healthy process, both editors and designers will bring
insights to this area.

There are many ways to structure a publication.
However, two are dominant—what I refer to as “Bell
Curve,” and “Inverted Pyramid.” Designers need not
feel shame in relying on them; they provide a preloaded
framework of familiarity that new readers can use to
navigate a publication they have never seen before, they
help a publication feel organized and inviting, and
when combined with a rational page grid and signage
system, they constitute the most important elements of
magazine design.

Super symmetry is a mathematical field that,
among other things, explores how local phenomena
repeat on a grander scale. A tiny stretch of beach—the
way the water interacts with ounces of sand over a few
inches—is likely a good approximation in miniature of
how millions of gallons of water interact with tons of
sand over the course of the whole beach. Looking at the
beach from the air, one may not be aware of the myriad
small forces that went into shaping it, but they never-
theless have had their effect. Most publications use a
pacing that emerges—intentionally or not—from the
unseen but pervasive expository structure the publica-
tion uses.

Magazine Structure 
Most magazine articles follow a literary style of
writing. An article, no matter how long, starts with a
lead—an anecdote or bold statement meant to intrigue
the reader and pull him or her into the body of the
article. The lead is followed by the meat of the article—
one or more arguments sustained over what may be
thousands of words. Finally the article reaches its con-
clusion—perhaps a summary, speculation about what
will happen next, or another anecdote. If you were to
graph the informational value of every paragraph in a
typical piece of literary journalism, you’d get something
very much like a bell curve: less information at the front
and back, with the substantive material in the middle.
If you assigned an entertainment value to each para-
graph you might well get the reverse—the article starts
and ends with a bang.

Magazines as a whole tend to mimic the structure
of literary journalism. Most tend to concentrate small,
more entertaining, but also more trivial items in the
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front and the back, and concentrate longer items in a
“feature well” in the middle. The front of a magazine
tends to have a contents page, brief news items, letters,
and personality-driven columns. It may also contain an
editor’s or publisher’s note, various special features such
as brief personality profiles, a photo essay, and a con-
tributors’ page. The back of a magazine tends to have
reviews of arts or technology, more columns, a news
section (usually more sharply focused and possibly
longer than the front news sections), a “gadgets”
column, and feature jumps, although these days many
magazines try to avoid jumps. It’s common for maga-
zines to put a humorous one-page column opposite the
inside back cover, otherwise known as Cover 3.

In some sense, this classic layout evolved in consid-
eration of advertising interests. Advertisers tend to
prefer being near the front of the book. The creation of
lots of one- and two-page features “far forward” allows
for a predictable number of logical places for ads.
While there’s nothing inherent in short features that
aids ad placement (often the reverse is true) slots oppo-
site these short items are doubly desirable to advertisers
because of content. Ads for high-tech products will
often appear in a “gadgets” section. Often advertisers
will request placement next to popular columns.
Reviews provide a logical editorial environment for
advertisements for the class of product—books, music,
skin-care products, technology, or what have you—that
is being reviewed.

Occasionally, the imperative to create “far forward”
ad placements drives editorial form. Two-, three-, and
even four-page tables of contents are designed with ad
positions in mind. Most readers would prefer to see all
their choices on a single page, and most editors would
rather devote that space to another article. Another
example of a created ad placement is the contributors’
page. Readers (if they care) would generally prefer to
see author’s biographies with the article. The New York
Times Book Review faced a substantial number of com-
plaints when it moved reviewer biographies to a dedi-
cated page in 2004. To the publication’s credit, it
abolished the page and returned bios to their previous
position with reviews. Create magazine “solves” this
problem of whether to serve readers or advertisers in a
unique if not entirely admirable way: It runs the same
bios twice—once on a contributors’ page and once
with articles.

These days, most magazines are sent in their
entirety to press at one time. However, such was not
always the case. Magazines longer than thirty-two
pages are printed in “signatures”—gathers of pages that
in the case of stapled or saddle-stitched magazines are
wrapped around each other, and in the case of perfect-

bound magazines are stacked in a row. When magazine
signatures were sent on separate schedules, processing
the outer, or the front and back, signature last allowed
for more timely pieces in the front and back. However,
logical flow is the main reason most magazines use a
bell structure.

Newspapers 
The super-symmetry analogy also applies to newspa-
pers, although the form newspapers take is different
because classic newspaper expository writing is a dif-
ferent form of journalism. While many newspaper arti-
cles employ a more literary style these days, classically
reporters were taught to put the essential information—
the who, what, where, and why—into the first para-
graph. As the article progressed, the value of the
information gradually diminished. This “inverted
pyramid” form of writing, which assumed that most
readers do not complete most articles, assured that
wherever the grazer stopped, he or she would not miss
out on information more important (at least in the judg-
ment of the newspaper) than what he had so far read.

Newspaper sections also follow a flow based on the
inverted pyramid. The front page of the front section
holds the most important information. Articles become,
as a rule, increasingly less important or more remote
from the reader’s presumed interest as the pages are
turned. Similarly, business, sports, and special weekly
sections, which have less news value than the front sec-
tion (although any may be read first), are tucked inside.
And each of them follows the same inverted-pyramid
format. When special-interest articles are judged
extremely important (the local sports team makes the
playoffs, Enron goes bust), these stories are moved from
the sports and business sections to the front page of the
front section, or, rarely, to the inside of the front section.
(A special section cover is considered more prominent
than a front-section inside page.) 

Readers (and editors, for that matter) are in the
habit of describing publications based on paper quality
and size: If it’s printed on newsprint and is bigger than
81⁄2 × 11, it’s a newspaper. If it’s printed on glossy and
is 11 × 17 or smaller, it’s a magazine. In fact, the way a
publication is paced is a much better guide than paper
choice to the nature of the publication. The Week and
CQ Weekly, despite their diminutive size and high-
quality paper, are newspapers—they follow newspaper
conventions in reporting and pacing. Most alternative
newsweeklies (such as the Village Voice, the San
Francisco Bay Guardian, and the Chicago Reader),
despite the cheap paper and news-driven reporting, are
magazines. Bell-curve pacing and literary-style writing
peg them as such.
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Other Ways to Structure a Publication 
The bell curve and inverted pyramid are by far the most
common structures. However, some publications
employ other approaches, most often because they do
not use the range of story lengths—very short to very
long—that conventional publications do.

Lad Magazines 
The lad magazines—Maxim, FHM, Co-Ed, and so
forth—take a form resembling the bell-curve struc-
ture, but they are not really conventional magazines
because there is no in-depth reporting. With few
exceptions, “long articles” are really collections of
related short articles or are short pieces stretched out
over several pages through the use of a photo essay.
Lad magazines tend to resemble stretched-out front-
of-the-book sections from more conventional publica-
tions. They can be extremely entertaining, though they
offer little substance.

As a rule, women’s magazines and traditional men’s
magazines have not abandoned long-form (or at least
longish-form) journalism, so do not follow lad format,
although there are exceptions. Shoppers like Lucky are
structurally similar to Maxim.

Freight Train
Many literary and academic journals now follow a
structure closer to consumer-magazine-style bell
curves. However, some start with little more than an
editor’s note and contents page before moving into a
rhythm of one scholarly or literary freight car fol-
lowing another. Short items—book reviews and let-
ters—are relegated to the rear, although poetry (if
included) is interspersed with articles because it is
deemed to be of high importance. Although they may
do some subject-specific organization (dividing fiction
from nonfiction, for example), there is little visual
cajoling of readers.

Cinematic 
Over the years, there have been a number of at-
tempts to make magazines that are primarily photo-
or art-driven. Without the DNA of written structure
to guide form, these magazines have looked to more
visual ways to build a structure, often based on the-
matic relationships. It’s unlikely that there will ever
be room in the marketplace for more than a 
few of these, but the best—Esopus, a sumptuous
magazine named after a river in upstate New York,
is a current example—offer valuable lessons in
building visual narratives. Lodown, Source, and some
photography magazines are also well-done examples
of this approach.

Fanzines 
Fanzines—small magazines based around a special
interest such as skateboarding, monster films, pro
wrestling, or the doings within a genre of music—often
confront the uninitiated with a cacophony of tiny,
murky pictures, a sea of difficult-to-read text, and a
structure best described as no structure. In these maga-
zines, shoehorning as much text as possible into the
pages is often the main objective. Little items are
squeezed into random nooks and crannies as space
allows. It is a mistake to guess that there is no broader
intent behind this approach, however. Many fan maga-
zines—labors of love, written and designed from within
the community they serve—are specifically, if not nec-
essarily intentionally, laid out to repel those outside of
the in-group. The baffling structure and uninviting
pages serve as proof of authenticity. Sometimes, how-
ever, magazines that look like they were designed on a
Mac Plus in Mom’s basement were actually produced
by a large publisher looking to cash in on a trend. A
classic example was the slacker bible Big Brother (later
Big Brother Skateboarding), which LFP shuttered in
2004. But many enthusiast magazines that appear as if
they come from within diverse communities are actu-
ally published by a single parent company. LowRider
and Canoe and Kayak are both published by Primedia.

Advertising: The Designer’s Friend 
(and Enemy)
Advertising presents both challenges and opportunities
for the periodical designer. While designers often curse
the necessity of ads—especially the ugly ones and the
ones that are unchanged month after month—it is
unquestionably easier to design an effective publication
if advertisements take up at least 30 percent of the
space, and it is possible to design effectively when
advertising goes as high as the 55 percent to 60 percent
range. More than that, and the reader will have to
search for editorial content.

Advertisements can work like levees, guiding the
flow of text. All ads come in at fixed shape—with luck,
mostly full pages—but whatever they are, they cannot
be altered to fit a layout. Articles can take any shape,
flowing around advertising as needed. The designer’s
emphasis, however, should be on placing advertising to
achieve a text flow that aids both effective design and
visual storytelling.

English readers read left to right and top to
bottom, so it seems counterintuitive that advertisers
generally prefer to be on right-hand pages, but they do.
It is fine to give advertisers right-hand pages as a
matter of course, but there are times when the right-
hand page must be used for editorial purposes. Just as
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the front cover signals the start of the magazine, a
right-hand position—even deep inside the magazine—
signals a beginning. When you’re starting a new section
on a single page, the right-hand side is always the best
choice. Using the right-hand side also has the advan-
tage of helping a multipage section or story seem con-
tiguous—the reader does not have to visually jump over
an ad to keep reading—assuming the second page of
text is in the usual left-hand position. One-page fea-
tures such as columns generally work well on the left.

Because the first pages of sections are generally
considered destinations within a magazine, most adver-
tisers are willing to sacrifice right-hand placement for
what is an otherwise preferred position, on the facing
left-hand page.

The opening spread is a billboard for the story: The
principal goal of those two pages is to get the reader
reading. This is achieved in part by not confronting the
reader with a daunting amount of text or distracting ads.
Once the reader is committed to the story, the text can
stretch out like the Sahara desert before her and she’ll
keep going, barely noticing as the pages (and ads) float
by. But starting with pages that are too businesslike (too
much text, too many ads) is likely to turn off readers.

Advertisements are valuable for pacing feature sto-
ries. Generally, the ratio of advertising to edit can go
up as a feature story progress. Features should start on
a spread, if possible, and continue on a full page or
second spread. Eventually, if the article is long enough
or the magazine carries lots of fractional ads (such as
those seen in the New Yorker), the reader may find
himself confronting one column of text and five
columns of ads.

There may be times when a designer may wish to
bend these rules—for example, if a feature story
includes an effective photograph or photo essay that
doesn’t have full impact until the reader has back-
ground information that comes late in the text. Ideally,
that story can stay relatively clear of advertising. Or, if
that’s not a possibility, it can “open up” again at the
appropriate place in the narrative. It’s also important to
build secondary opportunities to hook the reader after
the opening spread. Effective supporting photographs,
informational graphics, pull quotes, sidebars, and cap-
tions can all help accomplish this.

While advertising can help pace edit, when it
doesn’t, the culprit is the variety of side deals that mag-
azines are willing to make with advertisers. Advertisers
sometimes want their ads to be in the front of the book;
others want to be in a specific section or feature, while
some would rather that theirs not be closer than ten
pages to those of a direct competitor. As a result, the
decision to move or flip ads midway through the pro-

duction process may have implications beyond the pages
in question.

Nevertheless, the staff should carefully look at each
spread to make sure that the editorial side and the
advertising side—or both ads in an all-ad spread—are
compatible. The desired relationship between the two
sides is a sort of friendly indifference. A severe clash of
colors—say, hot purples on one side, cool greens on the
other—is jarring and off-putting. On the other hand, if
the ad and edit side are too similar, there is a danger of
melting the wall between them. Identical or nearly
identical colors, elements that seem to continue from
one part of the page to the other, or conceptual rela-
tionships—the review of a Canon camera opposite a
full-page ad for Canon—all harm both advertisers and
the magazine. Readers will assume an overly cozy rela-
tionship, even if none exists.

Most magazines reserve the right to reject ads for
aesthetic reasons, but for many publications this is a
toothless policy. However, advertisements that are ugly,
dated, or overly familiar—some agencies provide the
same “creative” for months or years on end—all make the
magazine look tired. Bad advertising has the power to
reflect badly on the content around it. When combined
with guaranteed placement, a bad ad becomes a shark
that bites right where it is least welcome. A compromise
policy is to make placement guarantees contingent on
the quality of the submitted materials—something pro-
duction art directors should lobby for.

Fractionals 
Some magazines and most newspapers get lots of
advertisements that take up less than a full page, some
nearly none.

A designer who does not need to consider frac-
tionals has an easier path—ads and edit never become
too intimate. However, the many designers who work
with partial-page ads must learn how to make them
work with editorial. Fractionals can create awkward
interactions and make it hard to create high-impact
pages. They limit the size of photographs, for one
thing, and they are often an unattractive element that
must be reconciled into the page structure. However,
many advertisers like them for reasons other than their
comparatively modest cost. They are likely put on a
page with editorial content, which means they may be
seen for a longer period of time, and they are useful for
serious topics that don’t benefit from lavish illustration,
such as issue advocacy and conference announcements.

There are many strategies for integrating fractional
advertising into the magazine. For the most part, these
suggestions, codifed as policy, would benefit advertisers
and the publication alike.
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DON’T PERMIT GOOFY SHAPES. These are seen
more in newspapers than magazines—a roofing con-
tractor whose ad is shaped like a little house, or an
accountant whose ad is a fat pencil. One of these can
poison an entire page, even if quite small, to the detri-
ment of other advertisers and editorial content. Require
that all ads have a minimum of a one-point square frame,
or at least a rule at top and bottom to define the space.

CREATE FULL COLUMNS AND EVEN AD LINES

WHENEVER POSSIBLE BY COMBINING FRACTIONALS.

Many magazines, particularly trade and association
titles, maintain a one-ad-per-page policy—a practice
that is overly accommodating to the desires of adver-
tisers and not accommodating enough to the needs of
readers. Such a policy actively discourages full-page ads
because, while fractional ads will share a page with
other material, they will almost certainly be the domi-
nant element on that page. A fractional opposite a full-
page ad competes with that ad to the detriment of the
wealthier customer. A spread with two fractionals (a
double dogleg, as the reverse L-shaped layout is deri-
sively called in newspaper circles) is nearly impossible
to design in a way that will engage the reader. If the
spread encourages the reader to flip past it, neither ad
nor editorial is served.

DO NOT ACCEPT ADS THAT VIOLATE THE MAGA-

ZINE’S GRID STRUCTURE—unless you get enough of
them to build lines or full pages. Many magazine pages
employ a three-column structure. A single standard
quarter-page ad on such a page requires that the text
wrap around it, creating a skinny “leg” of text. Skinny
legs often have awkward breaks, and the short line length
makes them less pleasant to read than wider columns.

DO NOT PUT AN AD ON TOP OF EDITORIAL CONTENT.

To most professionals this will be obvious, but some
magazines, particularly start-ups, experiment with
offering advertisers the tops of pages. This policy
undermines readers’ expectations, creates top-heavy
layouts, and suggests a rather too-close relationship
with advertisers. Like the one-ad-per-page policy, top
placement also makes fractionals overly desirable, pos-
sibly to detriment of sales of full-page ads.

CONSIDER A DESTINATION SECTION FOR FRAC-

TIONALS. Many magazines only allow fractional ads in
a classified or marketplace section in the back, or at
least they offer a lower price for such fractionals. These
sections—which can become destinations in their own
right for comparison shoppers—offer an attractive
option for many advertisers and help keep the body of
the magazine free of difficult-to-place small ads.

At any publication, advertising can be a source of
conflict. The representative who sold the ad will likely
want to ensure that it is shepherded successfully onto a

printed page. Designers will be more concerned that
ads and editorial mix successfully. Editors don’t want
anything that compromises editorial integrity.
Publishers, who must balance the long- and short-term
interests of the business, often have the most balanced
perspective. However, they need input from all three
departments to make an informed decision if questions
are raised about an ad or its suitability. It’s the
designer’s job, when questions about advertising arise,
to support editorial integrity and to defend the needs of
the reader. When advertising exists in a free-for-all
competition with content, reading the magazine
becomes a chore rather than a pleasure.
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ALTERNATIVE STORY FORM FEVER IS SPREADING

through magazines and newspapers like the sniffles.
Business magazines like Forbes and Money, news mag-
azines like Time and Newsweek, and newspapers like
the Star Tribune, Red Eye and the Boston Globe are all
increasing their use of nonnarrative and nonlinear sto-
rytelling approaches. Even city and lifestyle magazines
have caught the bug. I recently talked with a designer
at the Abilene Reporter-News in Texas where they are
trying many forms of storytelling. Here are some of the
tips I shared with her.

Make Text Scannable
This is the key ingredient that makes a story form
“alternative.” They are not narratives, so they shouldn’t
be written that way. Complete sentences are not
always necessary. Readers should be able to glide
through text and find what’s interesting or important
to them. Headlines, subheads, and bold text should
create hierarchy.
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Use Parallel Construction 
Many ASFs emphasize comparing and contrasting
items, such as grids, muglets—small headshots—
chronologies, and so on. This only works if the 
elements use parallel construction. If the idea is 

to compare things, make it easy. Use the same kind 
of information for each item, such as name, price,
store, materials, and the like. And use the same sen-
tence structure.
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Have a Voice 
Use attitude or humor if the subject calls for it. This piece
from Radar shows where “boldface names” would be
seated in the Four Season’s sought-after lunchtime dining

room.The “information” takes the form of amusing min-
istories about interplays between celebrities and co-
owner Julian Niccolini. Also, active voice keeps sentence
structures simple and makes the piece easy to read.
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Focus 
Make every word and image count. This is not the time
to repeat information. Focus on why people should
care. Provide the right details, not just any details.

Start Strong 
Headlines, intros, and graphics must do triple duty.
They must capture readers with their content and style
and take the place of the traditional story lead.
Headlines must be to the point. Intros must quickly tell
readers why this matters.

Be Reader-Centric 
The best ASFs are “reader-friendly” in the truest sense
of the term—they put readers first. How will this issue
affect you? Can you solve this quiz? Why should you
or shouldn’t you buy this product? How can you grill 
a pizza?

Show and Sketch 
ASFs don’t come off without lots of planning. The only
way to make sure that everyone is on the same page is
to sketch out ideas so everyone can see them. You can
also show examples of that story form from other pub-
lications. It is crucial that everyone know how a piece
will be written so that no one has to edit narrative text
into an ASF on deadline.
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THE PERSON WHO INVENTED MAGAZINE COVER-
lines should be dragged out in full public view, stripped
naked, and, before being tarred and feathered, have the
following message tattooed on his or her body: Inside:
Special Report: I Made Magazine Covers Ugly,
Exclusive: Page 2.

I would consider this just retribution. Coverlines
have done more to lower the aesthetic standards of
magazine design than any other malady affecting late
twentieth-century periodical publishing.

Also known as teasers or reefers (because they
invite the reader to “refer” to a designated article), cov-
erlines announce the lead stories of a magazine. Except
for the New Yorker, which prints its coverlines on flaps

attached to newsstand copies, so as not to mar the cover
art, every commercial magazine uses them in one vile
form or another.

Well, OK, not all magazine coverlines are grossly
handled. Metropolis seamlessly integrates copy into the
overall cover design; Atlantic Monthly’s are sparse and
tastefully composed so as not to interfere with the cover
image; and Rolling Stone, though laden with coverlines,
routinely changes typefaces to express the mood of the
cover photograph. But these are exceptions to a practice
that has turned the most valuable piece of editorial real
estate into a waste dump of intrusive typography.

Fashion, lifestyle, and shelter magazines, such as
Vogue, Elle, Cosmopolitan, Vanity Fair, Condé Nast
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Traveler, Mademoiselle, Redbook, McCall’s, Brides, and
Better Homes and Gardens, are among the worst
offenders. Headlines crisscross the covers of these mag-
azines like scaffolding in front of a construction site.
When displayed in newsstand or supermarket racks,
the critical mass of covers forms a typographic jumble.
Whatever strategic benefit might be gained by a glut of
copy on the cover is reduced because almost every other
magazine is glutted too.

The practice of squeezing words on a cover began
in the late 1970s, when former Condé Nast design czar
Alexander Liberman ordered designers of the fashion
and lifestyle magazines he controlled to turn away from
elegant design and adopt some of the techniques
common to supermarket tabloids, such as the National
Enquirer. (These tropes had already been put to use by
underground press and punk publications.) The
strategy suited marketing departments, which believed
that coverlines would increase a magazine’s visibility in
a highly competitive field. In theory, the visual chaos
mirrored the growing informality of social attitudes.
But the shift from elegance to controlled sensation-
alism marked the first step in an erosion of design stan-
dards and a shift in emphasis from concept- to
advertising-driven presentations.

Covers were once designed with a strong image. In
the 1930s, magazines such as Vanity Fair, Vogue, and
Harper’s Bazaar avoided cover copy entirely. When
newsstand competition became more intense in the
fifties and sixties, coverlines were more common, but
they were usually short headlines that introduced a
magazine’s lead story with possibly a few B-heads sig-
naling off-leads placed unobtrusively in a corner. By the
eighties, when the balance between image and text
shifted, aesthetics also changed. Billboards composed
of discordant typefaces dropped out of black boxes or
primary color bands, mortised around photographs,
and printed in fluorescent colors became the norm.
Condé Nast’s covers were more cluttered than most,
but its competitors soon sank to the same level. Even as
the size of magazines shrank owing to rising paper
costs, the number of coverlines grew. Now serious mag-
azines, such as Newsweek and Time, have become cov-
erline dependent.

Coverlines are now seen as a necessary evil. Cover
images are wallpaper against which copy is hung, and
few are as memorable as the advertising inside.
Coverlines, like the covers themselves, are designed by
committees in the same way that a broadsheet news-
paper is planned, with editors vying to have their own
stories out front. The designer’s role is no longer to
solve conceptual visual problems, but to arrange or

compose type for maximum impact. And even here the
task is often usurped by editors. A designer for a high-
circulation style magazine described one such cover-
approval procedure: “The cover subject is decided upon
by the editor, usually a portrait of a celebrity who is hot
at that moment. After the image is shot and selected, I
am given a file of headlines in order of their impor-
tance, which I must then lay out so as to highlight
sometimes as many as three lead and three off-lead sto-
ries, while retaining the integrity of the photograph.
After I’ve managed to solve the puzzle more or less to
my satisfaction, the comp is noodled to death with
comments like, ‘This headline is too large, this one isn’t
large enough. Why not use a color band here, or drop
out the color there?’ The cover has to smack the reader
in the eye at the expense of design standards.”

Of course, one can’t blame only coverlines or their
makers for the cheesy look of periodicals. But the way
they’ve been used—and their increasing use—brings
down the quality of magazines and the reputations of
those who design them. As the designer quoted in the
previous paragraph put it: “It’s almost impossible to
develop into a really good designer when the acceptable
standard is so poor.”
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SECTION 9

Is the Editorial
Format Obsolete?

Is there a place for magazines in modern society? These days, that question might have two
separate meanings and two separate answers. First, are the creative possibilities of the
serial publication exhausted? And second, even if not, will the Web, with its immediacy and
low cost, make paper magazines obsolete as a way of delivering information? 

There’s no doubt that magazines are flourishing right now; the local racks offer more, not
fewer, options than there were a few years ago, and while magazines have spawned Web
sites, Web sites have also spawned plenty of magazines. Media company earnings look
sparse only when compared with the phenomenal profits of the late-nineties economic boom.
But that doesn’t assuage concerns about the future. Are the magazine racks of large book-
stores vestigial? (For that matter, are the bookstores themselves vestigial?)

This section looks at ways the Web and digital culture have influenced periodical design, and
the ways magazines have adapted to contemporary circumstances. The deaths of various
media have been predicted before, going back to Walter Benjamin, who believed that print
would obviate the need for original art, but so far no means of human creative expression has
vanished in favor of another. Rather, the methods and technologies have changed, but the
essences of the expressions have remained the same. 
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THE SAME TECHNOLOGY RESPONSIBLE FOR TODAY’S
blog revolution brought us the zine revolution some
twenty years prior. Desktop publishing ushered in a
new breed of mass communication. No longer encum-
bered by the cost of production, self-publishing a zine
was within the grasp of almost anyone. Early adapters
who were unsatisfied with the mainstream press pub-
lished subversive missives that became the foundation
for the zine movement.

Somewhere between small zines (with double- or
triple-digit circulation) and big media’s offerings are
what I’ll term “small magazines.” In this context, they
are titles that were born as zines, and over time acquired
a widespread readership and an ad sales base that justi-
fies their continuance. Generally they are still run by
their founder(s) and adhere to their original editorial
spirit despite their growth. Many of these titles follow
the same soul of their punk forebears in the zine world,
even if their editorial message more closely meshes
with today’s mainstream.

You can conceive that successful small magazines
like Adbusters and Bark emerged from the same zine
pool as titles like 2600 and Ben is Dead. But you can
also as easily conceive that they were hatched from an
enterprising mind at Wenner Media or Hearst. While
these are quality titles befitting their circulation num-
bers, they tend to exist safely within the fringe of
existing niches; the beefy market for cultural reporting
can easily subsume a title like Adbusters.

But zines that are a bit more out of line with the
mainstream—those that tend toward the countercul-
ture—can’t as easily blend into the existing fringes. For
these publishers, reaching a wider audience often
doesn’t follow the well-trod path other aspiring titles
have followed. So how does a subversive title with a
punk attitude survive a growth spurt?

It’s no surprise that the success of any small publi-
cation escaping the sandlot of zinedom depends largely
on its design. Sure, they’ll have to compete with maga-
zines whose art budgets are orders of magnitude larger.
Photo shoots for a zine generally don’t involve scores of
models, a staff of assistants, and on-site caterers.
Success for a small publication isn’t measured by the
size of the design budget; it is measured by its ability to

convey the editorial mission. And if ad sales are enough
to cover the production costs, that’s gravy.

No matter what the size of a publication, the har-
monic relationship between design and editorial has
been carved out through years of success and failure.
The magazine whose cover features a tasteful Noguchi-
inspired living room will carry more gravitas than the
one fronted by a tricked-out lowrider. In our quick-hit,
image-driven culture, the design of a publication trans-
mits its sensibility more quickly than the written word.
This assertion can be tested every month simply with a
visit to Barnes & Noble.

Defining yourself as alternative used to mean fol-
lowing the visual tradition of a cut-and-paste, hard-
edge, punk aesthetic. But like so many elements of the
underground, mainstream media co-opted and
exhausted that look eons ago. Competition on the
newsstand dictates both polish and panache, so zine
publishers have completed the circle: now they appro-
priate the aesthetic of mainstream media. But what if
that aesthetic deviates from their street-level editorial so
much that there becomes a rift between the visual voice
and the text inside? Copping the look of big media is a
route that often seduces zine publishers looking to
broaden their audience. But will new readers under-
stand—and current readers forgive—this discordance?

Once I tried to put out a small magazine. After
exchanging favorite zines for the better part of two
years with my brother James, we decided to dive into
self-publishing. Our aim was to embody the best of the
indie media we were digesting: subversive information,
pop culture, raw energy, and a dash of humor. Our zine,
POPsmear, based in New York City and Washington,
D.C., published five thousand copies quarterly, largely
self-funded with some assistance from ad sales. Using
stolen computer time from a nearby college, a rented
post office box for headquarters, and all the art supplies
we could find, we were able to birth that first issue in
just over a week.

Issue 1 of POPsmear was an uneven fifty-two pages
of black-and-white newsprint. The actual page count is
debatable, as the folios tend to wander aimlessly; some-
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times the odd pages are on the left, sometimes the
right. The design was nearly as fickle as the pagination,
with varying degrees of cut-and-paste prowess, some
questionable typography choices, and all the refine-
ment of a “missing cat” flyer. A minefield of ideas,
mixed media, and raw expression, it has an energy that
I find enviable even today. In an era of clean typog-
raphy and flawless letterspacing, this baby certainly

defies convention. The content, poorly written and
absent editing, was as cobbled together as the design.
Stories of how to scam free Franklin Mint commemo-
rative board games, selling gravesites over the phone,
and a smattering of live music reviews were all included
with no clear direction. This unbridled editorial and
the obviously amateurish design made a great pair.
What POPsmear lacked in varnish, it made up for with
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verve. This type of start is by no means atypical of the
small press. But in a realm where success often means
publishing more than two issues of a zine, POPsmear
was a hit. Its success confounded even its creators.

As its popularity grew, so did the budget for put-
ting together issues. By issue 7.0, an ISBN number
appeared for newsstand sales, and a masthead (some-
times labeled as “Blame”) adorned the issues. But the
organization was still confounding: There was no con-
tents page, no logo, no date on most issues, no depart-
ments or feature well, no thought to ad placement. But
one thing did change: The folios actually appeared on
the proper pages.

POPsmear’s third year was marked by a drive for
legitimacy. It had overtaken the circulation of many of
the zines that had influenced its launch and was
attracting mainstream media coverage, mostly through
its seemingly endless litany of cease-and-desist orders.
Though celebrities didn’t appreciate having their
unlisted numbers published, the readers seemed to love
it, and more and more contributors filled its pages.

One of the most influential of these contributors
was a designer, and his work helped redefine POPsmear.

Issue 10.0 features a spread designed by artist Ryan
McGinness, author of flatnessisgod and nearly a dozen
other art books. McGinness was just starting out at the
time, and, as James explains, “We gave him the story
and asked him to design it. We got improved design for
free, and he got exposure.” This first foray into formal-
ized art direction was a step toward professionalizing
POPsmear’s design.

As POPsmear grew, so did my time commitment to
it. After eleven issues, I left to concentrate on my day
job as a graphic designer. James decided to relaunch
POPsmear as a four-color glossy with a circulation of
fifty thousand. McGinness was tapped to be the art
director. The design now focused on luring new readers
who otherwise wouldn’t pick it up. To do this,
POPsmear aped the supermarket tabloid aesthetic for
the cover, finding it fitting for knocking popular cul-
ture. “POPsmear was always derivative, but with a dif-
ferent take,” James contends, “so why not reinforce that
with the tabloid sensibility?”

The easy accessibility and headline-screaming,
attention-grabbing nature of tabloids were design con-
ventions that broke with the content inside. “We
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started to conform design-wise, but not editorially. It
was the same piece of poop, just a different wrapper,”
James says. The scatalogical descriptors he uses are
quite fitting for the editorial content of the first
redesigned issue, 11.5. It includes a life-size color
photo of a gaping butthole and an essay on the joys of
analingus. Indeed, the comfort and familiarity one may
feel with picking up something so familiar looking may
end abruptly when confronted with content that is,
quite literally, tongue-in-cheek.

So did this duality—the familiar, if pedestrian,
cover design paired with such unconventional con-
tent—bother James? Not really. “Nonthreatening
design helped people get into the content,” he says.
“We chose commerce over art. . . . [S]ometimes com-
merce is about not making a statement.”

The McGinness era of POPsmear turned the
corner. The relaunched version of POPsmear was no
longer a pipsqeak zine. It often shared retail space with
larger magazines, despite its decidedly counterculture
content. But this marked an important event in
POPsmear’s evolution, and one that may have sowed the
seeds of its demise. The design had become so polished,
its covers more in line with the rest of the magazine
world, that its message was squandered. Scanning the
newsstand, POPsmear so fit into the general aesthetic
that its individuality was lost in a sea of competitors.

The arrangement with James and McGinness lasted
four issues. Several others wore the art-director cap,
morphing the design from tabloid toward a more main-
stream composition, until the magazine, bowing to
financial pressures, folded. The last issues of POPsmear
are virtually indistinguishable from much of the popular
celebrity-driven press. The design polish ultimately
belied its editorial mission. What set POPsmear apart
was no longer evident to the casual newsstand browser.
Ultimately, reconciling the refined art and lowbrow
writing was too much to ask from the reader.

Tada Burke’s twenty-year publishing career began
memorably. He started a skate fanzine while his family
was stationed in Italy. Lacking better tools, he pro-
duced it on a photocopier in his father’s office, which
happened to be part of the Department of Defense.
Each page of the DIY zine has the DOD seal embla-
zoned in the corner. He caught a lot of flak from his
dad for that, but his philosophy hasn’t changed. “Self-
publishing—it’s what I surround myself with. Chix,
punk rock, graffiti, skateboarding—and being real
good at it.”

After a succession of design jobs at traditional
advertising agencies, Burke became art director of a

slick, four-color, bimonthly skate/grafitti/urban cul-
ture magazine, While You Were Sleeping (WYWS). The
magazine was experiencing the growing pains of a
zine-turned-magazine, and, according to Burke, the
competing interests of the “punk rock, fuck-you phi-
losophy” of the magazine’s founding and the business
aspirations of a new ownership taxed the magazine.
“Visually, you could see the transformation” from one
epoch to the other. With those schizophrenic covers,
“we successfully alienated our readership.” After two
years, and a good firsthand look at the workings of
the small press, Burke left and launched his own
small magazine.

Measuring just 41⁄4" × 51⁄2", DC Pulse’s glossy color
pages stood out among the smattering of other free
publications in Washington, D.C. The content was a
mix of Burke’s interests—culture, music, and
fashion—both self-generated and courtesy of a corps
of contributors.

Burke’s overall plan for DC Pulse was simple: He
told the volunteer contributors that “we won’t fuck your
shit up.” He didn’t want a model of “dump-on-the-
intern, and screw people over by underpaying them. It’s
free, so volunteer. We circumvented the traditional
send-your-shit-out, wait for a call method.” The
response was positive. “I didn’t know there were so
many people in this city who needed this platform.”

Along with selling ads, doing promotion, and
hunting down talent, Burke had to come up with an
aesthetic that could integrate so many diverse contribu-
tions. DC Pulse served up stories about oversized pizza
slices, feminist strippers, and nocturnal meanderings,
and included interviews with various artists and musi-
cians. To design around this amalgam, Burke decided
to employ a very strict template: Articles would open
on a spread, one page devoted to text on a two-column
grid, the other page reserved for art. Typefaces would
be consistent throughout and the use of color in the
text judicious.

Why the simple approach? “For the first year, we
wanted to keep things to a template, keep it simple.
Let’s brand ourselves until we’re approved or accepted.”
According to Burke, business concerns dictate accept-
ance, while creativity dictates craziness. But the choice
to go for the staid, templated look wasn’t just eco-
nomics; it was also for credibility. “We didn’t want to
come off as ‘let’s go for the punk look.’”

Despite its popularity, the free quarterly stopped
publishing after a year. Burke could no longer sustain
the constant commitment it required, and it left him
little time to earn a wage as a freelancer. But that
doesn’t mean DC Pulse has closed up shop. “As with any
independent project that no one gets paid for, it’s as
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time warrants,” says Burke. With typical fiery spirit, he
is considering ending the publishing hiatus by
relaunching a new incarnation of DC Pulse.

The beefy stock, the rich colors, and provocative
art all served to entice the reader to pick up those first
four issues. Issue 3 sported a stamped metallic cover
just beckoning people to fondle it. It’s at once a visual
and tactile experience, and its polish looks like some-
thing produced by the staff of Metropolis rather than a

mixed band of volunteers. But the content itself is def-
initely street-level. The editorial couldn’t stand up to
the refined design. Readers wowed by the seductive
wrapping were not expecting the rough-hewn stories
they found inside.

So is this disconnect between art and editorial the true
hallmark of an alternative small magazine? The lesson
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to be learned from the failures of many small press titles
is that design is of paramount importance to a growing
magazine’s success. Zine publishers often aren’t
indebted to contributors, investors, sponsors, adver-
tisers, and the like. Ironically, the freedom this offers
often plagues their design. Whether the concern is to
force a commerce-friendly design (in POPsmear’s case)
or trepidation in unveiling your true self (in DC Pulse’s
case), the results can be deleterious.

The key is to stay true to the mission. Many out-
of-the-mainstream zines end up compromising their

own identities to compete with the big boys on their
own level. But these small magazines have a distinct
advantage: The raw bravado and clear message that
drove their creation in the first place can be the key to
their success. Stick with it. Representing one ideology
with the design and another with the content does
nothing but confuse the audience. Ultimately, it’s the
reader who feels ripped off.

After all, it’s human nature to judge a book by its
cover.
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THE END OF THE DOT-COM BOOM LEF T US WITH

a lot of hard-won lessons, the most vexed of which is
that the so-called new economy was really just the old
economy ported to a new medium. The most successful
business Web sites turned out to be nothing but
humble catalogs and brochures in clunky, if instantly
obtainable, form. But if Americans have awakened to
the reality that the demand for down vests, say, is fairly
constant whether you sell them online or out of a card-
board box, the hyperbolic vocabulary of the Internet
revolution is still very much with us. Even the most
hangdog bankrupt Internet millionaire continues to
believe in the medium and that Web design is funda-
mentally revolutionary because it is interactive.

Nonsense.
While it’s true that some Web sites are greatly

interactive, the majority require no more input from the
user than a paperback requires to switch to a new page.
And paper itself has been capable of interactivity since
before the dawn of metal type. Playing cards, board
games, paper dolls, tax forms, and crossword puzzles, to
name but a few examples, can be acted upon, modified,
and ordered by users. Timetables and phone books have
always used the fundamental, easily understandable
principles of alphabetization and categorization to
make vast quantities of data quickly navigable—all
without electricity or a spare phone line. The Internet
merely put a techno gloss on tried-and-true print-
design techniques.

No one expects anymore to become magically and
instantaneously wealthy due to an ever-so-clever Web
scheme (except, perhaps, those involved in fraud and
porn). But it is also true that the Web is not going away.
And though Borders and Barnes & Noble (not to men-
tion the independently owned bookstore down the street)
are no longer panicking due to Amazon, the same cannot
be said for the management of the magazines we read—
and especially the newspapers. This is where, it would
seem, the Web, as a medium for delivering content, rather
than as magic money-making pixie dust, can compete
with print and even television and win. The Web, after
all, brings news and entertainment instantaneously to the
reader, it’s vaster than a thousand copies of the Sunday
New York Times, and it’s available for free.

The Internet, as a slowly maturing technology,
could not really be compared to traditional media until
just recently. Over the past few years, the Web has con-
tinuously evolved, both in terms of what it can do and
what can be found on it. And now that the fuss has died
down, and the novelty has finally started to fade, it is pos-
sible to actually compare the mature Internet with mature
print media and examine the relative merits of each.

Just as it was once assumed that television would
supplant movie theaters, many in publishing assume
that their Web sites will eventually supplant their
printed products. Indeed, some publishers hope that
they will. However, the benefits of the Web for print
publishers—freedom from the vicissitudes of the paper
market and the elimination of distribution costs—are
incentives for publishers and not readers. Most printed
magazines, too, reach the reader for free or a fraction of
their real costs. The Internet is still in less than two-
thirds of U.S. homes as of 2004 and broadband is still
in less than 20 percent. But as the technology becomes
saturated—and growth on the Internet will truly be
won at the expense of other media—consumer choice
will determine which medium is best for which kinds
of information. Neither the Web nor print publications
will go away.

Bandwidth 
The resolution of the typical computer monitor is 72
dots per inch (dpi); the resolution of a typical color pho-
tograph in a magazine is 150 dpi. In short, a square inch
of data on paper is roughly four times richer in content
than a comparable square inch on a monitor. New tech-
nologies will make download times faster, but it is fair to
say that download times will never go away because bloat
will affect the Web as surely as it affects other forms of
software. Put it this way: If you could run a bare-bones
but completely adequate copy of Illustrator 88 on your
dual-core Intel Apple, it would be blisteringly fast.
Instead, you’re stuck with overengineered, overfeatured,
and oversexed Illustrator CS2. Hundreds of megabytes
of data make up a midsized consumer magazine. A
reader can graze all that information while waiting five
minutes in a dentist’s waiting room. A comparable expe-
rience is not now available online and may never be.
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Variety
Web designers spend a lot of time talking about
usability. Although it is possible to design a magazine
so poorly that it is impossible to read, the fundamental
interface of reading (turn the page) makes this inher-
ently more difficult. With the exception of folios, a
contents page, and in some cases signage, the print
designer need not concern herself overmuch with nav-
igation. As a result, magazines offer a variety of rich
reading (and grazing) experiences that Web sites do
not. All Web sites necessarily incorporate a fairly com-
plex interface into the design itself. Web design, for all
its gains, is inherently duller and less capable of sur-
prising the reader than print design.

Web aficionados will object that, unlike print, the
Web can incorporate motion and sound. This is cer-
tainly true—the Web offers a much richer multimedia
experience than print. However, this is much like
saying that the Web is better at being television than a
magazine is. We live in a world where there is room for
both reading and watching; subjugating the reading
experience to a watching experience does not eliminate
the desire to read. Newspapers do a better job at in-
depth reporting than television, and that has become
increasingly true as television has matured. It is also an
open question whether the utility of multimedia Web
sites will outlive the novelty. Flash, as its name implies,
rarely has much substance.

Elegance 
Within the context of a saddle-stitched booklet, a
number of factors within the control of the magazine
designer affect the way the material will be perceived.
Size, length, paper quality, texture, gloss, and the inks
used all make a statement about the contents and the
advertisers before the consumer reads a single word. It
is true that most magazines operate within narrower
production constraints than high-end or short-run
design projects; nevertheless, a trip to the newsstand
will reveal a broad range of production values. The Web
is a leveling medium; it is possible for a student to have
a Web site that looks and works like BMW’s.
Furthermore, everything on a Web page is framed by
plastic, covered with a patina of dust, and controlled by
a coffee-stained keyboard. While magazines can
present isolated and self-contained little worlds, Web
sites are stuck resolutely in yours.

Timeliness 
The Web certainly has the capacity to bring breaking
news to readers more quickly than even a daily paper.
But, as with television, speed comes with a cost: per-
spective, editing, and depth. The morning of 9/11, if

you are like most people, you turned on the tube, not
booted the computer.

“Enhanced” Content 
A number of publications are experimenting with what
is being called “enhanced content.” These adapt the
content of the magazine, which has been tailored to the
inherently limited real estate in a print vehicle, to the
limitless bounds of a Web site. Photographs that would
not fit in the print layout are reproduced as Web slide
shows; articles are run in longer versions; occasionally
the interviews upon which articles are based are run in
their entirety. These work essentially like the “cut”
scenes included on many DVDs. It’s usually possible to
see why those scenes were cut, and the same is true for
much of this Web content. The editing and stream-
lining that editors and designers must do, the decisions
made for various reasons that ensure that only the
highest-caliber content makes it into a published mag-
azine (or, to a lesser extent, newspaper), are a service to
the reader. A Web site that is essentially an unedited,
bloated version of the magazine is not something most
readers would consciously ask for.

Of course, good articles do spark curiosity that
does not end on the last page. Web sites can extend the
value of the printed magazine, but without a real
investment in new content, this service will be of value
to a minority of readers.

Portability
I have yet to see anyone happily reading a Web site on
the subway; even if your cell phone comes with a
browser, the act of reading tiny type on a miniscule
screen combined with the vicissitudes of cellular recep-
tion makes for a slog. On the other hand, newspapers,
magazines, and books all abound on trains, planes, and
parks. According to promises made a few years ago, we
should all be toting e-paper appliances by now—wire-
less Internet devices that hold perhaps a book or two in
memory and receive the morning paper by wireless
transmission every morning, along with updates
throughout the day. E-paper failed so quickly you may
not have noticed it was ever here. It’s now being tried
again, and its success is no more likely this time. While
publishers would see substantial cost savings if they
could eliminate their printing plants and shut down
their distribution networks, the per unit cost of a pub-
lication to the reader is small. Why trade a paper
product that you can throw away, spill coffee on, or
forget at the office for an expensive appliance you have
to lug around with you? E-paper is a very cool idea—
remember the scene in Minority Report in which
everyone’s newspaper changes at once to reflect a
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breaking story?—but in the real world, when you com-
bine a crude new technology with the unreliability of
cellular service to deliver megabytes of info, it seems
like a technology that is a long way from prime time.

Customization 
One of the former flavors of the month in Web design
was customization, the idea that you would visit a site
and it would present you with the information you are
most interested in. It’s true that a Web site is capable
of this kind of on-the-fly modification of content.
The problem with customization is that it is a solution
to a problem that is unique to online content, and as
such does not challenge the value of print vehicles.
Yes, “your” New York Times can present you, upon
opening the home page, with sports rather than inter-
national headlines. With the print version, you can
accomplish the same thing more quickly by pulling
the sports section out of the paper. And pulling out
the sports section requires no programming on the
part of the user.

Proprietary Content 
For publishers, the biggest fear of going onto the Web
is that they lose control over their content: once an
article is on the Web, it can be reproduced without 
the effort of scanning the page and correcting the
resulting text. The advantages are also pretty clear: it
can be updated, loaded with hyperlinks, or removed if
problematic. Most important, Web content can bridge
the gap between print issues and make material avail-
able beyond the weeklong or monthlong cycle of a typ-
ical magazine. It seems likely that these two
impulses—hoarding and sharing—will balance each
other for some time. The value of Web content for
research will always be limited by the amount of mate-
rial that isn’t up.

Instant Gratification 
When I hand someone my business card these days, it
no longer contains just my name, address, and phone
number; it also has a short code that allows the recip-
ient to access a couple dozen examples of my design
work, some of my writing, and assignments for the class
I teach. For independent photographers, bloggers, and
consultants of every stripe, the Web provides a certain
leveling of the commercial landscape. I cannot send a
salesman to San Diego to woo a perspective client (or,
half the time, even go myself ), but I can reach that
client with a carefully controlled message. With the
exception of blogging, though, these are commercial
rather than editorial functions.

Advertising 
Finally, as Web advertising has become more profitable
for online publishers, it has also become more dis-
tracting. The little commercials you have to watch on
Slate, the obnoxious strobelike blinking banners on
many sites—all are more and more like television com-
mercials in that they disrupt and distract from desired
content. This interruption extends to bandwidth, too—
editorial content waits while ads are downloaded.
Sometimes the wait is too long, and the reader moves
elsewhere. Yes, advertisers are increasing their spending
on the Web because it’s perceived as hip and because
there is an increasingly large audience. But banners and
boxes—because of their diminutive size and the clut-
tered environment in which they compete—do not
serve many products well. Print publications present
the only environment where advertising and editorial
content exist in harmony—both get a good play, nei-
ther has to wait for the other. There will always be a
market for print advertising.
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THE FIRST MAGAZINES PROVIDED A VERY DIF-
ferent experience from the modern versions. Early
magazines were predominantly “storehouses of infor-
mation.” They offered readers a lifeline to the outside
world in the same manner as newspapers. Today, nei-
ther ink on paper nor frequency can justify the tradi-
tional definition of what magazines should and could
do. Technology has changed all of our lives and that
does not exclude the media we consume. Magazines are
unable to keep up with the speed of the Internet, and
even the Internet seems slow compared to text mes-
saging. I used to turn to Web sites to get updates on
news throughout the day. Now, I receive text messages
with headlines and blurbs as soon as the newsrooms
release them.

Nevertheless, the print magazine is one creation
that technology will never make obsolete. No matter
how fancy my next cell phone may be or how much
content I can receive on my Blackberry, nothing can
ever replace the experience of holding, seeing, and
reading a magazine.

Since the advent of movable type, designers and
writers have united in their efforts to integrate typog-
raphy and imagery into a product that you can touch,
see, and read. You feel a connection with it that no
other media product can provide.

Magazine design is the arrangement of content in
an interesting and orderly manner. Some designers
focus on pictures and graphics, but for design to truly
work for any publication, design must always incorpo-
rate the meaning of words on the page. Both text and
photos work together to create communication that, if
successful, will draw in viewers and get them hooked.

The role of visuals is important in magazines
because it captures the attention of the reader. This
process starts on the cover. Catching the eye is the first
step in the buying process.

Covers are made up of three basic components:
color, pictures, and type. According to psychologists,
our brain perceives color first, then pictures, and finally
words. This hierarchy of recognition must be under-
stood in order to create an effective cover.

First, colors should be simple and meaningful.
Time uses a bright red border on their cover to brand

the magazine. As a result, the magazine is recognizable
even if the title cannot be seen. The same is true for
National Geographic. The yellow of its border is part of
its logo—not the shape of the border, but the color.
Lesser-known magazines can also bring meaning to
their publication through color by simply being simple.
Part of developing a magazine is choosing a palette of
colors. Over time, this established palette will become
more and more recognizable to readers.

Second, cover pictures should be in the cus-
tomer’s face—establishing eye contact with the
reader. That “see me” factor of the images is so
important because grabbing the reader’s attention for
a few precious seconds is the first step toward making
a sale. What kind of picture is cover-worthy? In most
cases it will be one of three types: something to fan-
tasize about (a celebrity or a model to look at, a place
where you can add yourself to the picture such as a
beachfront or mountaintop), something to relate to
(crafts, hobbies, a cake, or things you can do), and last
but not least, pictures of real events and real people in
the news (the president, September 11, an AIDS
victim, or a starving African child). While tragedy
and fantasy seem to have little in common, they share
the ability to connect to the reader. If you do not have
that “wow factor” from the first second, the reader’s
eye moves to the next cover on the newsstand or
coffee table, and the chances of your magazine being
picked up diminish.

Third, magazines should use cover type as some-
thing readers can skim first and read second. Readers
are willing to forgive a technically poor picture, but
they will not forgive a limp coverline. The type on the
cover must be readable, legible, and short. Editors will
tell you that short coverlines are a sign of a confidence.
My test for coverlines is always the same. Drop the
magazine to the ground, stand straight, and try to read
the coverlines. If you can’t, they are too small and
readers will not be able to see them. Use a page number
with one of those coverlines to lead the readers inside
the magazine. If readers are intrigued, flip to the story,
and like what they find, it will validate the whole mag-
azine. The chances of hearing that cash register ring are
now much higher.
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Targeting
Whether on the newsstand or in the mailbox, a maga-
zine cover was—until the advent of television in the
fifties—regarded as a piece of art. The Saturday
Evening Post featured a different Norman Rockwell
picture each issue, while Vogue showed images of well-
dressed women on its covers. Less imaginative maga-
zines like Reader’s Digest and a few others used their
covers for the table of contents.

Today covers are designed to draw in the prospec-
tive reader. With over fifteen thousand consumer mag-

azines being published in the United States, a cover
must scream from the newsstand with large, engaging
pictures and enticing coverlines. (I like to call them “sell
lines.”) The cover is very much like the front window of
a store. As shoppers walk by, the displays should catch
their eyes and make them want to come inside and
shop. Effective coverlines convince readers they will
miss out if they do not read what’s inside.

While covers bark from the newsstand, they should
whisper on the coffee table and in the mailbox. A
recent trend has been the widespread use of the split
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cover. A split cover is when a publisher uses two, three,
or—in the case of TV Guide’s celebration of Star Trek’s
thirty-fifth anniversary—thirty-five different covers for
a weekly issue. Many magazines routinely print one
cover for subscribers and another for the newsstand.
Others add multiple newsstand versions for different
regions of the country. Split covers may use completely
different pictures or sell lines. Or—in the case of Good
Housekeeping and National Geographic Kids—even dif-
ferent logos. But in either case, the cover remains true
to the aim of getting the readers’ attention. The home

version of a cover may “whisper” because it is free of
most of the sell lines of the newsstand edition and the
language is toned down. Subscriber covers may use
“love” instead of “sex” and may change the focus from
“being a better father” to “being a better man” (Best
Life Magazine).

During the nearly thirty years I have been tracking
magazines, I have seen what works and doesn’t work,
not only from a business perspective but from a visual
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perspective as well. From my observations, I have for-
mulated three postulates that can make the design of
interior pages easier for anyone.

My first postulate is to have one and only one focus
point for every spread (or single page). Readers can
become confused if they do not know where to look.
This does not mean that there should be only one pic-
ture; it means that one dominant element should
anchor every page.

The second postulate is to design from the inside
out to avoid trapping white space in the middle of

pages. Empty spaces in the middle of a layout serve as
natural mental breaks and become distracting for
readers—they demand attention but don’t offer a
payoff. By designing outward you are able to keep con-
sistent spacing between objects and place white space,
if wanted, near the margins where it can be a natural
border rather than an empty spot in your design. White
space on the outside directs attention inward toward
the content.

My final postulate is to group pictures together.
Seeing images grouped helps readers absorb the story
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faster through visual narrative and allows designers to
create engaging contrasts—big and small, horizontal and
vertical. These contrasts lead the reader into the story by
providing a sense of direction and a natural flow.

Today’s Reader 
My basic rules have been applicable to periodical
design for a long time, but in the last few years I have
seen magazines begin to change the way they do things.
More and more designers are dividing (think nuggets
of chicken instead of the whole breast), grouping (think

putting all the nuggets next to each other), and simpli-
fying (think making the access to the nuggets as easy as
possible). The result of this approach is not a happy
meal but pages that encourage a ritualized approach to
reading: the reader digs in, pulls out something inter-
esting and satisfying, and maybe dives back in for more.
The process of reading becomes active and reader-
directed rather than editor-directed. What does this
kind of addictive page look like? More entry and exit
points—short items that pull you in and let you go
quickly in the form of sidebars, info graphics, subtitles,
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informative captions, and a strong headline—each one
of which gives the reader something desirable. This
provides more places to feed your brain and more places
to leave the page satisfied, even if you read only one
sidebar rather than the whole spread. Unlike the New
Yorker, which can pile up in a guilt-inducing heap,
magazines with exit points satisfy the need to accom-
plish something.

In some cases editors and designers have also
begun breaking magazines into sections and treating
each as a separate editorial entity. No longer are these
publications viewing their product as a front adver-
tising well and a back editorial well. The Hallmark
Corporation has done this in a very successful way with
its new magazine, Hallmark. Divided into five sec-
tions—“Inspire,” “Renew,” “Nest,” “Connect,” and
“Nourish”—Hallmark magazine begins each section
with a splash page that serves as a menu or guide to
what the reader should expect on the following pages.
Each section’s splash page has a large picture and a few
words that hint at what is to come. In essence this page
serves as a break between courses, and it provides a
good piece of real estate for advertisers: opposite the
splash page.

Hallmark isn’t the only magazine that has aban-
doned the traditional approach to structuring content
and advertising. Cosmopolitan groups topics together:
if you are looking for beauty and fashion, it will be
together in one section of the magazine regardless of
article length, and if you are looking for love and lust,
it will all be found together in another section, whether
in the form of a department or an article. The topic
drives the conversation and not the sections.

While some magazines are bought so readers can
dream about the luxury homes or high-priced cars that
grace their pages, others are successful because they
provide useful information to their readers. Readers
turn to Every Day with Rachael Ray, Domino, and Wood
to find recipes, learn of design trends, and fuel their
DIY spirit. With this in mind, more and more pub-
lishers are gearing their publications to be approachable
by readers. To do this, designers are humanizing not
only the overall design but the pictures as well. For
many designers this flies against their desire for perfec-
tion. Rather than taking a “Martha Stewart” approach
to photo styling—a perfect meal on a homemade table-
cloth in a lavishly decorated room—many magazines
are choosing to reflect the realistic capabilities of
working couples in their photographs. All You, Woman’s
World, and Quick & Simple are examples of magazines
that prove it is possible to make a compelling magazine
that shows reality rather than fantasy. To humanize
those magazines, designers and photographers are

going after the imperfection in the design and the pic-
tures rather than old-fashioned straight lines and per-
fect pictures. The covers of the Wal-Mart-only
distributed All You shows real life as it happens every
day: busy and cluttered.

The ultimate role of magazine design is to imme-
diately tell the readers there is something in it for them.
To me, a magazine must be able to whisper to the
reader and to start a conversation with him or her.
Magazines are far more than ink on paper. Successful
magazines are the ones that cater to all five senses and
create a brand in the reader’s mind, one page at a time.

No matter how technology may change or what
flashy, new media may be introduced, magazines will
continue to be launched by the hundreds every year.
While publishers must keep up with the changing tides
of technology and fashion, they must also remain true
to the basic principles that made the industry what it 
is today.
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A RECENT ROMENESKO ITEM HEADED “DO READERS

really care if there are ads on the front page?” noted that
BusinessWeek’s Jon Fine suspects that “only the most
navel-gazing of journalists care about a small ad
appearing on Page One.” Probably true, but only
because those “small ads” are seen in isolation. Do the
numbers, and small ads over time aggregate to a large
amount of prime space for news switched to advertising.

I did the numbers for the Des Moines Register,
which recently put one-inch ads daily across the
bottom of the front pages of five sections. In the course
of a year, those seemingly inconsequential strips will
equate to more than ninety pages of news lost to ads.

Ads at least bring in revenue, which pays for paper,
salaries, training, travel, and other expenses that can
improve quality. The same can’t be said for the very
large number of column inches that seem increasingly
to be devoted to oversized graphics. Call it the Invasion
of the Space Snatchers. This problem does not just
affect newspapers: Magazines are purchased to be read,
but their staffs also seem to have decreasing faith in the
value of words.

It’s not unusual nowadays for artwork to dwarf, by
large margins, the stories they illustrate. The Sunday
New York Times is a major case in point. The August 6,
2006 “Week in Review” section, for instance, devoted
thirty-four column inches of text to a piece about Ariel
Sharon but all of fifty-five column inches to two pic-
tures of Sharon.

The Space Snatchers attacked again on another
story in the same section with a jumbo graphic that
stretched the full length of the page for two columns,
and then some. The graphic? Of all things, a tape
measure. If editors had utilized one, they would have
found the art had gobbled up nearly twice the space
taken by the story.

Words are losing to art at magazines as well.
Esquire, which once devoted only one page to art and
ten pages to text for an article about what was wrong
with Spiro Agnew, now turns over less than two pages
to text and more than three pages to art in a five-page
layout on what’s swell about Brad Pitt. The Pitt layout
(October 2006) includes two murky photographs of the
actor riding his 4 × 4.

Even National Geographic, long known for excellent
reporting and photojournalism, has seen a shift in pri-
orities. The March 1976 issue devotes ten pages to text
and twenty to art in an article about Sicily. The
September 2006 issue proffers less than six pages of
text and more than twenty-four pages to art in a layout
on China—and National Geographic’s pages now hold
fewer words than they once did.

The Times’ and National Geographic’s readers tend
to be intensely interested in news and ideas—and once
Esquire’s readers were too. They are, by and large, the
proverbial news junkies. I question whether they have
to be lured to stories by having them jazzed up with
massive quantities of art.

I am not talking here about graphs and other info-
graphics that help tell the story. What I see, much too
often, are inflated illustrations that gobble up space
without a payoff in information.

I have a lot of respect for the work of graphic
artists. I relied on them extensively to dress up the
opinion pages when I was editorial page editor at the
Register. I believe in making publications attractive, and
I was an early user of color on editorial pages. In fact, I
recently heard from a former staff member who now
heads a very large staff of designers and artists at a
major paper who wrote to thank me for inspiring her to
do newspaper graphics. I am not against art in an edi-
torial context. That said, too much of what I see nowa-
days looks to be a mindless effort to overwhelm readers
with size and quantity.

Print publications are now larded with too much
art in a misguided attempt to compete with television
and the Web. While it is understandable that newspa-
pers and magazines are responding to diminishing cir-
culation numbers by looking toward what seem to be
the ascendant media, they are making a mistake in
doing so. Television and the Internet are always on,
always available, and always changing. Editors and
print designers alike must face up to the fact that if they
attempt to compete with an inherently visual medium
by becoming more visual themselves, they will only
succeed in making print’s graphic limitations all the
more stark by comparison and at the cost of what mag-
azines and newspapers do well.
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While there are doubtlessly some readers who con-
sciously and consistently notice and appreciate visuals,
even for them the amount of time spent with the most
well-considered photograph or illustration still pales in
comparison to the amount of time spent with the
shortest of articles. Any thoughtful critic can come up
with exceptions in which generous art is mission crit-
ical—National Geographic itself would not be what it is
without its enterprising (and expensive) photojour-
nalism, the soft-core approach of Maxim and its imita-
tors is inherently photo-driven, and for fashion and
glamour magazines, images provide information. But,
for the majority of publications—which neither have
the capability to imitate National Geographic or Vogue,
nor the appeal to the same prurient interests as
Maxim—big visuals come at a price.

Readers subscribe to periodicals for text, not for
artwork. To the extent that publications substitute
overly generous graphics for news and ideas, they
shortchange readers and alienate them.

When I see splurging on graphics I wonder,
“Where was the editor?” Space is an editor’s prize pos-
session, but editors who do not hesitate to trim inflated
stories seem to put away their red pencils when art is
involved. They should no more abdicate to artists than
to writers.

At both newspapers and magazines, the efforts to
make publications more visual have done little to
reduce hemorrhaging readerships—indeed, circulations
have become smaller at the same time art has become
bigger. Many publications are turning cartwheels to
trim costs; it would be a sound investment by both
newspaper and magazines to give readers more news
and opinion by going easier on the art.
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Adams, Ryan, 88, 90
Adbuster, 170
advertisement

business interests balanced with, 161
conflict in, 161
direct-mail, type of, 36
editorials paced with, 160
fractionals in, 160
pacing of, 160
placement of, 5, 81, 82, 119, 158, 161
usage of, 5

advertiser, attitude, 2, 161
advertising, 159–161

information positioning, 53, 159–160
vehicle improving, 75, 159, 161
women flyers focusing on, 135

advertorial, 118
aesthetics, design, 82
Ali, Muhammad, 98, 99
alternative story form (ASFs), 144, 162–165

begin strongly in, 165
briefs presenting, 144–145, 162
increased use of, 162–165
nonnarrative and nonlinear storytelling of, 162
paged examples of, 162, 163, 164, 165
parallel construction used in, 163
reader-centricity used in, 165
scannable text used in, 162
stories sketched out in, 165
voice used in, 164
word-use focused in, 165

American Prospect, 122
analysis, written, 56
Andersen, Kurt, 66, 70, 103–108
appearance, 13–14
art

briefs, use of, 143–144
budgeting for, 3–4, 21, 81, 82, 140
director, 44, 84
flat, type of, 70
print larded with, 185
publishing overrun with, 185–186
stock, use of, 148

article
editing of, 62

focus of, 91
formatting of, 91
long, type of, 36
text-heavy usage in, 41–42
trimming of, 36

ASFs. See alternative story form
asymmetrical grid, 153
Atlantic Monthly, 166
audience, 2
Awehali, Brian, 122, 126

back of the book (BOB), 134, 138
background, colored, 112
back-issue review, 61
bandwidth, 176
Bark, 170
Barringer, David, 187
Battelle, John, 112
Bell Curve structure, 157, 158
bell-curve pacing, for newspapers, 158
Betts, Kate, 7
the Big Idea approach, 99
Black, Roger, 187
black-and-white v. color, 113
Blackberry, 179
Blender, 87, 88
BOB. See back of the book
Boston Globe, 55–56
Brady, John, 187
brand, v. greatness, 95–115
branding, 65

briefs usage of, 139
magazine as tool of, 91
typographical, type of, 43

briefs, 138–144
ads used in, 141
alternate story form used in, 144–145, 162
art budgeted for, 140
art-driven look in, 143–144
branding of, 139
collage look of, 143
design of, 75, 81, 141–142
editorial objective supported in, 139
examples of, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144
features paging of, 119
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heart of magazine reading, 138
layered look of, 141–142
length of, 138–139
linear look of, 142–143
newsy look of, 142
production required by, 138
purpose of, 138
structuring of, 138

Brower, Steven, 25
Brown, Tina, 8
budget

for art, 3–4, 21, 81, 82, 140
brief art costed in, 140
deadlines driven by, 149
design problems costed in, 111–112
low, publication costed in, 110, 145–149
realities of, ix, 145–148

Burke, Larry, 10, 11
Burke, Tada, 173–175
business-to-business publications, ix, x

Cargo, 128
Carlos (Virgin Atlantic), 134
Carnegie Endowment, 37
Carter, Graydon, 103
charts, computer-generated, 56
Chicago, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17
Chicago Shops, 131
cinematic structure, 159
circulation, 36
CMYK, 3
color

v. black-and-white usage, 3, 113
costing of, 3–4
four, 3
six, 112
spot, usage of, 3

columns, 22, 27, 151–153
competition, 2
conservative design, 122–127
content, 9, 103

menu of, 26
presentation of, 56, 93
strong delivery of, 98–99
Web v. print, proprietary in, 178
zine, rough-hewn of, 173–175

controlled-circulation publications, ix, 75
Cookie, 83, 84
cover, 4, 8, 70, 90, 96, 99

controversy over, 97
coverlines on, 166, 167
defunct, example of, 6
design proposed for, 67, 68, 69
Esquire, 96–98

gatefolded, example of, 91
inside, designed, 21, 22, 23
international edition, 36, 37
mock, 88
modern designing, 102
modern examples of, 180, 181, 182, 183
planning of, 90–91
preceding redesign, 20, 24, 32, 38, 46, 59, 77, 146
redesigned, 19, 25, 33, 39, 45, 76
relocating changes, 12, 13
selling copies, 101–102
Speak, example of, 59
unpublished version of, 73
variation, targeting with, 181
visual story delivered in, 97, 98, 100, 101
zine example, 171, 174

coverlines, 166–168, 179
aesthetic standards lowered for, 166
creating sensationalism with, 168
design standards lowered with, 168
effective usage of, 180–181
emphasis shifted with, 168
necessary evil of, 168
worst offenders listed, 166–167

craft, commitment to, 62, 86
Cranberg, Gilbert, 187
Crawford, Scott, 87–91, 187
culture

international, of redesign, 53–54
visual orientation of, 58
visual, type of, 24
Web influencing of, 169

Custom Oxford rules, 151
custom publications, x, 133–135

Danbury Printing and Litho, 112
DC Pulse, 173–175
de Morgan, 54
deadline, 11, 12
decorator v. designer, 74
departments, internal organization of, 4
der Zeit, 54
design

acuity in, 39–40
aesthetics, 70, 82
best practitioner of, 83
billboarding of, 119
for brief, 75, 81, 141–142
Brussels newspaper, type of, 54
change accommodated in, 117
choices and reputation of, 146
cohesiveness in, 70
conservatism in, 122, 126
conservative, 122–127
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consultant for, 92
contemporary styling of, 121
corporate, type of, 114
cover, 21–23, 67–69, 102
coverlines lowering standard of, 168
cycle quickening of, viii
editor, 115, 137
editorial mechanics in, 137
editors devaluing of, 122
elegance in, 85
elements contained in, 134
equity of, 43–44
excellence in, 121
followers mirrored by, 57
fortes of, 52
generic looking, 40–41
good, accommodating change to, 117
good, contributing to, 127
grid used for, 150–158
homogenization of, 85
individuality in, 54
inspiration in, 85
inspiration shopping for, 7, 8
interpersonal aspect of, 51–63
interpretation in, 61
limitations imposed by, 137
made easier by, 182–183
modern, 8, 180–181
modular, 151
new, launching of, 117–135
“non sequitur” type of, 61
outside, 2, 44, 52–54, 93, 123
partnering with editorial, 58
past, borrowing from, 6–8
pride in accomplishment of, 149
problems budgeted for, 111–112
process of, 52
prototype of, 52, 53, 110
publication direction of, 66, 74
radical, type of, 61
readers reached with, 55
refining of, 59
relationship in, 84
simplifying of, 77–78
small magazine of ideas, 3–5
solutions in, 105
staff for, 55
staleness in, 126
story connection to, 58
talent in, 85–86
templated, unified by, 146–147
tone changed by, 61

tools of, 110
trending of, 7–8
typographic strength in, 70
usability of, 117–135
visualizing of, 58
Web v. print, 93
zine, 173–175

design director
ideas listened to, 147
people-skills honed by, 145, 148
responsibilities of, 145–148

design firm, 51
The Design of Dissent, 122
design skill set, 86

inadequacy of, 93
redesign identifies in, 57

designer
better publication making, 56–57
decorator v., 74
effective/good, 55
redesign experienced, 65
workaholic, 115

desktop publishing, 11
Details, 38–42, 83

design focus lost by, 39–40
repositioning of, 38–41

digital
communication, 111
illustrations, 70
photographs, 70

diplomacy, 52–53
direct-mail advertising, 36
direct-mail campaign, 36
Dissent, 122
Dizney, Joe, 66
Domino, 128, 130, 131, 184

Economist, 70
edit, 11
edit style, 93
editor, 115
editorial

design mechanics of, 137
flow improvement of, 80
format in, 169–186
hole, 81
message in, 2
mission in, 26
pages, 119
quality of, 99

electronic prepress, 111–112
end slug, 29
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Esquire, 95, 185
cover irreverence in, 96–98
era-based publishing, 96–102
exemplifying of, 96–98
text-heavy reading, 99

essence, of magazine, 1

Fairchild Publications, 39, 83–86
fanzine structure, 159
feature(s), 129

briefs paged as, 119
internal organization of, 4

feature page, 105, 106, 130
feature spread, 29, 36, 107, 114, 120, 131, 132

front of book (FOB), 29, 47, 111, 139–144
liberal magazines from, 123–126
pre-redesign of, 60, 61, 81, 113
redesigned shortened, 26, 27, 29
section design, 71, 72, 110
zine type, 172, 175

feature well
adding space to, 80
traditional pacing of, 119
unbroken design in, 112

film, 70
flacktoid, catalog-style, 118
flat art, 70
FOB. See front of the book
follow-up consulting, 54
Forbes, 162
foreign affairs, 32–33, 35
Foreign Policy, 32–37

format switching of, 32–33
format

accommodating, 117
article, 91
breaking of, 150, 151
editorial, depletion of, 169
editorial, style of, 169–186
effective, 1
journal, 34
magic of, 121
new redesigned, vii–viii
potential in, vii
redesign of, 53
simplification of, 57
standardized, 121
switching of, 32–33

fractionals
in advertisements, 160
rules for placing, 161

freelancers, versatility of, 148–149
freight train structure, 159

front of the book (FOB), 29, 78, 79, 134, 138
front section revitalization, 78

Gallagher, Mike, 6–8
Gallagher Paper Collectibles, 6–8
galley, 84, 85
Gan, Steven, 6, 7
Garcia, Mario, 52–54
Garcia Media, design consultancy firm, 52–54
generic design, 40–41
Glaser, Milton, 122–123
Governing

controlled-circulation publication type, 75
local government reading of, 75–82
redesign improving of, 81–82
seriousness of, 81

GQ, 39, 40, 55
graphic designer

nature of, 51
purpose of, vii

grid, 53, 150–158
asymmetrical, 153
breaking of, 150
column designs structured in, 150
design defined in, 150
designs without using, 153–154
elements of, 151
information composing tool of, 150
interior, foundation established by, 4
irregular, 153
layered pages structured with, 155
organization tool in, 150
page structured using, 151–153
production tool valued as, 150
publication needs in, changing, 156
settings structured in, 150
ten-column, 153
twelve-column, 151–155

grid-based organization, 154
gridless approach, 153–155
gutter, 150–151

Hallmark, 184
Harp, 86–91

growth of, 90
marketing of, 89–90
sectioning of, 88

Harper’s Bazaar, 6–8
Hayes, Harold, 96
Heidelburg press, 112
Heller, Steven, 187
Hemispheres (United Airlines), 133
hierarchy, 4
High Life (British Airways), 133
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Hirschorn, Michael, 66, 70
home erotic, 118–121
Horton, Andrew, 66
humor, 77
Husni, Samir, 187

ideas, merging of, 110
ideology, 122
illustration

budgeting for, 3–4, 21, 81, 82
revitalizing of, 78

In Style, 8, 128
In These Times, 122
independence, 103
InDesign, 5
in-flight magazine, 133–135

male orientation of, 135
profitability of, 133
redesign needed in, 133–134
safe-reading, obsessing in, 134

information presentation, 74, 80–81
in-house redesign, 2, 44

benefits of, 65, 94
consensus on, 94
drawbacks to, 92–94
obstructions to, 93
tool, effectively crafted, 65

innovation, 37
Inside, 66–74

Web site advanced by, 66, 70
internal politics, 93
Internet. See also Web

endless information source, 56
environment of, 66, 91
print ended by use of, 108

Inverted Pyramid structure, 157
irregular grid, 153

Jagger, Mick, 99
JazzTimes, 90
journal format, 34
Joyce Rutter, Kaye, 187
Jung, Hana, 187

Kucsma, Jason, 126
Kuhr, Barbara, 109, 110

lad magazine structure, 159
layout, 7, 27, 58, 158
Leida, Edward, 83–86
Levin, Alissa, 187
liberal magazine, 122–127

conservative designing of, 122–127

imagery lacking in, 123
stagnant design championed by, 126

Lindsay, Greg, 188
Lip Magazine, 122, 126
Littman, Margaret, 188
logo, 4, 28
long articles, 36
Louis, George, 101–102
low-budget publishing, 110, 145–149
Lucky, 128–132

magalog, 128
magazine

architecture in, 70
as branding tool, 91
content of, 9
criteria for, 128
era of, demised, 108–109
evolution of, 63
hierarchy in, 145–146
liberal, 122–127
as part of era, 95
printing of, 70
sections of, 137
service fulfilled by, 131
shopping, 128–132
as work in progress, 2

Magazine Era, 108
maintenance contract, designing, 54
masthead typeface, 42
Maxim, 8, 39, 128, 186
McCall’s, 43
McGinness, Ryan, 172–173
mentor, 54
Metcalf, Jane, 109
Metropolis, 166
Miller, Abbott, 25, 26, 27
Miller, Julie Ann, 18–23
mission clarity, 57
mission statement, 88
mnemonics, 99
mobile-telephone screens, 53
mock cover, 88
modular design, 151
Mojo, 88
Money, 162
Moody, Jennifer, 135
Morelewicz, Pete, 188
Mother Jones, 123
music zines, 87–88

Naím, Moisés, 32–37
Nast, Condé, 38–42, 109, 113, 128
Nation, 122
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National Geographic, 179, 185, 186
National Magazine Award, 10, 15
Nest, 119–121

magical formatting of, 121
radically controlled designing of, 121

New Yorker, 103, 107
Newman, Robert, 188
news section

collagelike approach for, 112
before redesign of, 79
redesigned, 34, 35

newsmagazine, 56–57
newsstand competition, 170
Newsweek, 44–50, 128, 162
Nixon, Richard, 99
No Depression, 88
Northern Virginia Magazine, 145–149

O, The Oprah Magazine, 43
Oches, Maryanne, 21
O’Neil, Kathy Martin, 188
online presence, 91
outside design, 2, 44, 52–54, 93
Outside Magazine, 10–17

move affecting, 13–14
restructuring of, 10–17

outside vision, 53, 123
ownership of process, 52

Pace Communications, 133, 135
pacing, 157–161

ad placement in, 5, 119, 158
advertisements used in, 160
critical to redesign, 157
expository structure created, 157
fractionals use of, 160
in newspapers, 158
page navigated by, 157
structure arranged by, 157

pages
editorial, of, 119
graphically engaged, 80
layered, structured with grid, 155
portfolio of, 62
signature, printing of, 158
stock, of, 55–56

paper, 3
parallel construction, 163
passion, ix
past, design referencing, 6–8
Paterniti, Michael, 11
penetration of readership, 75
perfect-bound binding, 158
periodical design, 183

personality, of magazine, ix
photo shoot, 74
photojournalism, 123
Photoshop, 74
pica, 150
Plunkett, John, 109–115
podcast, shopping, 132
political cartoons, 48–49
political journal, 122
POPsmear

cobbled design of, 171–172
driven to legitimacy, 172–173
indie media zine, 170–175

portfolio
pages of, 62
pieces, previewing of, 88

praise, 62
pride, in presentation, 77
Priest, Robert, 44
print. See also Web, v. print

medium chosen, 135
more needed in, 186
rich variety offered in, 176

Print, 24–30
printing

four-color, of, 4
high-quality, in, 111–112
magazine, of, 70
signature pages for, 158
six-color, of, 112

production, distribution, 2
production, technology streamlining, 5
Progressive, 122
project

integrity of, 62, 84
juggling multiples of, 84
leader and team of, 52
logistics of, 52

Project Runway, 132
promotion, 81
proofread, 11
prototype, 27, 29, 52, 110
publication

business-to-business, ix, x
collective spirit of, 108
controlled-circulation, ix, 75
creating new, 87–91
custom, x, 133–135
design in, 66, 74
designer making better, 56–57
environment of, 51
grid changing for, 156
gridless approach in, 153–154
low-budget publishing of, 110, 145–149
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message in, 55
needs of, 94
reader needs mirrored in, 57
reappraising mission, 57
reinvention of, 51
small publication, 3–5
structure types of, 157–159
timetable of, 11

publisher, 134
publishing

art and ads overrunning, 185–186
job in, 91
unsavability of, 185–186

Quark, 5, 11

Radar, 164
reader, 21–22

attitudes in, 2
centricity, 165
enthusiasm in, 75
insider feeling of, 95
looking at, 55
modern designing in, 180–181
modern principles of, 184
modern reaching of, 179–184
publication and needs of, 57
targeting of, 180

readership
aging of, 18–20
expand and keep current with, 8, 9
loyalty of, 20

reading, active, 183
reading reality, 184
Reagan, Denise M., 188
Real Simple, 72, 74, 128

mindset of, 72, 74
Reason, Ron, 188
redesign, 81–82. See also in-house redesign

basic message uncovered, 55
beginning of, 1–8
better organization in, 56–57
collaborative understanding of, vii
consequences unforeseen in, 20–21
cornerstone of, 55
cosmetic, of, 9
cosmetic updating, 9
cost of, 2
cover, 19, 25, 33, 39, 45, 76
cover preceding, 20, 24, 32, 38, 46, 59, 77, 146
cycle of, viii
design example #1, 55–56
design example #2, 56–57
design example #3, 57

design skillset, 57
feature spread, 22, 23, 26, 27, 29, 40, 41, 49, 72,

80
feature spread and pre-, 60, 61, 81, 113
format, vii, viii, 53
goals of, 26, 77–78, 92
goals outlined in, 75, 77
implementation of, 2, 92
in-flight magazines needing, 133
international culture in, 53–54
international training issues in, 53–54
interpersonal aspect of, 51–63
major initiatives in, 1
news section, 34, 35, 79
pacing critical to, 157
politics of, vii, 52
preemptive processing, 84
priorities in, 57
process of, 51–63
purpose of, vii
quickie solutions in, 43
reader reaction to, 35
reader reconnected, 55
readership driven, 18
reading energized with, 26
reasons for, viii–ix, 2
reinvention in, 51
relationship establishment of, 52–53
repositioning, as element of, 31
restructuring for, 9, 10–17
rethinking of format, 53
Science News, 18–23
setting guidelines in, 55
solution to, 92
staff improved with, 55–57
structure in, 137, 138, 141, 145, 153, 168
subject matter in, 137, 139, 168
time management of, 65
timing of, 2, 26–27
updating for, 9–30
visual aspects of, 8–9, 44, 55

reporting, 24
repositioning, 31, 49, 50

apprehensions of, 34–35
Details, 38–41
fine-tuning market position with, 31
form and readers changed with, 31

resource boxes, 27
resources, 57
restructuring, and updating, 9–30
Roell, Eric, 18–23
Rolleri, Dan, 58–63, 188
Rolling Stone, 87, 166
Rossetto, Louis, 109, 110
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Rothstein, Jandos, 188
royalty fee, 133

saddle-stitch binding, 158
Sante Fe, New Mexico, 10–17
Science News

art budgeting for, 21
history of, 18
before redesign, 18
redesign of, 18–23
scientific audience reading, 21–22

Scotch rules, 151
self-critical stance, 62
selling innovation, 54
severance check, 72
sheet-fed press, 46
Sherman, Bill, 112
Shop, Etc., 128
shopping magazine, 128–132

American pastime of, 132
cross-referencing in, 131
diversity offered in, 131

sidebars, 27
signage system, 81
signature pages, 158
Silver Kris (Singapore Airlines), 133
Sky, American Way (Delta), 133, 135
small magazines of ideas

designing of, 3–5
mission and goals defined for, 3

space reduction, 55–56
Speak, 58–63
Spin, 87, 88
Spirit (Southwest), 133
Sports Illustrated, 43
Spy, 95, 100, 103–108

demise of, 108
design envelope pushed by, 105
editorial ingenuity of, 106–107
editorial objectives of, 103
evolution of content in, 103
labor-intensive publishing of, 104–105
legacies of, 103
mission and motto for, 103
profitability of, 106–107
publication forms compared by, 107
vision, 104

staff, 2
art director of, 44
creativity in, 14–15
energy loss of, 92
morale of, 14–15
redesign and improved, 55–57

skill identification in, 57
time loss of, 92

sticker page feature, 129
stock

analysis charting of, 56
art use of, 148
pages of, 55–56

story connection, to design, 58
storyboarding, 74
storytelling

ASFs use of, 162
nonnarrative type of, 162
process of, 53
visual, type of, 74, 104

structure
briefs, 138
pacing, arranged by, 157
page, types of, 151–153
page, using grid, 151–153
publication, types of, 157–159
redesign in, 137, 147, 168
topic-drive, type of, 184

subscriber base, 18–20
Sullivan, Ed, 100
Sytex electronic prepress system, 112

table of content (TOC), 4, 78, 80
Talk, 8
technology

communication mediums of, 179–184
media consumed, changing with, 179–184
production streamlining of, 5

templates, 56–57
ten-column grid, 153
text, 84, 85, 185–186
text-heavy article, 41–42
Time, 43, 50, 162, 179
Time Warner, 118
TOC. See table of content
trial issue, 110
trim size, 3, 134
twelve-column grid

magazine design using, 151–153
paged examples of, 152, 154, 155

Twen, 7, 8
type, tight-fitting, 119
typeface, 1, 4, 27, 43

Bell font, 70
Century font, 9
Franklin Gothic font, 43
Futura font, 43
Garamond font, 9
Gothic font, 119
gothic serif font, 42
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graphic personality shown in, 4
Helvetica Rounded font, 27
Lexicon font, 27
magazine spirit shown in, 4
Masthead, 42
san serif font, 4, 27, 42, 43, 70, 85, 88
Scala font, 70

typography, 4, 70
branding, 43
skills, 85–86
solutions, 148

Venezky, Martin, 58–63
Vibe, 66
Village Voice, 122
vision, 53
visual

conservative-look from, 113–114
costing of, 186
cover, 97–101
culture of, 24, 58
equity in, 50
magazine type of, 34–35
motif of, 93
presentation of, 26
redesign, 44, 55
storytelling in, 74, 104
trend in redesign, 8, 9
vocabulary, 65
voice of, 21

Vogue, 7, 8, 166, 186
voice

cohesive, of, 128
used in ASFs, 164
visual, of, 21

W, 83, 84, 86
walk the walk, 10, 17
Wall Street Journal, 54
Waller, Craig, 135
Wallpaper, 118–121

excellence in designing, 121
modernist styling of, 119
multimedia look, avoided by, 119

Washington Monthly, 122
Web

culture influenced by, 169

input lacking in design of, 176
periodicals influenced by, 169
print customization from, 178
site interfacing with, 177
site spin-off from, 72
sites associated to, 3, 29, 36–37, 43, 50, 110, 115,

134
Web, v. print

best version of, 178
content proprietary in, 178
designing for, 93
elegance of print, 177
enhanced content in, 177
integration of, 93
interactivity of, 176–178
maturation of, 176
portability in, 177–178
staying power of, 176

Wi-Fi, 133, 135
Wild Blue Yonder (Frontier), 133
Winkler, Herbert, 119
Wire, 88
Wired, 40, 95, 109–115

anniversary edition of, 113
buy out of, 109
under Condé Nast, 114–115
early days of, 109–110
evolving into, 114
initial attitude of, 113

work flow, 5
work relationship, 84
workweek, 149

Yang, Sang, 145, 149

Zedek, Dan, 188
zeitgeist tips, 39–40, 42
zine

cover, 171, 174
desktop publishing created, 170
different ideologies represented in, 175
feature spread, 172, 175
music types, 87–88
refined designing, 173–175
rough-hewn content in, 173–175
smaller sizing of, 170
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Editing by Design: For Designers, Art Directors, and Editors—
The Classic Guide to Winning Readers, Third Edition
by Jan V. White (paperback, 81⁄2 × 11, 256 pages, $29.95)

The Elements of Graphic Design: Space, Unity, Page Architecture, and Type
by Alex W. White (paperback, 61⁄8 × 91⁄4, 160 pages, $24.95)

Thinking in Type: The Practical Philosophy of Typography
by Alex W. White (paperback, 6 × 9, 224 pages, $24.95)

How to Think Like a Great Graphic Designer
by Debbie Millman (paperback, 6 × 9, 256 pages, $24.95)

Advertising Design and Typography
by Alex W. White (hardcover, 83⁄4 × 111⁄4, 224 pages, $50.00)

The Education of an Art Director
by Steven Heller and Véronique Vienne (paperback, 6 × 9, 240 pages, $19.95)

Looking Closer 5: Critical Writings on Graphic Design
edited by M. Bierut, W. Drenttel, and S. Heller (paperback, 63⁄4 × 97⁄8, 304 pages, $21.95)

Looking Closer 4: Critical Writings on Graphic Design
edited by M. Bierut, W. Drenttel, and S. Heller (paperback, 63⁄4 × 97⁄8, 304 pages, $21.95)

Looking Closer 3: Classic Writings on Graphic Design
edited by M. Bierut, J. Helfand, S. Heller, and R. Poynor (paperback, 63⁄4 × 97⁄8, 304 pages, $21.95)

Design Literacy, Second Edition
by Steven Heller (paperback, 6 × 9, 464 pages, $24.95)

Citizen Designer: Perspectives on Design Responsibility
by Steven Heller and Véronique Vienne (paperback, 6 × 9, 272 pages, $19.95)

Design Literacy (continued): Understanding Graphic Design
by Steven Heller (paperback, 63⁄4 × 97⁄8, 296 pages, $19.95)

Graphic Design and Reading
edited by Gunnar Swanson (paperback, 63⁄4 × 97⁄8, 240 pages, $19.95)

The Education of a Graphic Designer, Second Edition
by Steven Heller (paperback, 6 × 9, 368 pages, $24.95)

To request a free catalog or order books by credit card, call 1-800-491-2808. To see our complete catalog on the World Wide Web, 
or to order online for a 20 percent discount, you can find us at www.allworth.com.
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